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CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

The story that flowers tell

is always believed.
—Says the Sunflower.

St. Patrick’s Day

FOR SALE

March I 7

at OWL’S HEAD, ME.

SHAMROCKS

CASTLE COMFORT COTTAGE

AND GARAGE

—and—

The finest piece of Summer Pro
perty
on
the
Maine
Coast.
Throughly overhauled and painted
last season—not a rotten piece of
lumber in it.
Included with the buildings is
the strip of land .extending to the
shores, insuring an unobstructed
view of ocean and islands.
Owing to long, severe ilness. I
will sell at a bargain. Drop me a
card and I will forward postcard
picture of cottage.

GREEN
CARNATIONS
"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

GLAENTZEL
16 SCHOOL ST. PHONE-120

^Greenhouses-camden

J.

PHONE; 135-2

W.

HATCH

19Z BROADWAY, ROCKLAND, ME

APPERSON
The first to free
the driver’s com
partment of both

gear-shift

and

emergency-brake

levers.
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See these remarkable features
on the

New Apperson
Cars
At the Boston Automobile Show
This car sets a new mark in simplicity of control and
ease of handling, under every driving condition. The

Apperson pre-selecting, mechanical gear shift is oper

ated by a touch of the finger, without even taking the
hands from the wheel or the eyes from the road. The
improved emergency-brake is positively ami conven
iently engaged by means of a lever on the instrument
board. And because of its scientific design, this car
steers with minimum effort and turns in an unusually
small circle.
If you want a revelation in conscientious motor car
manufacture, go over the Apperson “Six” and

“Eight,” point by |>oint—cars made better and better
through a thirty-year period of continuous refinement.

Here is the one car that commands your
closest examination-—the ear that has
removed both (/ear-shift and emergencybrake levers from the floor and put them
where they belong.

THREE TIMES A WEEK

BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

1855

Talbot Avenue,

Rockland,

1923

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Quality is our
Watchword.
WALDOBORO

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

RED CROSS NOTES

Milk Lunches Successful In
The Organization That Never
Rockland Schools—A Fine Has Not Sought Reunion With Owl’s Head, Residents
Sleeps Is Busy Here, As
Say—Move Came From Other Side—What the Bill In
Program—The New Stage.
Elsewhere.
New Draft Provides.

The value of the milk lunch in the
The State of Iowa has increased its
school, and the ways and means of
Public Health nurses from 3 to 81 dur
getting this beneficial institution into
South Thomaston say that their at Wherein said town might have been ing the last year.• ♦ ♦ •
Rockland’s grade schools, was the key titude with reference to Owl's Head made a party severally, may sue or lie
The dental clinic held last Saturday
note of the Parent-Teacher meeting has not been correctly reported in this sued, either at law or in equity, in its proved of great benefit to the work of
municipal capacity under the name of
the nurse and will without doubt be
held in the High School assembly hall newspaper; that they have made no South Thomaston.
followed by other clinics.
Thursday
evening,
State
milk
inspector,
attempt
in
this
Legislature
to
have
the
Sect.
3.
All
municipal
officers
legally
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
• * » •
The Rockland Gazette was established In Forrest A.- Barbour, gave a half-hour town of Owl’s Head set back onto elected and qualified in both towns at
An e'x-service man who was unable
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established, talk on “Milk,” and the pupils of Miss
the
annual
meetings
thereof
for
the
South Thomaston, and that whatever
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882
year one thousand nine hundred and to find work in the city was given
The Free Press was established in 1855, and Staples’ room presented a remarkably
efforts have been made in thaL direc twenty-three shall constitute joint transportation to Togus Home. He will
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. good health play.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Mr. Barbour said that the modern tion were on the part of the residents boards for the administration of mu have a comfortable room, plenty to eat
practictioner
aims at prevention rather who belong in the present town of nicipal affairs until Llteir successors and the opportunity to earn a little
$a •••
••• ••• •••
••• ••• ••• ■
money.
than cure, that diet has come in for Owl's Head.
may have been duly elected and quali
• * • •
•••
All Is to be feared where all Is to
its full importance and that the dairy
There seems to be a misunderstand fied.
The Junior Red Cross in a Wisconsin
••• be lost.—‘Byron.
■•• products, eggs nd vegetables are now ing as to the effect of a referendum
Sect. 4. This act shall not take ef
town has been active in financing a
••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• sg recognized as the best. Milk is the on Senate Bill No. 228 (new draft) re fect until it shall have been approved clinic. Sixty-two cripples were exam
most economical and best balanced ported March 8 by Mr. Spencer from by a majority of the legal voters of the
food existent, and much more should the committee on Towns, and laid on towns of South Thomaston and Owl’s ined and given expert advice on what
“WICKED NEW YORK” be used. The balanced diet as a na table to be printed under joint rules. Head, who may he present and vote at they could do to better themselves, by
tional institution is necessary and near.
It has been reported in this news special meetings duly called in their a specialist assisted by the local phy
Cross Nurse.
Milk lunches are of value because of paper, on what was considered good respective towns on the tenth day of sician and the Red
• * « •
Fred B. Wall Corrects Some high
nutritive value and its balanced authority, that concurrent action would September in the year one thousand
A patient going to Hebron Sanato
False Impressions About character. It improves iioth the physi be necessary to make the bill effective nine hundred and twenty-three; and rium was given the following outfit by
cal and mental status of the child, and —in other words that a majority of the question which shall he submitted
Cows, Milk, Grass, Etc.
is a money saving, to the community both towns must vote “yes" if Owl's to the voters of said towns shall be in the Red Cross. One heavy blanket, one
because the child gets through school Head and South Thomaston are again substance the following: “Shall the heavj .sweater, two outing flannel night
rob s, one |>air of heavy woolen gloves,
I saw an article from a recent issue quicker. Milk is now given in a ma to be united into a single town. Owl’s towns of South Thomaston and Owl's
Head was well satisfied with that ar Head in the county of Knox be incor one pair of bed socks, one pair of bed
of The Courier-Gazette, which refers jority of the city schools
Mrs. C. F. Snow, president of the As rangement, the proponents of division, porated into a single town’'” and there room slippers, and a hath robe, xvhich
to the placing of a cow in the Bronx
sociation, told how the experiment was two years ago, being fully confident after within twenty-four hours from was given by the Rockland Chapter of
Zoo so that the large percentage of conducted in Rockland through funds that a majority in that town would be the time when the polls shall have been D. A. R.
• . * •
by
interested friends. against reunion.
the city children who have not seen volunteered
closed the clerk of each of said towns
The Knox County Dental Association
But such is not the language of the shall transmit by registered mail,
such a sight might be able to do so. Clean, rich milk is delivered each
has distributed in the past year 500
school morning at 10 o’clock at Tyler hill. It says—
postage prepaid, to the Secretary of
tooth 1,rushes. These are furnished by
Under the article is a joke which reads:
School, and given to the youngsters in
'And if the major combined votes of State at Augusta a certified copy of the
. “It is also not unlikely that many Grades 1 and 2. The bottles have a both towns upon said question as sub record of the vote of his town, if any, the Association and the distribution of
New York children have never seen little trap-door arrangement in the top mitted be affirmative, the Secretary of | upon said question, together with the them is left to the discretion of the
Red Cross Nurse. In some cases they
any real milk.”
of the cover, through which a straw is State shall transmit to the clerk of I official check list used at said meeting
are supplied free of charge and in oth
Just to correct several common ideas inserted for drinking. When the par each town a certificate of the fact of in his respective town.
ers there is a small fee collected. They
of outsiders regarding life in New ents are able to pay the cost is three incorporation of said towns into a sin
And if the major combined votes of
are used in connection with the work in
York, I am writing this letter.
| Loth towns upon said question as sub
cents daily, and where the parents can gle town."
the public schools.
First, I was torn and lived 20 years not pay volunteered funds cover.
Following is the complete hill, as re- mitted lie affirmative, the Secretary of
• • • •
in the village of Tenant's Harbor, only
Miss Maude Reilley. Red Cross nurse, ported|out of the committee, and which State shall transmit to the clerk of
Walter Hanna, representing the Vo
15 miles from Bocklandt
Dike aLl told of the weight tests at the end of will soon be voted upon by Legisla each town a certificate of the fact of
cational Training department of the
Maine people I think it the best State. the first month’s milk lunches.
ture.
incorporation of said towns into a sin United States Veteran's Bureau was at
• * • ♦
I never thought I would see New York
Forty-one pupils were weighed;
gle town and shall publish forthwith in the Red Cross office for one day this
when I was a boy. It was always re one had lost weight (she had had the
Be it enacted by the People of the two weekly newspapers within the month. He was here in the Interest of
ferred to as the most wicked city in grippe), 11 had gained a pound each, 10 State of Maine, as follows;
State, one at Augusta and one with the trainees now placed in Rockland
the world, by my Sunday school teach had gained a pound and a half each,
Section 1. That the towns of South in said county of Knox, for three and Camden. There are four in Rock
ers. They said children there never and 10 had gained from two to three Thomaston and Owl’s Head, in the weeks in succession, the certificate of
land and one in Camden. About once
saw green grass; never saw the coun pounds each.
county of Knox, be and hereby are in said fact of incorporation, and said ever / two months, the V. B, send their
try, and all sorts of bad things were •Miss Reilley was enthusiastic about corporated into a single municipality towns shall hereafter be known as the nurse here to look after the health of
said about the city. I promised my the project and would .like to see it ex to be known as the town of South town of South Thomaston.
trainees and their families.
And if either town refuses or
people I wouldn’t go out doors after tended throughout the grades. On Thomaston.
• . • •
dark.
motion of Arthur L. Orne a committee
Sect. 2. That the new town of South neglects to properly call and hold said
At the beginning of the year 1923, the
To my surprise I found it the ex was appointed to wait on the school Thomaston shall administer the mu meeting for the purpose specified on Home Service department of the Red
treme opposite from the mental picture committee and get its co-operation in nicipal affairs, acquire for corporate the day herein designated, or to make Cross had 36 cases under care. There
1 had forced on me. The people here the project. G. B. Wood. A. L. Orne purposes all the municipal properties, the return, herein required, the Secre were no new cases during the month
arc very patient with each other. One and J. M. Richardson were the com assume all the indebtedness and lia tary of State shall determine the fact and nine were closed. One civilian fair,
bilities and enforce all the rights and of approval or disapproval from the re ily received assistance. The nursing
very, very seldom sees a gang of idle mittee named.
The new stage made its bow and obligations of both of said towns; that turn of the other town, and in case of department reported 11 cases carried
people on the corners. The death rate
among the children is very low. There though incomplete was very well re in order to consummate the act of in approval shall declare the result in the over from December, with 15 new or re-.
are a large number of good parks ceived. The entire- western end of the corporation said new town, in all cases manner before prescribed herein.
admitted cases during the month; 19
where the children can Walk On The assembly hail has been enclosed be
patients were discharged. There were
Grass, play and have a good time gen hind an ornate wallboard facade with
71 visits made. Three schools wer<'
erally. Best of all I doubt very much a stage, proscenium arch and wings.
PRE-EASTER SERVICES and Ernest Crie, cornetist, will play at visited and 161 pupils Inspected In 11
It
makes
a
startling
change
in
the
old
the
services.
A
young
people
’
s
choir
if children anywhere in this country
visits.
—
i
• * • •
will sing besides the soloists who will
have as good milk, or as much of it assembly hall and is a radical improve
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of Au be heard.
ment.
Its
construction
is
under
Carlos
per child as in New York. It is cheap
A small chap came to tbe Red Cross
Services will he held every night ex booth at the Food Fair and seeing the
here also, and no matter where you C. Purinton of the manual training de burn will begin special services in this
get it, it has the same clean taste. In partment, and Ansel R. Sterling, art city Monday night at the First Baptist cept Saturday at 7.3(1.
display of tooth brushes and tooth
director.
The
work
is
being
done
the country cows are not inspected;
church. Mr. MacDonald is favorably
paste made the following conversation.
neither are they always clean. The largely by grade students.
"If those tooth brushes are for sale and
AN EASTER MESSAGE
known in Maine as a successful pastor
The
program
preceding
the
speaking
flavor ranges from good clean milk in
don’t cost more than 10 cents, I want
and
Christian
Endeavor
leader.
During
to buy one. My sister and I have al
some places, to the flavor of the barn was of an exceptionally high quality.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
* * • •
and of garlic.
We are approaching the Easter sea ways shared the same brush, but she
Words fail to describe the charm and
says that Red Cross Nurse told them
1 worked for the Federation of Child
son—a season most sacred of all the in icliool the other day that everyone
Study ail last summer and learned beauty of such a feature as the Mother
Goose Health Play. The children car
year. Churches will he filled on blaster must have his or her own tooth brush.
some of the conditions of children.
Sunday with eager throngs. You will Now she has taken ours and won’t let
Neither is a cow in New York so ried off their parts with a nerve and
funny. I can look out of the window manner which was a pure delight to
expect to hear good music, and seldom me use it any more. I want one for my
own and I am not going to share it
at my place of business and see sev witness.
will you he disappointed. We expect witn anybody." Needless to say that
Cast of characters: Mother Goose,
eral cows across the street in Central
you to come and of course plan ac the sale was quickly made and a pack
Park almost any day. So you see cows Thelma Blackington; Jack Nimble,
cordingly. But one church service, and age of tooth paste thrown in for good
and milk are not entirely unknown to Rodney Murphy; Mary Contrary. Helen
that on Haster Sunday, will in all measure.
New York children before this one Matson; Old Woman Who Lived in a
probability suffice for a whole year
Shoe, Dorothy Feeney; Boy On a Stick
was placed in the Bronx Zoo.
with a good many people. Most of you
Horse, Herbert Huntley; Jack and Jill.
Fred B. Wall.
THE IDES OF MARCH
respect the church, and none would
Hugh Benner and Barbara Blaisdell:
122 41st St„ Corona. New York City.
like to see its doors closed, but still
Tommy Tucker. Charles Bicknell;
throngs pass it by and scarcely give It ‘Boze" Digs Some Cold Facts
Little Bo-Peep, Virginia Richardson;
BIG FEATURE COMING Little Miss Muffet, Mary Lawrence;
a thought. Christ, the great head of
Out of “Dad’s Diary For
the church, died for all, and it Is this
Little Miss Muffet’s Friend, Annie
Christ we try to worship and his mes
“When Knighthood Was In Chase; Little Girl Who Cried, Mary
1883.”
sage we seek to broadcast to a perish
Lawry; Dr. Foster, David Knowlton;
Flower,”
An
Amazing Hondy Spondy, Paul Browne; Little
ing world.
March 1923, according to The Cour
Why not make your church attend
Antoinette Ijachance.
Beautiful Photoplay At the Lady,
ance on Easter Sunday but a beginning ier -Gazette has'been somewhat boister
Model child drill:
Children with
of what you expect to do on all future ous, so I turn to Dad’s diary of 40 years
dolls. Charlotte Wardwell, Elsie How
Park Next Week.
Sundays? You need the message the ago to find what it was doing in 1883.
ard, Bernice Aylward, Lilian Tibbetts,
March 4, zero at sunrise.
church
seeks to give, and your sup
Laura
Tibbetts,
Mary
Lacrosse
and
Once in a blue moon they come—the
March 5, zero at sunrise; noop, 12
port will encourage others, but most
Margaret Clement.
above.
truly great, the epoch making pictures.
of all you need Christ himself who is
Clean-up board drill; Children with
March 6, zero at sunrise; snow.
Here is the season’s dazzling sensa brooms, mops and dusters: Oram
a Saviour to all who will accept him
March 7, worst storm for the winter,
as
such.
“
Is
he
yours?
Is
He
yours
tion with beautiful Marion Davies, an Lawry, Carroll Demmons, Cynthia
Charles MacDonald
March 8, cold; wind northwest.
Is
the
Saviour
who
loves
you,
yours?
”
Wasgatt,
Lucy
Fryq,
Margaret
Thomas
all-star cast of fifty and a supple
March 9, ice made last night a milo
[Rev.] R. H. Short,
and
Dorothy
Aylward.
outside of Southern Island.
mentary cast of over three thousand.
General director. Miss Staples, Mary the war he enlisted as a prlvato that I Thomaston, March 15.
I should imagine that Penobscot Bay
It has just closed a successful engage and Oram Lawry at the piano.
he might fight in the rapks instead of
and Rockland Harbor were Ice bound
ment of fifteen weeks in New York City
seeking favors as a minister. This ai t
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist In in ’83 if the ice made out into the At
in which patrons stormed the box office
was typical of the man. His record ' making income tax returns. 375 Main
lantic Ocean a mile from Southern Is
to see it and Manager Templin is
has been marked by courage and hard i Street.—20-tf
land.
bringing it to Rockland which will be
work. Straightforward in ids preach
the first of the smaller cities to be priv
"And the Gulf Stream will curve, and
ing, he sounds the gospel note with
While Street, near LImerock
New England, grow torrlder —
ileged to see it. Everywhere critics
clearness and persuasiveness. Mr. Mac
Telephone 664-W
Rex A. E. Scott, Rector
And lie worried about It.
have lavished praise upon it. Every
Donald is certain to make many friends
Than was ever the climate of Houthernpiost
34 High Street. Telephone 271 )
where it has been an overwhelming tri
Floridain Rockland and those who enjoy the
l
c artney
If this telephone Is not answered call 58-11
And he worried about It.
umph.
truth simply and earnestly presented
Our
lee
crop will be knocked Into small smith
SANITARY
ENGINEER
The world-famous and beloved ro
and backed up by a consecrated
ereens.
mance of the bewitching madcap prin
The Bishop will visit the parish at the
And
crocodiles
block up our mowing machines.
personality will not miss the opportu
Plumbing and Heating
morning services Sunday, and wilt preach
And we'll lose our fine crops of potatoes and
cess who loved a gallant commoner and
nity to hear him.
at
the
111.30
service.
beans
ROCKLAND, ME.
S-tf
defied a king, to win her heart’s desire.
Clr.reuce Fish of Camden, trumpeter.
And lie worried about it.
Fifth Sunday in Lent (Passion Sunday, the
You will see settings and gowns of be
beginning of the, I’asalonttde. the last two
Don’t worry. New England weather
witching and magnificent beauty never
weeks in taint I. March 18th. Holy Com
will average about the same, only some
munion at the chattel at 7.30 a. m.; Morn
before approached on the screen. Gal
winters will average more than others.
ing Prayer at in; Litany at 10.20; Holy
lant knights clashing upon the tourney
Communion with muatc, and sermon by
Boze.
Held, while hundreds of beautiful wom
the Bishop, at 10 )0; Church School at
12.15.
en applaud. Armor, jewels and tapes
At Thomaston Sunday, Church -School at 0
tries of priceless value; flashingswordsYOUR FAVORITE POEM
p. m.; Evening Prayer, lie Profundls, Lit
play—the intrigues and passions of a
any. hymns and sermon a 7.
profligate court laid bare. A spectac
Whatever your occupation may be and how
Tuesday, meeting of liept. Church Extension
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
ular romance of hot, impetuous youth
at the Rectory, 7.311 p. in.
fail to Secure at least a few minutes every day
—as old as time, as fresh as tomorrow.
Wednesday. Evening Prayer and Litany at
for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit
4 ; Evening Prayer and addrea3 at 7.30.
The engagement of “When Knight
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton
Friday, Woman s Auxiliary at the Church
hood Was In Flower" is for two days,
at 2 ; Evening Prayer. Litany and hymns
ERIN
GO
BRAGH
at the Park, next Wednesday and
at 4 ; Evening Prayer. He Profundls, Lit
Dear Harp of my country! lu darkness I found
Thursday. Patrons arc urged to attend
any and hymns at 7.30; choir rehearsal
thee.
at 8.
the matinee if possible as the night
The cold chain of silence bad bung o'er thee
Easter Day comes April 1st; prepare for the
crowds arc sure to be great. Seats are
long.
Easter Communion and the Easter Offer
not reserved.—adv.
When proudly, my own Island Harp. I unbound
ing.
thee

DONSON
The Reliable and Satisfactory

Psychic and Spiritual

Monumental

SOUTH THOMASTON’S SIDE

. w. M C

Me.

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

Subscription $3 09 per year payable In ad
vance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable
Communications upon topics of general Inter
est -are solicited.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday mon.tag, from 469 Main S:reet, Rock
land, Maine
Entered at the postofflee In Rockland for cir
culation at second-class postal rates.

Volume 78................. Number 33.

ST. PETER’S CHURCH

A. C. JONES, Dealer
5

THEY PUT ON WEIGHT

The Courier-Gazette
ALL THE HOME NEWS

send or bring them to

TUESDAY. THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

Works

EAST UNION, MAINE
Owner of Lincolnville Gray Granite Quarries
We are equipped with the most modern machinery and can
finish a monument, to please our customers, from Barre, tluincy, or
any of the leading Granites.
We sell the Vermont Marble Company’s high grade marble
memorials in both the polished work and M. & M. finish.

MEDIUM

And gave all thy chords to light, freedom and
song.

AMERICAN HOUSE
Hanover Street
Boston
The House of Good Cheer
Room Rates $2.9ft per day and up
Two new fireproof Garages one
Block in the rear of the House

Rathskeller

Can ba consulted every Tuesday and
Wednesday from 10 A, M. to 8 P. M.
29 PARK STREET
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
l«»tf
Telephone that Item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see IL

Business
Men’s
Lunch
from
Noon to 2.30 P M.
Dinner from 6 P. M to 8 P
Supper from 8 P. M to I A
A la carte all day
Music from 6 P. M. to 1 A. M
by Scotty Holmes Orchestra and
The Imperial Marimba Band
Banquet Rooms from 4 to 500
people
Telephone Haymarket 4749

g-Xov-25-23

Jamson Jfubbard
Hats Sia Caps
Aire everything a good hat should
be in style and Workmanship
SOLD BY

BURPEE & LAMB
SOLE AGENTS

'

-

The warm lay of love and the light note of
gladness
Have waken’d tli.v fondest, thy liveliest thrill:
But so oft hast thou echoed the deep sigh of
sadness.
That e’en in thy mirth it will steal from
thee still.

Dear Harp of my country! farewell to thy
numbers,
This sweet wreath of song is the last we
shall twine:
Go sleep with the sunshine of fame on th
slumbers,
Till touched by some band less unworthy
than mine.
If the pulse of the patriot, soldier or lover
Has throbbed at our lay, ’tis thy glory alone}
I was but as the wind passing heedlessly over
And all the wild sweetness I waked wag
thine own.

— Thomas Moore.

SURE GUIDANCE:—In all thy ways
acknowledge him. and he shall direct
thy paths.—Proverbs 3:6.

One of the most important pieces of
oflb ■ furniture is the waste basket. In
these days of intensive circularizing, if
a business man wants to do any con
siderable amount of work, it is neces
sary for him to shoot the one-ccnt stuff
dire -t to the basket, without even op ning the envelopes. The basket which 1
use is rather, small and consequently it
runs over very often. Sometimes the
papers get
kpill be atise Patsy. (Bos
ton bill,, of pep quite full I tips the bas
ket < ver. and searches, maybe, for red
ing matter concerning dog bread. Ont
Ne.v York firm from which 1 have pur
chased seven or eight excellent books,
send . me at least seven or eight copies
of circulars advertising each new work
they are pushing. Probably they hive
it figured out, that if I don't buy on the
first rail. I may Am any one of the othAt any rate they help fill the bas
ket.
I noticed that the city editor had a
large new oblong shaped basket at the
end of his desk. I made a remark
about its size and he explained that on
account of so many contributions about
"Beautiful Snow" of late, he had to get
a real large one. No doubt this dope
ought to go to the basket but I suppose
my friends in the ottiee don’t want to
hurt my feelings, and so they fix it up
a little,—maybe much—and run it
through. Waste baskets in a certain
public building are useful in helping
the janitors keep the place tidy, and
some patrons find it innocent amuse
ment in looking the discarded stiff
ove-. I’ll never forget the greeting I
received from a Twilight Iisaguer. who
rounded the southwest corner just as I
lifted a copy of the Congressional Rec
ord from one of the chicken cages.

Wc have on hand the following coats, which we offer at
prices never before quoted:

■ -■ - ----- 8----------------If the newspapers were to announce
Women’s Coon Coats
that the doors of theRoekland Public Li
1 Coat 38 inches long, regular price $225.00. SPECIAL $175.00
brary were to be closed after this week,
1 Coat40 inches long, regular price $250.00. SPECIAL $195.00
the feeling of the average reader would
1 Coat40 inches long, regular price $275 00. SPECIAL $215.00
border on consternation and there
1 Coat40 inches long, regular price $325.00. SPECIAL $250.00
would be a storm of protest. Ever
1 Goat 45 inches long, regular price $300 00. SPECIAL $235.00
since the late Andrew Carnegie made
this institution a possibility with his
Men’s Coon Coats
generous gift, the Public Library has
This is a real opportunity to get a really high grade coat
entwined itself more deeply into the
affections of the people, who derive so
at genuinely low price.
much of comfort and value from that
intellectual storehouse. Young folks
find it an Indispensable adjunct to the
city schools, and adults would find
themselves deprived of a great privi
lege if they did not have access to the
library for reading matter or in their
search for information. The CourierGazette does not wish to pose as an
SHIP NEREUS SOLD
alarmist, but the fact remains that un
less t'he Public Library can have
Munroe & Co. Dispose of Ger
greater financial assistance this year
man Built Craft—Move
there is a possibility that the work
may not go on. It has been continued
That is what an Elccments of Other Vessels.
this year because a resourceful li
•tragist does.
Xo matter
brarian has worked early and late, ex
Ship Nereus has just been sold
what
your
need
is—no
ercising all of her ingenuity that the through the office or W. M. Munroe &
matter who you are.
If
institution’s genteel poverty may be Co., ship brokers, of Boston, to Marks
Angel of Dorchester, for $8,000. The j
concealed from the public gaze. Worn Nereus is a full rigged steel ship
von want an electrical ser
out Volumes have been patched until classed Al in German Lloyds, and is
vice that will be guaran
decency compels that they shall no at present tied up at “T” wharf, Bos
ton. She was built in Bremen, Ger
teed—
longer be placed* in circulation. many; is about 20 years old. 1714 net
Toilets have been closed because they ton;, 260 feet long, 40 feet beam, and
Get An Electragist
are no longer habitable. Floors have the tallest cf her three masts is 180
feet.
She
carries
about
3.000
yards
of
worn so thin that replenishing has be
To Do It For You
canvas. She is about 3.000 tons d. w.
come a necessity. These are but a few and carries about two million square
instances of a score that might be feet of spruce lumber. She is at pres
mentioned.
The appropriation last ent under the Greek flag and was In
year was $3500; this year the trustees terned in a Chilea . port during the war.
Lat-r she loaded bones at Buenos Ayres
say that •'35000 is the least sum on for Philadelphia, and was then char
which the library can continue its tered to a moving picture company.
work if the city is to remain un Tlie result is the Barthelmess picture
"Fury.”Avhich is now showing in Bos
ashamed.
ton theatres.
One of the bills to pass both
The Nereus is a fine built ship, the
branches of Congress just before ad- cabin being panelled in mahogany and
journament was the Sweet bill amending bird's eye maple. Vessels of this typ?
are not in demand for charter and it 1
the War Risk Insurance Act so as to in is the present owner’s intention to junk
crease the period in which a veteran's the Nereus for the many tons of met il
disability will be assumed to have re there is in her.
• • * •
sulted from his service. Under the
Schooner George R. Bradford (Web- |
amendment, tubercular, nerve and nter), is chartered to load machinery
mental diseases occurring within and piping at Boston for The New
The word Electragist, meaning
three years of the soldier's discharge Main Fish Corp, at Boothbay Harbor.
“a leader in the electrical eonMaine, at $7.75 a ton; vessel to load
will be be construed as the result of
tractor-dealer business," is reg
and discharge cargo.
istered as a trademark by our
» * * *
his experiences in the war and will
Association, and only active
Schooner Ervin J. Luce, Paschal,!
make him eligible for special compen
members can use it.
sation and for hospital treatment. An which has been frozen in at Portland
loaded with heavy stone, Addison for
other section of the amendment au New York, is now out of the ice and
Every Electragist’s serv
thorizes the payment of $100 for will proceed when weat/ier conditions
ice is dependable and trust
funeral expenses of any ex-service are favorable.
• • « •
worthy. He is qualified to
man provided he dies with insufficient
Scl oon?r Annie II. Preble, McIntyre,
make it so. His experience
property to meet the expenses. The after being frozen in at Gloucester,
coupled with his superior
third provision of the amendment bound from New York to Islesboro. 1
stipulates that all hospitals under the with coal, is now out of the ice and
knowledge puts him in a
jurisdiction of the Veterans' Bureau ready to sail.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

GUARANTEED

. » • •

• . « •

Saturday, March 10.
6.30 a. m., 9 above, (4 above at the
“Keag”), cloudy.
11.00 a. m.. 30 above, south, south
west, fresh and snowing.
II p. m., 26 above, west, light and
coudy.
A year ago this morning, the mercu
ry was standing at 27 above. Three
years ago this day, the steamer Castine
male two trips between Camden and
Rockland. The highway and the rail
way between these two places were im
passable. and there was no airplane
handy. It was fortunate we had <
stretch of water to run a boat through
* A * *
Let Us Think of Summer
I just ran across Ralph Parlette's
Precs Sheet, and a look at it brought
to my mind the big brown tent, on the
v. M. C. A. lot, the slanting seats, the
mosouitos, the hot weather and Rever
end Pliny Allen, with coat and vest off
trying to keep cool, while stuck to the
bark of liis seat. Here are a few of
Parlette’s sayings,—
"The reason so many young people
go tc Hell is because there isn't any
other inviting place* in the community
to go.”
"The man who always agrees with
you is either a fool or thinks you are."
“It matters little what salary you
get; it matters much what salary you
earn. Nobody* is long underpaid njr
overpaid. We raise or reduce our own
salary: the boss doesn't."

Schooner Marguerite, Calor, is closed
guaranteed. His high prac
to lead lumber at Machias. Me., for
tice standards »w’t permit
Boston.
. . * .
anythfhg
dst.
Schooner Jacksonville is chartered to
load lumber at Stockton, Me., for New
York.
• • • •
Schooners Charlie and Willie, Mc
Graw, and Gold Hunter, Adams, are
444 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Some interesting things crop out in chaptered to load box boards at Lin
official investigations. A compilation colnville for Lynn, Mass.
just published by tlie Bureau of Media
tion and Arbitration of the Pennsyl
vania Department of Labor and Indus
try, place the time lost through strikes
in the anthracite mines in 1922 at
132% working days. The total num
a. ••
ber of man days lost in the anthracite \
and bituminous mines of Pennsylvania
Wc are all crcalurcs of habit
in 1922 is placed at 38,009,000. The
loss in wages is figured at $190,000,Some of them are good, some bad
000, based on an average daily wage g
of $5. This figure would appear to be
<2 One of the best habits is coming to this bank regularly
extremelj' low, according to the An
thracite Bulletin, as the minimum
rate for common labor in tho bitumi
Join the army of
nous coal fields is $7.50 a day, and the
6759
anthracite region, based on the award
of the Anthracite Coal Commission in
Depositors
1920, is $5.78 a day.

A. T. THURSTON

Get the Habit

\

Gov. Baxter is exercising bis veto
power with a free hand and apparently
fearless as to where the axe may fall.
He may be right, he may be wrong;
constituents may applaud, and they i/
may revile, but Legislature this year £
is no place for a governor with a limber
spine, and some vetoes are doubtless
necessary to keep State expenditures
within the bounds of reason.

|

h

At the close of Tuesday night’s per
formances in the Strand Theatre Ken
neth Moran, an employe of the J W.
A. Cigar Co. found a fat pocketbook
the contents of which added up to $43.
The identification card was so blurred
that young Moran could not read it,
and he came into The Courier-Ga
zette office bright and early yester
day morning to advertise for tho owner
of the property. Identification was
furnished in this office, however, and
fhe Courier-Gazette was not long in
locating Charles Al. Nelson of the
Coast Guard Cutter Acushnet, to
whom the pocketbook belonged. He
hadn’t entertained the slightest idea of
ever seeing his money again, and
showed his pleasure by giving young
Moran a substantial present It tlas
extremely fortunate for him that the
Jipcketbook fell into such reliable
Lands.

New* spring suits, coats aud dresses
are being received at the Davis Gat ntent istorc, corner of Main and Elm
streets, almost every day, thus keeping
the stock fresh.—-adv,

\

\

Small enough lo knou) you
P

Tiwirrir

WHEN YOU

Z&M&S

ARE LOOKING
for a satisfactory banking connection, re

member that the Rockland National Bank is
strong, has excellent facilities and offers you
a banking service of proven merit.

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
T-a

The Rockland National Rank
Rockland, Maine
MEMBER FEDERAL 'RESERVE SYSTEM

'

<

ROCKLANP, MAINE

USkikrWttHckc Agmcy
the Red Seal Remedies. Do you re
member the Sarsaparilla and the Cough
Syrup?
•

Tuesday, March 13.
i. m., 30 above, east, northeast,
cloudy.
Noon, 37. southeast, light, cloudy.
6 p. m„ 32, northeast, light, cloudy.
It was 27 above a year ago this
morning.
• • ♦ •

High School Echo
I just came across a bound volume a
the library, which I find very interest
ing, as my friend. Walter Weeks, is
featured quite a little. Between the
rovers are copies of the issue of Hi
High School Echo from 1892 to
1894. In the March 1893 number I note
the following,—
"Printed each month by the Class of
’93. R. H. 8.. at The Courier-Gazett
office. Subscription price, 50 cents
yea", 6 cents a copy."
"Ralph L. Wiggin, Business Man
•ger.”
"Rhodes has the smallest feet in the
Senior Class."
"Weeks is an enthusiastic sportsman
He recently killed time with his
breech-loader."
"Alumni Notes, ’77, H. M. Lord de
livered a lecture Wednesday, March IE
before the students of Bridgtrtn Acad
emy, North Bridgton, Me., of which in
stltullon A. C. Dresser is principal.
’89, Miss Elizabeth Jameson is em
ployed as- bookkeeper in the office of
the Rockland Trust Cominny.”
Tlie issue carries advertisement of

THE BEST SPRING MEDICINE
For Men. Women and Children is what you
ntjcn. Two Million People have used “Analrptic,” Maine's Marvelous Medicine for a
wide range of Diseases.. Thousands have
written us letters of praise. A Fair Trial
will convince You of its Merit. Price only
25 cents a package. Sold around the World
by our Agents and (near home) Druggists.
RICHARDS CO-OPERATIVE CO.. INC.
ROCKPORT. MAINE TS-31-tf

New Turnip Developed,
On Cape Cod a special type of tur
nip is being developed. Not that them
Is anything unusual to be said for tho
taste of this turnip as compared with
similar turnips raised elsewhere. But
the interesting thing abont the Cape
Cod turnip is that it will grow on
farms having sundy top soil. It has
proved useless to recommend that the
regular Cape Codder move elsewhere
If he wished to grow crops that did
not promise to do well In the Barnstables and the Truros. “Why not
adapt the crops to the land?” asks
the native. The answer is a turnip
with an unusually long tap root which
penetrates below the sand stratum to
the moist subsoil anil flourishes even
In spots that weeds find discouraging.
—Washington Star.

SLEEVE PROTECTORS
"KEEP KLEEN KUFFS" and
"SLIP-ON SLEEVELETS"
Made to order for Men and Women
Write fur free booklet to
THE UTILITY SLEEVE CO.. Manufacturer,
ROCKLAND
MAINE
For Sale by J. F GREGORY SONS CO.

[ section 87 of chapter 210 of the Public Laws of
! 1017. relating to same subject.
S 263. An Act to amend section 10 of chap
ter 148 of tlie revised statutes, relating to re
The committee on judiciary reported1 duction of bail by bail commissioners.
Thursday ought not to pass on an act
H-311. An Act relating to costs in civil ac
to establish a superior court in the tions in the Supreme Judicial and Superior
Courts.
counties of Knox and Waldo.
11-310. An Act in regird to discharge of
• * * *
mortgages.
H-307. An Act relating to tlie subordinate
The committee on legal afTairs re officers of the Senate and House of Represent
ported ought not to pass oa an act pro atives.
H-304. An Act to amend section 4. 5 and
viding that an automobilisl passing
6 of chapter
of the revised statutes in rela
any warning sign more than 100 feet tion to foreclosure of chattel mortgages
from a grade crossing shall bring the
32-33
vehicle to a full stop at a distance not
WEDNESDAY, March 21. at 2 P. M . on the
less than 10 feet nor more than 50 feet following;
H-308. An Act relating io tlie registration of
from the nearest rail of such railroad motor vehicles.
track.
H-303. An Act relative ’•» the taxation of
motor vehicles.
* * • *
H-305. An Act to amend faction 33. chapter
In tlie Senate Thursday the commit 211. public laws of 1321. relating to motor
tee on temperance reported ought to vehicles.
H-306. An Act to provide for safeguarding
pass on an act providing that all tines
from damage from motor vehicles.
resulting from prosecution for liquor
JI 3’>2. An Act to amend chapter 238 of the
selling by municipal officers, shall ac public laws of 1919. as amended by chapter
crue to the town or city wherein thp 222 of the public laws of 1921, relating to em
’s insurance policies.
convictions occur and shall be paid to ployer
H 300 An Act to amend the public laws <»f
the treasurer of such community or 1919. chapter 233. as amended by chapter 222
town: ought to pass on an act. provid of the public laws of 1921, relating to cm
insurance policies.
ing that a respondent in a liquor pros ploycr's
s-204. An Act to amend section 18, chapter
ecution shall not again be admitted lo 84. revised statutes, relating to duties of coun
bail in such case or upon arrest on any ty attorney.-.
An Act tn amend chapter 260, public laws of
capias issued therein except by a jus 1017.
and chapter 210, private and special laws
tice of the court in which such prose of 1003. relating to judges of municipal court3
being
attorneys at law, -and exempting the
cution is pending and ought to pass on
Municipal Court from Its provisions.
an act making it a conspiracy at com Eastport
S 210. An Act entitled au Act to encourage
mon law for one or more persons to sell co-operative marketing.
II-266. An Act to provide for i full State
intoxicating liquor in this State to one
Highway Commission, amending chapter 23 of
or more of the others.
tin revised statutes relative to state highways.
* * ♦ »
J4.201. An Act to provide for the appoint
of a chief clerk to die Gorernor and
The question of whether there are ment
Council, and repealing section 4 of Chapter 117
i actually more than 12.000 names upon of the revised statutes.
32-34
THURSDAY. March 22. at 2 P. M.. on the
- he initiative bill providing lor a Fortyfollowing
:
Eight Hour Work Week for women and
S 2. An Act to prevent crime by persons
children is likely to be a burning issue masked or disguised.
32-34
within the next 10 days. This point
THURSDAY. March 22 at 2 P. M , on the
following
:
was brought out at the hearing Thurs
An Act to amend section 86 of chapday before the joint committee on La terS-218.
82. revised statutes. relating to Superior
bor and Judiciary upon the initiative Court for the County of Cumberland.
S-2‘26. An Aet*autborlzing the formatloe of
bill, introduced by Senator Smith of
co-operative associations, with or
Somerset, the chairman of the Labor non-profit,
without capital stock, for the purpose of en
Committee and purporting to contain couraging tlie orderly marketing of flsli products
through co-operation.
33-3V
12,000 signatures.

MAINE LEGISLATURE

\V. T. GARONfB, Sec.

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
JUDICIARY
The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub
its rooms at thi State Bouse, n
Augusta, on
TUESDAY, March 20, at 2 P. M., on the fol
lowing:
An Act to incorporate tlie Union Ferry Com
pany.
An Act creating tlie State Board of Pediatry.
An Act to regulate the practice of the system,
method or science of healing known as Natu
ropathy. creating a hoard of examination and
registration for those desiring to practice the
same, and providing penalties for violation of
this Art.
S-221. An Act to regulate the use of air
craft.
S-211. An Act to amend section 12 of
chapter 1 of the Revised Statutes, relating to
the election of officers.
S-215. An Act to amend section ‘26 of
chapter 41 of the Revised Statutes, relating to
itinerant vendors.
An Act relating to the distribution of de
cisions of tlie Supreme Judicial Court, revised
statutes anil session laws.
S-216. An Act to amend section 77 of
chapter 10, of the revised statutes, relative to
assessors making abatements and recording and
reporting abatements.
H 265. An Act to amend section 3.0 of
chapter 64 of the revised statutes, relating to
the issuing of burial and transportation permits
by sub-registrars.
H-267. An Act to amend section 5, of chap
ter 64, revised statutes, relating’ to marriage and
its solemnization.
Mar 15-17
TUESDAY. March 20. at 2 P. M.. on the fol
lowing :
24-210. An Act to amend sVction 93 of cliao
ter 45 of the revised statutes, as amended by
chapter 293 of the Public Laws of 1917, relating
to sett lenient of violations of la w, and repealing
lic hearing in

.__ ...
jn
•:North National Bank;

THE STUBS OF YOUR CHECK
BOOK TELL A STORY
The stubs of your check book tell a story.
They tell where your money went—whether
it was spent wisely for needful things or
wasted for luxuries.
Each ono forms a little chapter in the rec
ord of your affairs.
You can trace ycur progress in the story they
tell.
Do vpu realize tho value to you of a check
hook which gives you a permanent record of
all bills paid? It encourages a methodical Handling of your af
fairs and leads the way to success.
Have YOU a checking account here?
Coupons on the Third 4,/4r< L. L. Bonds arc now due.
Tu-S

)

Visit Our Display of
Globe-Wernicke Sectional Bookcases.

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY

• • • «

Strong enough to protect you

Rockland, Maine

with its fascinating display of books, is
tha greatest home influence for educa
tion. Jt can be bought a section at, a
time at small cost, to keep pace with
the growth of the library.

Monday. March 12
7 a. m., 20 above, cloudy.
4 p. m.. 32 above, southwest, fresh
and snowing.
10 p. m., 30 above, light rain which
froze as it fell. A year ago this morn
ing 34 above.

Large enough to scree you

Security Trust Company

A Globe-Wernicke Sectional Bookcase,

More of Parlctte
“I used to pray for my neighbors at
church on Sunday and prey on them
the rest of the week.”
‘The man who wants to improve the
whole world should start with himself.”
• • • •
Wednesday, March 14.
7 a. m.. 18 above, cloudy.
Noon, 30 above, northeast, light and
clear.
11 p. m., 20 above, clear.
The morning reading a year ago was
37 above.
* * * •
Who Knows About This, Anyway?
After I shovelled about live inches of
light snow, this forenoon, someone told
me that this contribution which fell
after supper, Tuesday, put us one inch
to the good, or bad. as you may look at
it. In other words, we needed just four
one one-sixteenth inches of snow tc
break all records of snowfall for many
yea *s back.
• • • •
Thursday, March 15.
6.30 a. m.. 14 alxive on my piazza, but
Sunday, March 11.
report of only 2 above at the car barns,
7 a. m . 25 above, partly cloudy.
Glencove. Wind west, light and clear.
4 p. m., 32 above, northwest, fresh and Noon, 30, west, light, dear; 9 p. m„ 18
clear.
above, light, clear. A year ago this
9 p. m.. 24 above, clear.
morning it was 38 above. Two years
A year ago this morning the mercury ago today, the Penobscot river was
was up to 34 above.
open to navigation.
* * ♦ »
....
Work and Rest
Spring Is Coming!
If sitting in a chair, under the edge
With spring comes more business.
of a flat-top desk for six days out of a
And less time for running a column,
So my kind friends.
possible seven, is work, then pushing
Who have in any degree,
stroller, with demountable runners, and
Enjoyed this column,
containing a baby and many coverings,
May hunt in vain.
way over Broadway to Holmes Street
For it next Saturday.
this day might be called rest. If I had
But, perhaps I’ll
to push the stroller around for six days
Find a little time,
earn week, then undoubtedly a little
To contribute
mental work at the desk on Sunday,
Once in a whilewould seem like a res,. The way our
THANKS. . .
streets are right now, I should think
I Be neighborly, Mr. Diarist, you have
that there would be quite a demand for
been a welcome caller —Ed.J
a goed remedy for seasickness.

position to do work that's

shall be made available to veterans of
the Civil War and the Spanish-Ameri
can War. It also provides that patients
committed to these hospitals shall
have their transportation paid by the
Government from the point of their
residence to the hospital they enter.

Children learn by being in the
midst of books; they uncon
sciously absorb knowledge by
handling them.
A Globe-Wernicke Sectional
BookcaCse and its contents
form an educational incentive
that sharpens the wits of
children and oroadens the
minds of adults.
Behind their gleaming glass doors
the books offer a constant invita
tion to associate with the greatest
men of all ages, whose minds we
have inherited, preserved within
the bindings of books.

LIMITED U. S. DEPOSITORY
MAiN STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES
The Committee on Hea an J Shore Fisheries
will give a public hearing in its rooms at the
State House, in Augusta, on Tuesday, March 29,
at 2 P. M.
No. 36. 24. I>. 269. Am Act to amend Sec
tion 36 of Fliapicr 255. Public Laws of 1917,
relating to Purchase of Lobsters with Eggs at
tached.
No. 37. Resolve appropriating money to pay
for Egg Lobsters purchased In 1922.
Nd. 38. Resolve appropriating money to pur
chase and install a new Engine in the t4tate
Boat "Pauline.”
No. 46. An Act to amend Section 7, Chapter
•2P3, Public Laws 1917. relating to the Director
of Sea and Shore Fisheries.
No. 11. S. I». 221. An Ait to amend Section
61. Chapter 15, Revised Statutes as amended,
relative to Cultivation and Propagation of
<*lar.is.
J
No. 42. S. 1». 222. An Act to amend Section
121. Chapter 1, Revised Statutes as amended
bv Chapter 135 Public Laws of 1921, relating
to Fish Weirs.
No. 4:;. An Act to amend Section 122. Chap
ter 4. Revised Statutes delating to HTiarvcs and
Fish Weirs.
No. 45. An Act for Concurrent Jurisdiction
over Fishways.
No. 46. An Act for the Better Protection of
Shad, Salmon, Alcwlves. and Smelts.
ELLIS F. BAKER. Sec.
32-33

AGRICULTURE
The Committee on Agriculture will give a
public hearing In its rooms at the State House,
in Augusta, on
WEDNESDAY. March 21. at 2.66 P. M., on
the following :
An Act to amend Section 12 of Chapter 36 of
the Revised Statutes and chapter 113 of the
Public Lavs of 1921 relating to the Purity and
Quality of Clams, Oysters and Scallops. 33-34
( IlAltLIM W. labUSHPie. Hoc.

EDUCATION
The Committee on Education will give a publi • hearing in Its rooms at tho State House, in
Augusta, on
THURSDAY, March 22. 1923. 2 p.
on tho
following:
Committee No. 53. Resolve to provide a
teacher’s pension of $156 for Miss Fannie Mar
ble.
No. 51. Resolve granting a teachers pension
to Melville <’. Smart of Cray. Maine.
House No. ^69. An Act relating to free high
schools.
No. 298. An Act providing for the use of the
English language in tills state.
No. 366. An Act to amend section 2, chap
ter 33. Public Laws of 1921, relating to the
sanitation of schoolhouses.
33-34
JOHN F. WOOD, Sec.

t Why Chinese Noses Are Flat.
Among the many millions of China
there is a practice which seems to
I have a curious result. The mother
carries her Infant in a kind of bag or
pannier on her back, and not, as in
other countries where the dorsal car
riage is affected, with face turned out
wards, but, as probably we ought to
expect In China, where everything
seems to go and come by rule of con
traries, with the face turned Inward*
The result of that is that the baby’s
nose is of necessity pressed against
its mother’s back, w’hence, no doubt*
has been evolved in the course of ages
the peculiarly flattened or blunted nose
characteristic of the Chinaman,
I

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 17, 1923.

Calk of the town

FULLER-COBBDAVIS
THREE DAYS’ SALE

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Man'll II—St. Patrick's Day

March 19—Rockport ta»n meeting
March 19—Shakespeare Society meets with
Mrs. E. D. Spear, Maple street.
March 20—Annual < roll call of Mlrlant Re
hekah Lodge
March 20, i» and 23—(Polo) Rockland vs.
New Bedford American League team, at the
Arcade.
.
March 21—MomMy meeting of Baptist Men’s
League
Marchl 21—Spring tiegins.
March 21-22—State conference, D A It

s
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COMING!
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SPECIALS

IN

St. Patrick’s Day.

Roller skating Tonight at the Arcade.

Austin W. Smith of the W. H. Glover
Co. concluded his 38th year with that
concern last Tuesday. He has about
decided to stay.

The Maine Central is offering special
rates lo Bangor and Orono and return
on Farmers’ Week g< od going from
March 26 to 29 and limited for retu-n
to Marc-Il 31.
The regular meeting of Miriam Re
bekah Lodge is next Tuesday evening.
The annual roll-call will be held, and
there will be an entertainment. Sup
per at 6.15. Members pot solicited
please take cake or pastry.
The date of the bpnefit hall given by
the Veteran Firemen’s Association is
March 28, and the place Is Havener
hall. And it goes without saying that
the "vets" know how to make their pa
trons enjoy themselves.
Bath Times: Bath veteran firemen
who voted against daylight saving sim
ply killed lots of their summer sport
for with standard time they will not
have the opportunities they have had
the last three years to practice after
supper on Water street.

A number of pugilistic fans talk of
going to Portland next Tuesday to see
the hout between Jeff Smith and Cap
tain Bob Roper, the Southern heavy
weight champion. It is one ot the big
gest boxing events of the winter in
Maine, and Frankie De Rice is, of
course, the promoter.

The portrait of a former Rockland
girl, Miss Dorothy Gribben. appeared
in the Portland Press Herald the other
day. Miss Gribben is president of the
Dramatic Club, a Portland organizalion which is planning to present sev
eral plays in the near future. She is
also leader of the Victory Corps of Girl
Reserves.
Supt. Charles E. Gregory of the
Street Railway was in fine fettle yes
terday in spite of a few burned out
motors and minor worries which are
the common lot of his position. The
occasion for his smile was.the fact that
the company was well prepared for the
deluge and particularly thankful that it
was rain instead of snow.
W. R. Erskine, who was honored
Monday by election as chairman of the
Board of Aldermen, is still confined to
his home by illness, but has recovered
to the extent of acting as chef when
guests were entertained Wednesday
evening. And the Ward 4 statesman is
"some” cook, according to those who
have sampled the fruits of his skill.
Director William R. Chapman has
booked Friday evening. April 13, for his
concert in this city. All lovers of music
will herald this announcement with de
light, as Mr. Chapmans annual con
eerts are the musical event of the sea
son, and he promises a joint recital by
two of the most famous artists in the
country today. All social functions will
he set aside for that date. Full an
nouncement of artistB and program will
be made later. Tickets will be at pop
ular prices, and on sale at usual mu
sical headquarters.
When the big picture of the year,
"When Knighthood Was In Flower,”
with Marion Davies, comes to the Park
next Wednesday and Thursday, March
21 and 22, it will be presented with two
shows only daily. Matinee at 2 o’clock
and evening at 7.15. This is made
necessary on account of the length of
the production which is a full even
ing's entertainment of two hours and
45 minutes. The admission prices have
iieen arranged so lhat all may see it:
Malinee, all seats, 35 cents, and even
ing. floor 50 cents and balcony 35
cents. Patrons are urged to attend
tlie matinee, if at all possible, to save
disappointment, and make sure that
you get a seat. Beats are not re
served. The large number of out of
town putrons who have shown Interest
in this wonderful photoplay bespeaks
for it a wonderful success.—adv.

"The T en Virgins”—Pageant Prelude

SOMETHING NEW

Materialc of

—IN—

RETAIL SHOE MERCHANDISING

$17.50 and $19.75

No. 2
I lot Misses’ and Women's Coats, plain and with fur collars. Plaid backs,
Tweeds, and plain colors of brown, navy and black.

WATCH THE

Priced at $12.50, $15.00 and $20.00

FOR

No. 3
I lot Girls’ Coats, sizes 8, 10, 12, and 14 year9. Chinchilla and Herring
bone Tweed, plaid back—a few with natural Opossum fur collars. Priced
at half price and less.

Plain Coats, $7.50
Fur Collared Coats, $10.50 and $15.00

THE

NEWSPAPERS

GRAND

OPENING

OF

MILLER’S SHOE STORE
436 .MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

1 lot of 25 Jersey Suits, sizes 16 to 40. Plain colors and heather mixtures.
Purchased at a price less than the manufacturing cost. Suits like these
cold last season for $25.00.

A Bargain at $11.75

POLO

FASTER AND FASTER

POLO

TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

MARCH

20,

22

AND

AT THE ARCADE
Miss Blanche Winslow formerly clerk
At a meeting of the trustees of the
Masonic Temple Association Thurs at Hastings’ dry goods store, has en- I
day evening. Bertram H. Roberts was tered the employ of the United Sh »e
elected janitor to succeed Judson 1. and Rubber Co. in Boston.
Crouse, resigned.
George Ladd has bought from C. M.
A skunk has made his headquarters Harrington the house at the corner of I
in a barn near the Country Club during Lincoln and Grove streets last occu
the winter helping himself to grain pied by D. L. McCarty.
while the heavy snow covered his reg
Charles L. Robinson has been elected!
ular means of substance. Mr. Leach
secretary of the local Scottish Rite
hardly considers this a sign of spring.
bodies, to succeed Fred W. Wight, who |
Elder N. M. Wilson of Vinalhaven, now resides in Washington, D. C.
representing the Reorganized Church
It is now possible to direct warships
of Latter Day Saints will conduct serv
ices in the Gospel Mission several liy radio, but the scheme has nothing
nights next week, commencing Tues on James Fiske’s of directing his very I
day. The public is given a cordial in intelligent horse from any point within j
hearing distance.
vitation to attend.

Duggan 1r, Wiley 2r, Dufresne c, Gardner hb, Pete Welch g.
They call Dufresne the hardest hitter In the American League. Let’s
see how Rockland compares with a straight league team.

PHONE 856

EASTER SALE

n

E. C. MORAN & CO.

TO

MEASURE

No extra charges for novelty backs. Woolens direct from mills in
stock to show, not small samples

Suits as low as $20.00

Uncalled for Suits as low as $15.00
Suits made from Customer’s Goods $18.00

C. A. HAMILTON
-

442 MAIN STREET—ROCKLAND, ME.

PORTLAND OUTPLAYED

By Tragic Death of Ulysses G. Rockland Polo Team Won Decisive Victory Last Night—
Blackington—Despondency
Therrien, the Whirlwind.
Caused By 111 Health.

Mrs. S. A. Burpee fell on the icy
walk While leaving her home Monday
Ulysses G. Blackington, for many
and slightly fractured her left arm,
which had previously been broken in years at the head of the Camden fire
department, committed suicide yester
an accident.
day forenoon with a shotgun. The
Tifomas R. Achorn died this morning
tragedy took place in the dining room
at th* home of his son, Alderman
George A. Achorn, on South Main of his home, and when the other mem
street, aged 68 years. The funeral ser bers of the family hastened thither he
The shores of New England must vices will be held at 2 o’clock Tues was already dead. Mr. Blackington
have looked pretty good to Capt. day afternoon from the home of his suffered a shock last September, and it
Greenwood and crew of the Rockland daughter, Mrs. Nelson Carr, 10 Hill is believed that his mind was affected
schooner Helvetia, when that craft ar street.
under the strain of increasing de
rived at Boston, 32 days out of
Harmon Bibber, who was ordered by spondency. The body was taken in
Charleston, with part of deckload
missing. The Helvetia was so long Knox county Supreme Court to pay charge by Wilson, Inc., undertakers.
The community was profoundly
overdue on iter Southern passage that $50 toward the support of his family,
she was reported lost when another failed to do so, and was arrested in shocked, for Mr. Blackington was
schooner was found floating bottom Waterville Thursday for contempt, by widely known and popular, and had
up.
It has been an extremely tem Sheriff Thurston. Deputy Sheriff Con long been an active figure in the town’s
don took Bibber to Augusta yesterday, affairs. In addition to his duties with
pestuous round trip.
where the latter planned to obtain re the fire department he conducted a fish
market. He was aniember of the Ma
lease on a habeas corpus writ.
The Miller Shoe Store of 436 Main
sonic and Odd Fellow fraternities.
street (Everett L. Spear block) will
Car No. 20 of the Street Railway
Mr. Blackington is .survived by his
open one week from today. The pro made quite a prolonged tarry in front wife, one son—Kenneth Blackington:
prietor is Benjamin Miller, but the of The Courier-Gazette office yester and one daughter Mrs. Ralph Satterstore will be under the active manage day afternoon, and the cause of it was
lee.
ment of Ralph Nutt, who has had six a blown fuse which also blew some
The funeral* services at 2 o’clock
years’ experience with the Spear Shoe thing else with a hifalutin name. Sunday afternoon will be private, Rev.
Store, in addition to having been em Car No. 18, whose nose has been out Ralph H. Hayden of the Episcopal
ployed in the shoe department of the of joint ever since the haughty 20 ar church officiating.
W. O. Hewett Co. Between whiles he
rived had the satisfaction of passing
served a couple of years in the U. S.
the latter in triumph as it was being
Navy. Mr. Nutt is both courteous and
SEGUIN LIGHT
towed to the barn. One never can tell,
efficient, and Mr. Miller’s interests
as the wheelbarrow said when it
could scarcely have been placed in bet
Rain would he greatly appreciated
passed a stalled limousine.
ter hands.
as the cisterns here are getting low.
The New Bedford polo team, made
Mail and supplies were received
up identically as it was all winter in
March
8.
the American Roller Polo League,
News was received March 9 of the
comes here next week for games with
the crack Rockland team on Tuesday, death of Roy Ulmer, No. 1 of U. S.
Thursday and Friday nights. The Coast Guard Station No. 9, Popham
Congregational Church
New Bedford lineup comprises Duggan
lr, Wiley 2r. Dufresne c, Gardner hb, Beach. Mr. Ulmer had only been sick
WEDNESD’Y, MARCH 21 Pete Welch g. The team is nicknamed a few days and was taken to the hos
the Whalers, and will be the first pital in Boothbay Harbor March 8.
straight league team to appear here Much sympathy Is expressed for his
Afternoon and Evening
this season. The hard hitting Dufresne
will be the center of attraction, for he bereaved wife.
Supper, 5:30
Several robins were on the island
has the reputation of being able to
split a two-inch hoard when he is hit March 13.
35c
Little Rex Sprague's finger is im
ting 'em right. Three great games are
31-34
proving slowly.
in prospect.
Mrs. V. O. Beal is the owner of a
hen that presented her with an egg
3 $4 inches in diameter. She does not
know the breed of the hen. How is
“You can’t get something for noth
that for an egg, C. D. 8. G.?
Sunday, March 11 everybody on Se
ing.”
guin was watching with interest a
“You get just what you pay for.”
three masted schooner about five miles
off drifting helplessly. The head gear
If you don't believe these two state
was gone, making the schooner un
ment's, just buy a “cheap” accident and
manageable. Coast Guard Station No.
9, Popham Beach, in charge of Capt.
health policy, and wait until a real claim
Berry, went to the rescue, being as
comes.
sisted by Coast Guard Station No. 8
Damariscove. They towed the disabled
craft to Boothbay Harbor. It was
learned later that the schooner was
the Ida W. Mackintyre and had been
drifting since lust Tuesday after en
countering a gale eff Cape Cod.

EASTER SUITOR TOP COAT

RINK

New Bedford is bringing the identical team which played in the
American League all the season—

Charles Emery has left the employ
of the Central Maine Power Co. after
seveial years service and mystery
shrouds his new venture. Mr. Emery
is well known to the traveling public
for his jovial smile and as the erstwhile
"Captain" of the Oakland Park branch.
His winter travels have been on the
Highlands division.

SAVE $10.00 ON YOUR

23

ROCKLAND vs. NEW BEDFORD

CAMDEN SHOCKED

The Knox County itadio Club will
meet at Orel E. Davies' store next
Wednesday night. There will be work
for the "buzzer" class.
Salvador's Riches.
Gold and silver rank high among
Salvador’s products. Up-to-date meth
ods In gold mining were Introduced
20 years ago, when an energetic Amer
ican engineer obtained a property of
high grade ore and put in place, with
British capital, a most complete equip
ment. Later, acquiring a large tract
of low-grade ore, he agreed to permit
government students to complete their
studies In mining and metallurgy at
his properties. Tlius Salvador ob
tained, without expense, a mining
school.
v

WITH THE CHURCHES

IN ANCIENT FIELDS

At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject. “God’s Use of
Unlikely Men."
Church School at
noon.
The Fellowship League will
meet in the vestry at 5.30.

Scientists Unearthing Many
Other Treasures Besides
Those of King Tut’s.

• • • »

No. 4

MADE

MUSIC

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

REDUCED HALF PRICE

THIS TIME LAST YEAR
Fire partially destroyed the
residence of Walter J. Rich on
While street—formerly the home
of Major Gen. Hiram G. Berry
of Civil War fame, and the late
John S. Case.
News was received of the
death In California of William
H. Wakelleld, a former Rockland
business man.
Bears won the amateur polo
championship of the city, de
feating .McLoon's Texacos in a
title series.
The preliminary steps were
taken toward the construction
of the Knox County Motor Sales
Co.’s new garage.
The Dirigo Films Co. was in
corporated, with Frank Keizer,
A. S. Littlefield and Dr. Walter
M. Spear on the hoard of di
rectors.
St. Auhin and Welch joined
the Rockland polo team.

SUNDAY NIGHT

SPECIAL

No. 1
1 lot of 20 Ladies* Suits, mostly large sizes from 38 to 48.
Tricotine and Velour Cloths, priced at $35.00 and $39.50.

j

Beginning MONDAY NIGHT at 7:30

COMING!

READY-TO-WEAR

DEPARTMENT OF OUR BARGAIN BASEMENT

March 20-30—Farmers' Week, University of

Malue
April 27—JRuhtnsleln Club's open meeting al
First Baptist Church, evening.
March 30—Country Club, ladles' and gentle
men's supper at 6.30 folldwed by auction.
March 30—flood Friday.
Mar 31—Basketball, Rockland High vs Port
Lino High (girls) in Rockland
April I—Easter Sunday.
April 13—Country Club dance
April 13—Chapman concert in this city.
April 18—Malue Methodist Conference, Ban
gor. Bishop Hughes presiding.
April 19—Patriots' Pay.
April 20—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
meets In Temple hall.
April 26—Country Club, ladles* luncheon at
12.30, followed hy auction
April 23—Charily Club whist lor benefit of
Home for Aged Women, at the W. O. Ilewett
store.
May 11—Country Club dance
May 25—Country Club, ladies' and gentle
men's supper at 6.30, followed hy auction.

OUR

3

Clarence Fish, Trumpeter; Ernest Crie, Cornetist

MARCH 17, 19, 20
FOUR

SERVICES

Rev. Charles J. MacDonald

COMING!

SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY,

Waterville

March 21—Spring begins (nu.vhe).
March 21-22-—Annual budget campaign of
Pratt Memorial M. E. Church.
March 22—Knox Coumy Librarians' Associa
tion meets at Rockland Public Library, 2 30
p m
March 28—Benefit ball by Veteran Firemen's
Association in Havener hall.
March 23—Melhebesec Club meets with Mrs.
Hester Chase
March 25—Palm Sunday.
March 26—Thomaston town meeting.

PRE-EASTER

The Rockland polo team, going like a
house afire, defeated Portland 13 to 5
in the Arcade last night, putting up an
exhibition that amazed not only the
spectators hut the visiting team.
The real hero of this festive occasion
was the youngster Therrien, who broke
the season’s record for the local
rink by making nine goals. He was a
regular sharpshooter when it came to
hitting for the cage, and did not wait
for the ball to come to him, for he was
all over the lot. Commenting upon his
work after the game. Bill Duggan said:
"You will do well to keep an eye on
that lad, for he is a comer, if I am any
judge." Duggan also said that few
teams have such a fast trio on the rush
line as St. Aubin, Therrien and Bouch
ard.
Cusick was one of the big reasons
why the Portland leaguers could not
get started last night, for he broke up
a small million of plays, and fed his
rushers with his usual accuracy and
skill.
Purcell's 41 stops contained
many of the hardest kind, but that's
what the genial Jimmy thrives upon.
H was probably Portland’s last ap
pearance of the season here. It’s a
game bunch, and the fans have enjoyed
the games immensely. Duggan, who
went to the spot for that team last
night did not quite strike the stride for
which he is famous, but the crowd can
judge for itself when he comes back
with his own New Bedford team Tues
day, Thursday and Friday of next
week. The score:
Portland
Rockland
St. Aubin lr.......................... . lr Duggan
Therrien 2r.......................2r R. Williams
Bouchard c ........................... .. c Welch
Cusick lib ................................ hb Brown
Purcell g................................. ... g Pence
First Period
1 Rockland—Therrien
1.16
.56
2 Rockland—St. Aubin
3 Rockland—Therrien
1.28
4 Rockland—Therrien
.57
4.35
5 Portland—Duggan
4.06
6 Fockland—Therrien
7 Rockland—St. Aubin
1.17
Second Period
.49
8 Rockland—Therrien
.50
9 Rockland—Therrien
2.49
10 Portland—Williams
• 2.52
11 Portland—Williams
4.25
12 Portland—Brown
.13
13 Portland—Duggan
O >•>
14 Rockland—Therrien
Third Period
2.59
15 Rockland—Therrien
4.26
16 .Rockland—St. Auhin
4.57
17 Rockland—Therrie:
.13
18 Rockland—Bouchard
Score, Rockland 13, Portland 5.
Rushes, St. Aubin 11, Duggan 10. Stops,
Purcell 41, Pence 30. Referee. Winslow.
Timer, Davies. Score-, Kenneth White.
News was received here last night
of the sudden death of Miss Lizzie K.
O'Donnell in an Augusta hospital,
whither she had been taken but a short
time before. Tlie particulars have not
been learned here. Miss O’Donnell,
who taught school a great many years
in the primary grades, had made her
home the greater part of the part year
in Augusta, where a cousin, her near
est relative lives, but while home on a
visit last October, had intimated that
she might come back to her home on
Broad street this spring for permanent
residence. The funeral services will be
held in Augusta, (date not given) and
burial will be in Hallowell, where the
remains of the family members lie.

New spring suits, coats ond dresses
are being received at the Davis Gar
ment Store, corner of Main anil Elm
streets, Rockland, almost every day,
thus keeping tho stock fresh.—adv.

First Church of Christ. Scientist.
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’ctock. Subject
of lesson sermon, "Substance." Sunday
school at 12 o’clock. The reading room
is located in the new Bicknell block
and is open every week day from 2.30
to 4.30 p. m.

• • « «

A.. St. Peter’s church (Episcopal),
the services for Passion Sunday will
be at 7.30, 10, 10.20, 10.30 andl2.15.
Bishop Brewster will be present
throughout the morning, and will
preach at the 10.30 service. The even
ing service will be in Thomaston. Spe
cial Lent services or appointments ev
ery day next week except Monday and
Saturday. Particulars will lie found in
the usual weekly notices of the parish
on the first page of this issue.

* ♦ ♦ *

At the Pratt Memorial church Sun
day morning, the pastor will speak on
the subject, "Is Christianity a Fail
ure." The anthem "Onward Christ
ian Soldiers" will be sung hy the choir
and Mrs. Lydia Storer, chorister, will
sing "A Prayer Perfect,” Stenson. The
evening service at 7.15 will begin with
a praise service led by Otho L.
Hatch, and the subject of the sermon
will be "A Desperate Remedy." The
Sunday School meets at 12.00 and
those bringing new scholars will again
be awarded prizes. The Epworth
League meeting at C OO Prayer meet
ing Tuesday evening at 7.30 with the
topic "Giving As An Act of Worship."

» • • •

Rev. John Taylor Holman wli j is to
lie with Littlefield Memorial church
for a two weeks' series of evangelistic
meetings beginning Sunday will use as
his text, ’The Necessary Spirit" at
10.30. The choir will sing the anthem.
“Break Forth Into Joy,” Emerson.
Bible School meets at noon. Boys’
group of which Chauncey Stuart is
captain, will lead the Christian En
deavor service at 6.15, subject, "Factors
for Making the World Better, How
Can We Help?" Gospel preaching at
7.15 opened by stirring service of song
assisted by church orchestra. Mr.
Holman will speak from subject, "The
Only Name" There will be a violin solo
liy Dwight Mosher and a vocal duet by
Misses Doris Daggett and Evelyn
Jacobs. Special evangelistic services
every evening next week except Satur
day.

• « • •

“Why I Believe A Religious Awaken
ing Is A Present Imperative Need." will
be the pastor’s theme tomorrow at the
First Baptist church. "1 Will Magnify
Thee,” Barton and "Supplication,”
Scott, will be sung by the choir. Hav
ener Cassens and Paul Jameson will
lie heard in a violin and piano duet.
In the evening at 7.15 Mr. Browne will
speak on "The Ten Virgins." Ten
young ladies will give a pantomine
pageant of this parable. Albert Marsh
will play two violin solos. The choir
sings "Lift Up Your Heads," Emerson
and "Father Keep Us in Thy Care,"
Hodges. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
of Auburn will conduct special services
every night next week. Monday night
will be Sunday School night when
every class will be asked to attend in
i body Sunday School at 11.45 and
Christian Endeavor at 6.15. The
Happy Hour as usual on Tuesday at
4 p. m.
• • • •
The services at the Universalist
church will ho as follows: Morning
sermon at 10.30, Mr. Ratcliff’s subject
being, "The Law of Love," which is
the third in the series for the Lenten
season.
The kindergarten meets at
the church hour. Sunday school at
12 o’clock. The Y. P. C. U. at 6 P. M.
The evening picture service will pre
sent a travel lecture, showing scenes
in Utah, Idaho, Oregon and California.
The Tuesday evening service will be
a further study of the teachings of
Universallsm. the leadership of Jesus
and the trustworthiness of the Bible
lieing considered this week. The reg
ular circle supper will be served Wed
nesday evening at 6.30. The numbers
by the Church of Immanual quartette
Sunday morning will be from Gaul's
"Holy City." "They Sow in Tears.”
(a quartette number) and “I Have
Not Seen” a contralto solo hy Miss
Jones. Mr. Wyllie will sing the offer
tory solo, "The Holy Hour," adapted
to the music of the Rosary, by Neviu.

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS
—.— -----------------------———)
PE OLE 'OMAN 'LOVY
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Washington, D. C„ March 12.—"Ex
plorers are making forays across the
’no man’s lands’ of history, taking
trench after trench of the prehistoric
in many other places than Luxor,"says
a bulletin from the Washington, D. C„
headquarters of the National Geo
graphic Society.
"Notable work is being carried otf in
the Holy Land, in Mesopotamia, in
Egypt, in the Turkish Peninsula, and In
Greece. Among the most interesting
of these remains are temples of Greek
mythology. An Italian Mission has
within the last two or three years
brought to light ruins of an acropolis
and a temple of the Pythian Apollo at
Gortyna, the capital of Southern
Crete, built at the foot of Mount Ida.
In the interior of the temple stands a
beautiful statue of Apollo as harpplayer, which remains one of the noble
figure of the god, created by Greek
sculptors in thp fourth century, now to
lie seen in llie Vatican. The ruins be
long to that period of Cretan history
when the island was rich anil thickly
populated.
Happy Hunting Ground
"The party was still at work during
the spring and summer of 1922 clearing
and excavating the Agora or market
place, the temple und its surroundings,
*nd a Byzantine church which had
been built over the ruins of another
temple, as well as the remains of
many other interesting buildings which
had been constructed flt a later date.
Crete has long been the happy hunting
ground of explorers of the past, the
ruins at Knossos being well known.
"The Crown Prince of Sweden re
cently has been searching for treasures
of ancient Greek cerkmlc art in the
town of Aslne in Laconia, which the
Argives captured because il took the
side of.Sparta against Argos. As the
temple of the Pythian Apollo was all
they left of the city, the finds could not
lie startling or impressive. However,
he. uncovered many cremation graves
of the early Iron Age and found vases
covered with geometric patterns or
quaint conventionalized animals.
"At Eiiidaurus, on the Saronic Gulf
in Argolis, -excavation work has been
going on since 1916. A basilica, or
portico of a Greek temple, was dis
covered on the site of the little church
of St. John, Ihe central portion of the
pavement of which tgas of mosaic. A
small villa adjoining the basilica, was
paved witli many fine mosaics.
Find Early Temple Form
"Excavation work has been going on
for years at Mycenae. Though much
of its history dates from 1400 B C„ the
city was evidently flourishing in 2000
li. C. Recently members of the British
School at Mycenae removed part ot tile
foundations of the Doric temple and
discovered further remains tliat throw
light upon the original form of Hie
temple structure. Legend says that
Mycenae was built by Perseus and in
the days of Homer was believed to be
the home of Agamemnon.
“Recently news|>apers published ac
counts of the unearthing of an impos
ing temple at Rerras, Thessaly. The
structure was in excellent preserva
tion and was said to be as large as the
temple of Jupiter at Olympia.
"Olympia was a small plain In Ells
bounded by the Rivers Alpheus and
Claudius, in which the Olympic games
were celebrated. The plain and Ils
immediate neighborhood were adorned
with numerous temples and statues.
The most celebrated of these was the
Olympieum, largest temple in Greece
and one of the largest in the ancient
world. It contained that masterpiece,
the colossal Zeus of Phidias.
“One can only guess at the amount
of treasures that the great temple at
Delphi contained. The remains now
standing of the structure built in the
fourth century B. C., have braved many
a cataclysm. The temple remained
pagan. No Christian church was built
on its foundations, as in the ease of
most Greek temples."

BORN
Mct'assalon—-Rockland, March 6, in Mr. ami
Mrs. Isaac ),. McCaaaalnti. a daughter I’r'.s
cilia Mary.
Willouxliby - Palermo, Feb. 26, tn Mr ami
Mrs. it. V. Willoughby, a daughter.

MARRIED
Coates-Comer- tRockport, March 14. by Re*.
A. F. Leigh, Albert P. Coates and Miss Nellie
Comer, both of Rockport.
DIED

Achorn—Rockland, March 17. Thomas R
Achorn, aged 68 years. Funeral at 2 o’clo. L
Tuesday from the homo of his daughter, Mr.
Nelson Carr, 10 Hill street.
Blackington- Camden, March 16. Ulysses C.
Blackington, aged 57 years, 10 months, 16 days.
O'Donnell—Augusta, March 16, Miss Lizzie
K. O’Donnell of Rockland.
Lufkin—.Sunset, March 9. Fred Lufkin.
Jameson East Waldoboro, March !». Henry F.
Jameson.
Williamson Union, March 8, Alfred Wil
Hannon, aged 55 years, 5 months, 12 days.
Campbell—Homerville. March 10, Austin D.
Campbell, aged 69 years.
Ulmer—‘Boothbay Harbor, March 9, Roy Ul
rner of Popham Beach Coast Guard.

RESOLUTIONS

Cwyngrtt. 192) by McClure Newspaper Syndic**

Whereas, our Divine Master has removed from
our W. C. T. U. of North Union, our helov-.1
and worthy sister .Myrtitcla Vo.se, therefore be li
Resolved, we bow in bumble submission lo
our heavenly Father and with hearts saddened
by our loss, may we cherl Ui her memory know
ing that in the eternal heaven there Is peace
and rest. And be it further
Resolved, that the sudden removal of such a
life from our midst leaves a vacancy and n
shadow that will be deeply felt by all the mem
hers and friends of the organization and will
prove a serious loss to flic W. C. T. U . her
home, and to the community.
Rt solved, that we extend our heartfelt sym
patliy to the bereaved family and eommeml
them to Him who (loath all things well.
Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions be
spread upon the records of this organization; a
copy printed in our county paper and a copy
sent lo the bereaved family.
Ruby Hannan. Mabel .Miller, Mary Gregory,
C’ommlttev on Resolutions.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 17, 1923.
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AMONG THE SCHOOLS
News of the Busy Educational
World In and Outside of
Knox County.
Rockland High
By defeating Camden Wednesday
night Rockland High boys qualified as
county champions and furnished an
appropriate windup for their season,
They have won 16 out of 20 games.
The girls’ season lasts until Mar. 31,
closing with the Portland game here.
* • • •
Interest In baseball is stirring.

gives the facts
TO HELP OTHERS

SO
if

Clarice’s Plot to
Gain Love

RID OF INDIGESTION AND IN PER
FECT HEALTH, McAULEY REC
OMMENDS TANLAC TO EVERY
ONE.
. •

By HAROLD CARTER

F.very-Other Day "

It was a ten-pape letter, but it might
all have been contained In a couple of
lines. Clarice Ifad written that she
could not marry him.
Eight hours later a wild-eyed, dis
heveled figure, which nobody on earth
could have mistaken for a famous
editor, was hammering on the front
door of Clarice’s house. Clarice's
mother opened and recoiled in amaze
ment.
“Clarice!” muttered t^e great edi
tor.
"Is it you, Richard! She’s In bed,
with a sick headache.”
"I must see her at once,” he blurted
out.
Clarice’s mother had gone through
the experiences of youth herself. So,
instead of thrusting him out into the
night, she led him in and put him
upon a lounge, and. ten minutes later,
Clarice appeared, red-eyed, but tantalizlngly pretty as ever.
"What does this mean!” exclaimed
Richard Littlefield, holding out the
letter.
"It means,” sobbed Clarice, "that—
that I am George Black.”
“George Black 1” echoed the editor.
“Ye-es,” wept Clarice. “You told me
that my st-stories weren’t any good,
and that from the iiu-lm-lmmatu-turlty
of them you gu-guessed I was a wowo-woman, and that I couldn't write
for the Lev-v-viathan,”
A light burst in on Littlefield's an
guished soul.
“Good heavens!" he muttered. “But
why did you want to write stories?”
“Because I knew you thought me
Ignorant and foolish,” murmured Clar
ice, “and I knew I wasn't a fit wife
for you, and I wanted to sh-slmw you
that I was capable of becoming a
1-1-literary person.”
“Dearest,” murmured her fiance,
drawing her upon his knee, “if you
knew how I detest literary persons!
That’s my business, Clarice,' not my
life. I loved you just for yourself. I
should hate to have you writing
stories. And now I've got to catch the
night train back. Our engagement's
still flourishing, isn’t it?”
And Clarice’s happy smile and kiss
answered his question.
That was how the cook book came
to be restored to the post of honor
upon the bookshelf again.

i! !li '!

29 Years of Progressive
Automobile building
houlJ mean a whole ,

lot to.you
your de
cision”

"Want to take a sleigh ride?” he
CLEVER 3IR. RABBIT
I '
asked, when Jack opened the door. “1
To Clarice It seemed the most
"If Tanlac had not helped me 1 would amazing thing in the world. Only
T WAS the first snow of the winter, feel just like a gallop, the air is so
say so just as quickly as to praise it, three weeks before marriage had been
and Mr. Fox knew very well that crisp. I thought the children and the
his tracks would he plainly seen by- missus might like to go, so I fixed up
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smarter than Jack Rabbit that be did
made, for the treatment has knocked As Littlefield's wife she would meet
I). C. DOUGLASS.
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From "The Maine Alumnus:” Harold
my troubles a kiting. I eat everything everybody who was of the least—and
not notice anything he did—he was 0-24-22 V. P. 8e Cent Mgr. C.en I Pa.xa uger Agt.
Henry Beverage. B. S„ 1915, the sec
I want now, have gained ten pounds, most—consequence In every field of
too busy thinking of his clever plan—
ond greatest radio expert in the world:
and feel fine. Tanlac would have been art.
but if he had kept his eyes on Jack
SERVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED
inventor of the Beverage Ground
It had happened very simply. Rich
OWING TO ICE CONDITIONS
lie would have seen him tuck under
Antennae; recently installed a $5,000,- cheap for me at any price.”
Tanlac is for sale by oil good drug ard had come to stay at the little
lx,0 Radio Plant in Sweden. He is now
tlie straw on the sled a nice long
gists. Over 35-milUon bottles sold.
with the General Electric Co.
summer hotel next door, and he had
whip, tint he didn't and so lie dashed Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
Mr. Beverage, a North Haven boy,
met Clarice, and they had loved each
over tlie hlll^near tlie farm.
graduated from the Rockland High
other. That was all she knew about
When he reached there lie began to
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
School in 1911 and was admittetd to F. ause of storms it was decided not to It, Clarice would explain to her In
prance and caper in a way that threat
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close school Monday for town meeting.
of M. on certificate from this school^
ened to upset the sled and Jack Rabbit
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
The Crimson and Gray boys were de quiring friends.
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began to think there was something 6.00 P M for Boston.
And when Richard went away he
In a recent number of the Maine feated by Rockland boys at Camden
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Friday®
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that
be
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A.
last
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and
again
in
Campus is the following:
Saturdays
at 5 00 A M.; Camden 5 45 A. M.;
whip,
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"When
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Feller
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giving
be
could
make
aivangements.
This
past semester 107 students succeeded
due Winterport 9.30 A M
Return Leave Wlntecport Mondays and
tlie reins a sharp twitch, and then,
In making the required rank for the Needs A Friend” is expected to be was September, and they hoped to be
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Come
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all!
Bean's list." Rockland High is repre
to the great surprise of Mr. Fox, right landings, due the following in urn ing about
married within three months.
sented as follows: Eunice Hazel Wins You will surely regret it if you don't!
over Ills head and neck he felt a sharp T oo A. M
Nevertheless, Clarice’s happiness
low, Earl R. Conant, Donald F. Hast
sting. Mr. Fox was small enougli to
had not been untinged with distress.
ings. Cecil C. Garland. Charles A.
STRAND THEATRE
know what was going on and tliat for MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES
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once Jack Rabbit had outwitted him.
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man,
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that
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mind
his marks received at school has 4 A's.
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A M foe
The Wakefield Case" is the sort of
bit and his family would be pestered so he pretended he was cutting up to
North Haven Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
was one of the most brilliant In Amer
Grace Armstrong and D. F. Hastings
feature that will appeal to a weekend
by Mr. Dog and Mr. Man while he make tlie little Bunnies laugh, but Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
are on the list of “Campus” reporters.
ica. And she, with her poor educa
bor 11 A M.
audience
somewhat
wearied
with
"wild
I
would
be
safe.
he didn't go any farther from home.
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tion—a mere high school one—how
Mr, Fox was very busy all day mak- !
A M for Rockland and way landings.
west."
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plays
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He
turned
right
around
and
ran
hack
One of the interested spectators of
could she make a fit wife for Richard?
OLLIE HILL LINE
ing a harness for himself of rope, for and lie was very careful not to cut up.
the basketball game at Portland was lead, and a strong supporting cast has
Clarice had, indeed, surreptitiously
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M for
lie knew he would have to be careful
Miss Eleanor Flanagan, valedictorian made the production a popular one.
"That
was
a
splendid
ride
you
gave
Bark
Harbor,
Bggemoggin, South Brooksville
endeavored to improve her education
tliat Jack Rabbit did not have the us," said Mrs. ltahhit as she and the .Sargentville, Deer Isle. Brooklin, South Bluoof the class of 1897, R. H S.
The opening bill for next week is from the first day she met Richard,
>
hill,
due
Bluehill
11.45 A M
least suspicion that lie was taking hit* Bunnies jumped to the ground, and
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headed by Richard Talmadge in "Put but she gave it up in despair. The
Return—Leave Bluehill Mondays at 8.00 A.
sleigh riding for anything but pleas Jack ltahhit thanked him also, but | M. I r Rockland and way landings
In the recent Hebron-Bowdoin fresh ting it Over.” "Putting It Over” is a
(Copyright.)
task was too big a one to be com
At Boston connection is made via the Met
ure.
men meet in Brunswick. Hugh Snow story of small town politics. Richard
there was a twinkle In Ids eyes that ropolitan
Line ei| ress freight steamers foi
tied second place in the pole vault with Talmadge as Bob Merritt the wayward pleted within three months. She had
By and by he bad everything ready, told Mr. Fox that though he did not New York and points South and West.
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9 ft. 6 in., and won third place in the son of James Merritt, a state political also, because her widowed mother
and, putting on the harness, he fas know just his scheme he hud been too
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running broad jump with 8 ft. 6 in.
power, is given his thirteenth chance to was not well off, tried to Improve her
Portland-New York Freight Service
tened himself to the sled and off he clever for him this time and had
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DI;\-ct Freight Service between Portland and
make good, the chance being the job culinary knowledge, so that they could
trotted to Jack Rabbit’s home and spoiled It.
S'ew York is resumed from the New State
quired to Produce One Ounce of
A breezy letter bearing a New York of going to Carterville and defeating dispense with ‘‘help"; but after meet
Pier, Portland. Me.
knocked at the door.
(©,
1923.
by
McClure
Newepaper
Syndicate.)
Commercial Essence.
Through rates and direct track connection
post mark gives the information that Arnold Norton in the coming election ing and loving Richard the cook book
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk KallEverett Blethen is miking good with for mayor. Bob is determined to make went Into the attic, and Clarice
roa
ds
Sears, Roebuck and Co. and going to good on the job and follow his father’s brooded.
3T?
Flowers for making perfume are
F. S SHKRMAN, Snpt , Rockland, Maine.
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It
S SHERMAN, Agent. Rockland. Maine.
school evenings. The versatile Everett institutions until he meets Barbara
She was miserable. She feared gLthered at the hour when their fra
THE RIGHT THING
is also doing the art work in a Mid- Norton, daughter of the candidate for
grance
Is
strongest.
This
is
extracted
Western advertising campaign. In ad mayor, and also learns of the dirty tac every minute that she would say
at the
Vinalhaven & Rockland
by several methods, the most Interest
dition to this he does a little special tics employed by Mark Durkham, his something foolish. Oh, If he should
Ing of which' Is enfleurage, which
father
’
s
henchman,
to
defeat
Norton.
RIGHT
TIME
Steamboat Co.
discover
the
profundity
of
her
ignor

art work on the side and began the
draws the scent from flowers that do
New Year right by selling his first Bob quits his thirteenth job and starts ance!
The direct route between
not respond to distillation or other
By MARY MARSHALL DUFFEE
piece of work Jan. 1, 1923. He ran into on his fourteenth, that of electing Nor
Then It was that an idea came into
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
methods. Butter, as every housewife
Charles Kalloch the other day and is ton. He does after many exciting hap
her head so staggering that It took
STONINGTON AND SWANS ISLAND
spending his spare minutes getting ac penings, chief among which is a prize
knows, will absorb every stray odor
FIRST CALLS
quainted with the few of New York's fight with Bob as one of the,main con complete possession of her. She would in the Ice box, anil it Is this peculiar
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
write a story anonymously and have
testants. You know the rest.—adv.
4,000,000 he doesn’t already know.
property of fats which makes enfleur
(Subject to change without notice)
It accepted for Richard's magazine!
Rigorous law Is often rigorous injustice.
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1929
age possible. Glass plates are coated
“How do people get stories accept
—Terence.
PARK THEATRE
Leaves Swan's Island dally except Sunday*
Camden High
with purified mutton or beef fat and
it 5 30 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
ed?" she had asked him once.
the flower petals pressed into it. These "DEIUND almost all our modern
Friday afternoon a combined pro
Vinalhaven anil Rockland.
‘‘Why, they try and try, and never plates are put into air-tight chambers
At the Park today (Saturday)
rules of etiquette there Is a basis
gram on the subjects of Patriotism and
R«' iirning leives Rockland at 1.30 P M , for
Vinalhaven. .Virili Haven, Stonington, and
Temperance was given by the High “Strongheart” the wonder dog half say die,” he answered.
The flowers are renewed from time of common sense. Sometimes it is
Swan
’s Island.
When he was gone Clarice set her to time.
School students. The program; Open wolf—half dog. is coming straight at
When the pomade, as the hard to see; hut usually, if you delved
W S WHITE,
ing, Star Spangled Banner, school; you! A killer when the wolf-call ech self laboriously to work upon her plot. fat is now called, has reached the de deep enough, you would see that the
General Manager.
Rockland.
Maine.
Jan
’y 6. 1923
recitation, Essay on Washington, L
It was a love story, of course, and sired strength, it Is melted off with way laid down by that particular rule
oes
in
his
ears
—
a
beast
of
unmeasured
A
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Fish; music, girls’ double quartet; Gov.
the heroine was very much like hot water and treated with alcohol was really the most convenient.
Bird—V/ell, I always thought ■
Baxter’s Proclamation. Miss Pillsbury; devotion when his animal heart charged
Clarice, just as the hero was like The resultant attar or essence is then
The rules of etiquette for first calls
with
an
inborn
hate
of
men,
knows
the
Why We Observe Temperance Day
“Kite” was a bird.
Richard.
With
trembling
fingers
Clar

first
touch
of
human
kindness
bestowed
are
quite
clearly
rules
of
convenience.
ready for the perfume maker. In one
Carolyn Richardson; song. The Noble
--------- O--------Washington, school; recitation. Essay by a girl. A girl and a dog among men ice dropped the precious missive In French factory alone 2,-WO tons of Thus the old resident calls upon the ,
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
of
all
breeds
out
yonder
in
the
hills
of
the letter-box, and then she waited.
on Lincoln, Doris Sylvester; recitation
roses, 1,750 tons of orange blossoms, newcomer because it is her place, as
C.
M.
WHEELER, D.C. Ph. C.
thrills.
Such
is
the
story
of
"The
Si

On the fifth morning a long envelope 132 tons of violets, 280 tons of jas it were, to extend the courtesies and I
Sheridan’s Ride, Merton Ames; music,
qiHow to Read Your
orchestra;
talk. Temperance, Miss lent Call.” It was life in the raw out came to her. Clarice's heart beat mine, 70 tons of tube-roses, and 1" hospitality of the neighborhood to the J
Chiropractor
Characteristics
Adams; song, Forget-Me-Not, school; there—a life the girl, fresh from the high. She opened it. Out tumbled
4G0 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
and Tendencies — the
tons of jonquils are used in a year. newcomer. The ne*’comer would feel i
city,
could
not
understand.
She
shrank
recitation, Aunt Shaw’s Pet Jug
Cruduate Palmar School ol Chiropractic
her story, and, inside the folded pages These amounts do not seem so im timid at introducing herself to the ' •MaaaaaaiM Capabilities or WcakOffice Hours:
George Hardy; recitation, How We Be from the men who fought for her. She was "a printed notice as follows:
'nesses
That
Make
for
Success
or
drawing
rooms
of
people
who
have
J
Mondays.
Wednesdays, Fridays. 19-12. 2-5. 7-6
found
ferocity
and
hate
in
men
and
pressive when it is known that 11
came a Nation, Ethelyn Dudley; music,
Tuesdays. Thursdays. 10-12. 2-5
lived
so
much
lunger
in
a
neighbor!
"The
editors
of
the
Leviathan
re

beasts.
She
too
found
love.
Ever
tons of roses—about 3,000,000 bios
Failure as Shown in Your Palm
orchestra;
talk.
Patriotism,
Mr.
Saturdays 10-12
Tel. 886
Emery;
recitation, "If,” Margaret guarding her, the great wolf-dog was gret that, after careful consideration, soms—yield but one pound of essence, hood, but ttie very fact that a person :
ever
at
her
call.
Ah-h-h,
what
a
story.
they are unable to use the MS which
Crockett; Lincoln's Gettysburg Ad
The modern perfumer has a great has come to live in a new neighbor- I
Drs. T. L & Ruth McBeath
dress, Harry Carle; remarks, Mr. H. O. Davis wrote it, based on Hal G. you have so kindly submitted.”
scale
for floral, herbal and artificial hood is usually indicative that she has UNSOUNDNESS OF MIND SHOWN
Evart’s story, “The Cross Pull” which
Osteopathic Physicians
Paine; closing, America, school.
There was not even a name signed essences to combine with the animal left old ties and friends behind her
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The school feels grateful to Miss appeared in the Saturday Evening Post. to It.
and
would
like
to
take
up
new
ones.
bases,
and
Jt
is
In
this
combination
HOURS: 9:80 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
Adams and Mr. Emery for the very in Remember it? A comedy and a trave
Clarice spent that afternoon in her 1 that he exercises his ingenuity and
In Washington, official etiquette re
A (.’CORDING to some authorities,
I EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
teresting talks which they gave. The logue to strange lands complete the room crying. She did not care about
quires
tliat
the
newly
arrived
officials
i
unsoundness
of
mind
(insanity)
skill to produce the complex perfume
Telephone 13b
entire program was a success in every splendid program.
Coming Monday and Tuesday, beau the story, but she knew that she of today.—Dr. Frederic -S. Mason ill pay their respects by calling first at is shown by the sign of the moon, a
way, and was thoroughly enjoyed. The
tiful Marie Prevost and a big cast in would never make a wife for Richard. the Mentor,
the White House, then upon the vice crescent, on the mount ot the moon,
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
large number of visitors afforded a
"The Beautiful and Damned." If you
Later that day hope revived. The
president and other persons in high which lies on the outside of the hand
particular source of enjoyment.
Diseases of the Eye;
want to find out whether society is at next morning the village stationer got
position, rather than wait for tliese toward tlie wrist. If the same sign
The preliminaries for the Junior
That Ended That.
its worst when at its best—or at its
Refractions, Etc.
Prize Speaking Contest will be held
a fresh order of foolscap. Two days
I had been going with Bob for sev important persons to call upon them— is seen on tlie upper mount of Mars,
best when at its worst, see "The
407 MAIN STREET
March 23.
afterward
a
second
story
was
posted.
a
custom
that
time
has
proved
to
be
violent
insanity
is
to
be
dreaded.
en al months and fimlly we became en
Beautiful and Damned.” Marie Prevost
Hour,. 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
Plans are already being made for the
This
time
the
hero
was
still
more
like
tlie
best
one.
Residence.
21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-1
Other signs of weakness of mind in
gaged. He presented me with a beau
has the starring role as Gloria, the New
Office Teleohone 493.W
annual fair and school exhibition that
If a person moves from one neigh varying degrees are as follows:
York beauty, who is sophisticated and Richard, but the heroine was not In tilul diamond ring.
will take place in May. The various
cynical without being bad, while giving the least like Clarice. Clarice was
Tlie line of life tasseled at tlie end,
The next evening a family friend borhood to another in the same city or
committees in charge of this exhibition
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
the impression that she is.—adv.
blonde and petite, and the heroine, i w|10 happened to be a jeweler was call town—what about first calls then? one tassel going to the mount of tlie
have been chosen as follows: General
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
Ada Maltravers, was tall, brunette, i jng. of course, mother had to show This is a question that is sometimes moon. Tlie line of tlie head wavy ami
committee, Mr. Turner, Miss Small,
and statuesque.
. jliln my ring
asked. In most cases there would be rising in a curve toward tlie line oi I
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M
Miss Rideout, Mrs. Wardsworth; en
EMPIRE THEATRE
Evidently this sort of heroine also !
'phe next day father told me the little excuse or necessity for the older the heart under the mount of tlie sun Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment
tertainment committee. Miss Bean,
Miss Knight, Miss Taylor, Mrs. Staples,
The lead at the Empire today (Sat failed to meet the approbation of the jeweler told him my ring was glass residents in tlie new neighborhood to or Mercury. The line of the head
Telephones: Residence. 41-4: Office 149
Mrs. Bailey; ice cream committee. Mr.
make any calls, because the chances stopping abruptly toward tlie mount
urday) is beautiful Ethel Clayton in stony-hearted editor, for in four days’ and gold plate.
Wood, Mrs. Benner, Miss Arau; cake
time Ada Maltravers was back on
Bob and 1 were engaged Just two are that the newcomer then has ac of tlie moon, with a star on the first
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
committee, Miss Pillsbury, Miss Clason, “If I Were Queen,” which opens wide
quaintances a-plenty in the same finger. The line of tlie head broken
Clarice’s hands.
Mays.—Exchange.
Miss Gleason; candy committee, Mrs. the gates to romance. An exquisite
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
town. It would sometimes seem a lit under tlie mount of Saturn, and slop
Poor, desperate Clarice resolved to
Gould, Mrs. Young: drawing, Miss story of adventure and love in which a
—arid—
tle intrusive for an old resident to take ing toward a very prominent mount
Left Provision for Pet Cat.
Cleveland;
domestic science, Mrs. beautiful dashing American girl is held learn her fate from dchard. She
X-RAY OPERATOR
this
opportunity
to
know
a
person
with
of
the
moon.
Broken
or
curved
lines
Ames; manual training, Mr. Bresne- prisoner by a Prince Charming who would write him a letter, under the
By a will filed In the Knox county
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
han.
loves her—naturally she revolted. She name she had adopted—George Black court, Maine, Mrs. Foudray provided whom she might not ever have had an on a sloping line of the head. II j
Teleohone 123
There are many students absent from tried to escape but he barred her way —and post it from Hazelton, the next for her cat Bean as follows: “if I die opportunity of exchanging calls in any there Is danger of religious insanity, II
school on account of sickness, among —naturally she was a prisoner of love village. She wrote a pitiful inquiry as before my cat Bean he is to have the other way. In such ease, then, it is indicated, according to some nu-j
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
them:
Charlotte
Ingraham,
Amy And then the climax comes which is so to the cause for the rejection of her
best of care, allowed to sleep on the would he somewhat better to wait un (horities, by the line of tlie head form ' JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
Brown, Wilbur Rice, Lewis Cucinotta, romantic that it leaves you with a bet
two stories. “Tell me frankly,” she table or window sill and not left out til tlie newcomer In tlie neighborhood ing a large cross with tlie line ol
COMPLEE DRUG
AND SUNDRY
William Tiffany, Harold Ogier, Burton ter opinion of the silent screen art of
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
wrote, "whether I have the ability to of doors at all, and $5 per month is asks you to call before you do so. At health on the mount of the moon,
Capen, Winfield
Snowdeal,
Flora which this picture is a gem.
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DEany rate, you are not obliged in any
by the Wheeler Syrdlcate, Inc )
VELOPtNG, PRINTING ANO ENWright, Carolyn Young, Lillian Green
The companion feature is "Flaming write stories that the Leviathan will for salmon, ndlk and meat. When he
LARGING.
way
to
do
so.
In
fact,
even
when
a
like.
”
law, Clyde Leighton, Charles Jillson, Hours," hot with excitement and thrills.
dies he is to have a white casket made
370 Main St., Rockland, Me.
H. Richards and Franklin Manning.
Tlie appeal touched Richard’s heart; and be buried in my lot In Aehom total stranger conies to live near you,
The fourteenth episode of Tarzan and
The Senior class parts were assigned a comedy feature complete a highly en and because, with all his wisdom, he cemetery, and a small stone put up there is ndfcocia) necessity for making
Tuesday, the two highest parts ac tertaining program. Regular family still suffered from the folly known as for him costing $20.” Bean died first
a first call. In large cities one almost
GEORGE W. FOSTER
cording to rank, the others by vote of prices with children admission ten youth he wrote back to the author.
never makes a first call of tills sort,
—Portland Press Herald.
the class. This is the list: Valedictory, cents all the time.—adv.
Dealer in Pianos
simply because n newcomer is a stran
Delicately, tactfully, mercilessly he
Isabel Ames; salutatory, Olive Lpr
ger. Even in small towns it Is not a
pointed
out
the
deficiencies
in
his
Another
Extra
Dividend.
Fine Tuning
mond; prophecy, Kathryn Hooper,
Shakespeare Gay.
work. The immaturity, the ignorance
“Did you ever steal apples when matter of social obligation. However,
Clifton Conary;
history, Margaret
There Is one light in which Shake
75
Cedar
Street. Tel. 572-M.
It is necessary to return the first cull
of life, the Inexperience of the themes you were a boy?"
Crockett; presentation of gifts, Helen
speare Is unique: he is gay. He is
within ten days, whether the recipient
Meservey and James Ingraham; ad
with which he dealt, Richard expound
“
Sure,
”
said
Mr.
Grabson.
"Water

dress
to
undergraduates.
Robert the only great poet who is gay; for ed. And in the final sentence he ad melons, too. And that reminds me.
of It wishes to continue tlie acquaint
ARTHUR L. ORNE
Smith; class oration, Harry Carle. In Homer and Dante are somber. Puro vised liim to wait a while before offer
ance or not. Later calls need not he
"Eh?
”
addition to the above the various de happiness is the rarest thing in po ing stories, and then not to offer them
“I’ve got to attend a directors' returned, hut It is extremely rude not
Insurance
partments in the school will each etry. Yon may search the collections
to the Leviathan.
meeting. The boys are going to cut to acknowledge tliat first call.
choose a representative to give a dem of excerpts not quite In vain for a
Successor to A. J. Erskine A Co.
((g),
1923,
by
McClure
Newspaper
Syndicate.)
Three
days
after
writing
this
letter,
one.”
onstration in its special type of work.
verse here and there that Is not sad;
--------O--------417 MAIN ST. - • ROCKLAND, ME.
St. Patrick’s Day was observed in the butjioetlc sentiment is traditionally which Littlefield hud expected would
gently, decisively and kindly turn his
school Friday by an appropriate pro and habitually gloomy.
Wanted
to
Know.
Yet open
Slight
Mistake.
correspondent’s thoughts from thn
gram.
“Mamma, how much do people pay
L R. CAMPBELL
Shakespeare, and you almost always
"Hello, Smith, old man. It's a long
Owing to the loss of much lime beliterary road, the editor received jf a pound for babies?”
open upon redundant, shining happi
time
since
we
met.
”
letter which made him tear his halo
Attorney at Law
‘Babies are not sold by the pound,
ness.—John Jay Chapman.
“That may explain matters."
and then thrust on his hat and rusk dear.”
Special
Attention
to Probate Matters
"How?"
wildly from the office to the rullwwy;
“Then why do they alwnys weigh
375
MAIN
ST..
ROCKLAND.
ME.
"1
am
Brown,
old
man.'
Sorcerer’s College.
station.
them as soon as they are born?”
Children have very deliIn New Guinea there is a “College
cate digestions, easily
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
of Sorcery" where a student has to go
"Egypt of America.”
FULL LINE OF
through a two years’ course before he
disturbed by too much
Yucatan is "the Egypt of America."
Attorney at Lav
COLUMBIA RECORDS
comes up for his final examination.
“dosing.” Treat croup
As early as the beginning of the Chris
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
Most of the sorcerers acquire an ex
tian era the people there built slune j
and colds “externally” by
STONINGTON
traordinary power over snakes. They
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
atructures of excellent masonry, true using—
FURNITURE CO.
can do even more than handle the
angles and smooth, vertical fr.“«
Telephones—Office 468.
House 603-W
to
exchange
new
furniture
for
your
old.
We
must
keep
our
second
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main St reet
snakes with the impunity of an Indian
They had astrnOonilcnl oliservnlorles. >
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
an accurate calendar, and a in tier j
snake charmer. They train their
furniture for your old; also ranges arid musical instruments.
EDWARD K. GOULD
writhing pets to hate and fear certain
system of numerals than Hie JtoiPiiiia.
people, and then put the snakes in
F. STUOLEY
A. C. MOORE
Attorney at Law
place where It Is certain the victim
Earty Publio Library.
68-tf
279 285 MAIN STREET
Piano Tuner
will be bitten.
.
A public library was In operation Id
Oner 1 Million Jan Used Yf-irly
With the M4\Musio Co/ ny
COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN STi
\
'
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Every-Other-Day
GOLDEN OFFERINGS

Marked 30th Wedding Anni
versary of Mr. and Mrs. A.
W. Wellman In West
Washington
The home of Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Wellman in West Washington was the
scene of a pleasant surprise party re
cently, when many friends and neigh
bors gathered- to celebrate their golden
wed ling anniversary, bringing with them
nn abundant treat of home-made can
dles, nuts, ice cream and cigars.
Many beautiful selections on the Vb. trola were enjoyed. Later the folio ty
ing poem, written by an old friend and
distant relative of rtte family was nicely
read by Donald Johnston, the oldest
grandson present:
• • • •
Fifty Years Ago
’Twas fifty years ago, my friends.
Just fifty years ago.
No doubt the frost was in the ground
The hills were white with anow.
Tlie trees were bare as now, my friends,
The lakes were frozen o’er
When two young lives were linked as one.
As one, to part no more.
They've sailed the seas, the rough, rough seas
Since that bright winter’s day.
Their course was lit by love’s bright star
To guide them on their wav.
And now has come the golden time
•
To celebrate you know
The tie that bound these hearts as one
Just fifty years ago.
Let’s turn the pages of these years.
We’ll turn them one by one
And learn the names of those who came
To bless this happy home.
Fraukie was the first to greet
♦
A boy as good and true
With mind as bright as yonder star
That shines through heaven's blue.
Ami l’ke the rose that brightly blooms
Within the leafy bowers.
The Reaper marked him for his own ;
Jle faded with the flowers.
We'll turn another leaf and find
A Daisy just as fair
As ever bloomed in yonder field.
As ever breathed the air.
She was too trail to linger here
She could no longer stay
But spread her wings and while we wept
She slowly soared away.
And now we’ll turn the leaves again
And Leslie’s name appears,
And Arthur** too—they've played as one
Through all the golden years
But now they’ve drifted far apart
One East, the other West.
But on m.v word I cannot tell
Which one we love the best.
And now we come to Lottie's life
Just in its morning bloom.
But e'er the early noon tide came
The angels took her home.
Then Mildred grown to womanhood,
Tlie mother now of three
That lore to come to grandpa’s house
And sit on grandpa's knee.
Ralph and Edson are the last
That blessed this happy home.
We hope at least that one of these
Will never from It roam.
Just fifty years ago today
Began their wedded life.
We wish them many, many more
This happy man and wile.
No doubt the frost was in the ground,
The lakes were frozen o’er
As they are now when these young lives
Were linked to part no more.
They’ve sailed the* seas. the rough, rough seas
Since that great winter’s day.
But love's bright star has ever shown
To guide them on their way.
And now has coin* the golden time
To celebrate you know
The tie that bound these hearts as one
Just fifty years ago.
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Pierre Cartier’s

Medicine
For COUGHS, COLDS ami
GENERAL DISABILITY
Cod Liver Oil, Rum
and Honey
Build up a reserve power to
withstand cold and exposure.
Those in a run down condition
are most susceptible to colds and
sickness.

Pleasant to take and harmless.
FOR SALE BY
C. W. SHELDON,
Rockland
WHITNEY & BRACKETT, Thom’tn
BOYNTON’S PHARMACY Camd.n
And at all other Good Drug Stores

iff-t-Ma, 3

IKE JIM'S LATEST
Is About An Absent Minded
Person Licensed To Marry
Folks.
Editur Kqrrier (MyGentle Gazelle): —
They iz a sutin’ fellar in aour town
thet hez er IJsense t’ marry fokes an’
they dew say thet et hiz fust weddin'
serremony arter th’ yung kuppel hed
bin hitched fur better or fur wuss,
they stud waiting fur sumthin’ more,
till flnerily aour frend sed tew them:
“Thet’s baout awl this time, go an’ sin
no more." Nuther time he hed a frend
kaller an’ er kuppel seekfn fur light an’
sum pusson t’ jine them in th’ holybonds er matrimonee kum t’ aour
Trend’s
house
for
thet
purpose.
Th’ elder hed er frend kallin’ on him at
th’ time who hed brung in er umhreiler
an’ stud it in th’ korner. Arter th’
serremony at which th’ frend wuz er
witness, arter givin’ th’ newly weds hiz
blessing, the elder grabs th' umhreiler
an’ hands it t’ th’ brldegrume an’ they
goes on their way.
Arter th' kaller hed kum out uv hiz
transe he sez t’ to th’ elder: “Dew yew
alius dew thet?”
"Alius dew wot?” sez th’ elder.
"Why alius gi*- yure trends’ umbrellers t’ th' bridegrume."
"Wall I’ll be demed,” sez th’ elder.
But he never maid gude tew hiz frend
fur th’ umhreiler.
Grate wether aint It?
Ike Jim.

• • • •
Me and Mrs. Wellman passed all of
♦heir married life on the large farm
where they now live always displaying
integrity in their dealings with others,
leading a quiet life, and showing such
devotion to their family as to win the
deepest respect and admiration of all
who came to know them. The new
home, built in 1906, has added much to
their comfort and happiness.
A beautiful silver fruit dish with a
gold lining was sent them by their stns
EAST WALDOBORO
in California, and gold pieces were
given by their other children, besides
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waltz of War
a gold cake and many nice presents
ren called on Joseph W. Waltz Wednes
from other relatives and friends.
day.
Mrs. Ivan Scott and son Frederic
WALDOBORO
have been visiting at Fred Scott's.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff of North
Friends of Mrs. Clara Chapman are Waldoboro were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
sorry to know she remains seriously J. L. Flanders Sunday.
ill at the home of her daughter in
Alonzo Sidensparker was in Rock
Middleltf.ro. Mass.
land Thursday.
Mrs. Maude Gardner, who was called
Mrs. Sarah Singleton is the guest of
here by the deuth of her mother. Mrs. Mrs. Chester Winchenbach, West Wal
Harriet Larrabee, has returned to How doboro.
ard, K. I.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Sidelinger of
Mrs. Henry Palmer of Ncbleboro is Nobleboro were at A. K. Winslow's re
a guest at Henry P. Mason’s.
cently.
T. G. Reed has had a new radio
Mrs. Dora Butler and two children
phone installed.
of North Waldoboro were guests at her
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rroj-ne and Ar brother Harold Orff's recently.
thur Burnes Brown of Vinalhaven have
A very interesting food meeting was
been guests of Mrs. J. V. Benner.
held with Mrs. J. Rines Monday by the
Mrs. Herman Castner has returned Farm Bureau. Five members and four
front a visit in Winthrop.
visitors were present. Three betties
Miss Mary E. Castner and Mrs. were also made. Miss Herrick was
Henry Mason have returned from Bos present.
ton where they have been attending the
Gardner Jameson, Mr. and Mrs. Clif
spring millinery openings.
ford Allen and Lloyd Jameson of Rock
Clarence E. Reed of Bath has been a land and Leroy, Merle and Orville
rec?nt guest of his parents, Mr. and Jameson of Woolwich were in this
place Monday to attend the funeral of
Mrs. Y. G. Reed.
The showing of “The Top of New their father and grandfather, Henry F.
York’’ with May McAvoy, at the Star James,wi.
Odbury Coffin of Aina is visiting his
Theatre Saturday night was well re
ceived. The story was effective and brothers John and Clarence.
Henry F. Jameson died March 9.
the little star'as attractive as usual.
Thomas Meighan, who is a great fa
vorite in town, will be seen in "If You
LAWRY
Believe It, It’s So” Saturday night.
This is a story of city and country,
F. W. Merriam of Bangor, a school
like “The Miracle Man,” with a gTeat house evangelist, held a very interest
ending. This will be superbly played ing series of meetings here beginning
by the popular star.
Wednesday the seventh and closing Mon
F. W. Scott was in Bath Tuesday.
day. with good attendance all week.
Rehearsals are in progress for the Mr. Merriam furnished very nice music
drama “Bar Haven,” to be given for and leaves behind many friends who
the benefit of Good Luck Rebekah wish him godspeed on his many stop
Lodge.
The presentation will take ping places.
place some time during the first of
Quite a number from here attended
May.
town meeting Monday.
The Woman's Club was entertained
Henry Jameson of Manktown died
by Mrs. F. A. Hovey Tuesday after recently. He had many friends in this
noon. Ten members were present. Mrs. place.
O. G. Barnard's paper took up in in
E. A. Burns has purchased a new
teresting detail several subjects from horse.
the "Survey.’’ Those particularly in
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Benner of South
structive dealt with the Russian prob Waldoboro visited Mrs. Benner’s pa
lem. Judge Landis’ much criticised de rents Sunday.
Crosby Walter is getting his incubat
cision and the question of housing the
workers of Chicago. Mrs. Barnard re ors ready to set.
lated many entertaining incidents in
regard to the work of the Associated
SOMERVILLE
Charities with which she is familiar.
She has a delightful whimsical style
Austin D. Campbell
of bringing her subject before her
Austin D. Campbell died of pneumo
hearers which is most pleasing. The nia March 10, aged 69 years. He is
matter of sending little gifts to the dis survived by one brother, Kendall
abled soldiers was then taken up by Campbell, who has the sympathy of all
the club. Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was as he is very feeble. It is particularly
appointed to receive the packages and sad as Mr. Campbell's wife, Mrs. Mary
send them to the Murine Hospital in Campbell, died only the week before,
Portland before Easter Sunday. Wool of .he same disease. Funeral services
en gloves, scarfs, playing cards, books were held Wednesday afternoon at his
or picture puzzles may be left at her late home,MissionaryW.E.Overlook of
home fur this purpose. Anyone outside Razorvilie officiating. Interment was
the dull is c< rdiully invited to join in made in the family lot on Richmond
this good work.
Mys. Eugenia M. Bra nil's place.
Waltz was appointed chairman of the
committee to make arrangements for
REACH—DEER ISLE
the closing meeting of the year to be
held Tuesday, Match 27.
About everyone attended town meet
ing March 5. They reported a good
In Case of Accidents crowd both afternoon and evening.
Cuts,* Scalds, Burns,
Miss Susie Buckminster who has
been visiting at Little Deer Isle has re
Sprains and Bruises, In
turned home and is ill with a cold.
sect or Mosquito Bites,
Mrs. John Adams who has been ill
APPLY FREELY
is better.
Prepared by UmXobwat Mfdicim COm Norway. Me.
Samuel Lowe bought a cow recently.
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,
King Annis was in Stonington re
If it fails to benefit ton when n«edatrtctlvMdirected on
instoadt wrapper. ’fry a bourn., AaUhj au Ue*Uxi»
cently getting provisions for his store.

THIS RARE ACTRESS

!

Has Personal Magnetism, Saysi
Boston
Newspaper
of
Adelyn Bushnell.

I

DIFFERENT WAYS FOR
MAKING SALTED NUTS

Household ®
® Question^

« • •

Chopped apples tnaks a delightful
addition to cornmeal spider bread.
Serve with fruit sirup.

• » •

When making stuffed peppers, cut
The secret of keeping young is to feel
the ends so that they will stand
young—to do this you must watch your
straight in the hakedish.
liver and bowels—there’s no need of
...
having a sallow complexion—dark rings
under your eyes—pimples—a bilious
Mushrooms, cut hi rings, and fine
look in your face—dull eyes with no
ly chopped green peppers are de
sparkle. Your doctor will tell you ninety
licious in Jellied chicken.
per cent of all sickness comes from
• • •
I
inactive bowels and liver.
Home-made fondant candles may be
Dr. Edwards, a well-known physician
in Ohio, perfected a vegetable com ] brushed with hitter chocolate or
pound mixed with olive oil to act on the I cocoa, Instead of coating.
liver and bowels, which he gave to his
• • •
patients for years.
A pinch of salt will make Iioth eggs
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets, the sub
and cream whip more readily. Both
stitute for calomel, are gentle in their
will lie more satisfactory If whipped
action yet always effective. They bring
when very cold.
about that natural buoyancy which all

should enjoy by toning up the liver and
clearing the system of impurities.
Dr.Edwards’OIiveTablets are known
by their olive color. 15c and 30c.

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ada.

Estate of J. T. Hall

MRS. EARLS
TELLS WOMEN

The Boston Post sent out a member’ How Backache and Periodic
o' its Sunday staff the other day to in Pains Yield to Lydia E. Pinkterview Adelyn Bushnell, the Thomas ham’s Vegetable Compound
ton giri, who is now leading lady at
Olean, N. Y. — “Every month my
St. James Theatre, Boston. And this
blood would go to my head and I would
is what the reporter wrote:
havesuc-haheadache,
• • • *
nosebleed, backache
In support of the proverb-maker, that
and pains that 1 could
good things come in small packages,
not do my work. At
Adelyn Bushnell, the leading lady at
night I could not get
the St. James Theatre, was led to show
my rest and nothing
her many gifts.
seemed to do me any
It is true that this rare actress has
good. I read some of
personal magnetism, and an indefinable
your testimonials
■harm, but, more than all else, she is
about what Lydia E.
finely human. She loves sports, and
Pinkham’s Vegetawomanlike she loves gossip about
-ble Compound had
lresses and dressmakers. And being
done for others, so I
so—so human, one wonders how she
decided to try it. I
had
only
taken
two
bottles
when I began
has the capacity for learning long, dif
ficult parts, and at her skill in giving to be better, ana my back did not hurt
thoughtful, vivid, artistic portrayals of me nor my head ache. I felt like a new
so many diverse characters. She knew woman. The Vegetable Compound is a
it, but the Adelyn Bushnell that you ■ splendid medicine and 1 will always rec
ommend it.’’—Mrs. A. D. Earls, KO
meet will not talk about it.
! N. 6th St., Olean, N. Y.
What did she talk about?
Her little home in Thomaston, Me.,
Mrs. Kelsey adds her Testimony
is a topic of very animated conversa
Copenhagen, N. Y. —“I read your
tion with her, and she thrills you with
a story of adventure when she went on advertisement in the papers and my
an ice-fishing expedition. She laughs husband induced me to take Lydia E.
about herself, and she pities herself j Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound to get
when she comes to the topic of dress relief from pains and weakness. I was
so weak that I could not walk at times.
and dressmakers, like all women.
And all the _whi'le, putting a dab of Now I can do my housework and help
make-up here and there, touching a my husband out doors, too. I am willing
for you topublish this letter if you think
stray wisp of hair, she bubbles and
smiles, her eyes flash as she reveals her it will help others.”—Mrs. Herbert
Kelsey, R.F.D., Copenhagen, N.Y.
enthusiasm and sincerity. -Oh, yes, she
is very human and very much a woman.
"I hear you will have Madge Ken
nedy’s role in ‘Spite Corner’ next
week,” 'I ventured, hoping to hear her
talk about herself and her art.
“Oh, yes,” she answered, “Frank
Craven wrote it. I went to see his
First Year' three times,'and I'll go
again if I get the chance. • He writes Two Methods Recommended by
such really good things. 'Spite Corner'
Department ot Agriculture.
is really a delightful play with rural
New England characters, just like hun
dreds of people 1 know. I don’t know
when I have enjoyed studying a play If Green or Unblanched Product le
Used Blanch in Boiling Water to
more.
"Frank Craven is a New England boy
Loosen Skin—Length of Time
and he writes with such understanding
to Brown Varies.
and insight.”
Just then the call boy announced the
(Prepared by the United States Department
third act and I rose to depart.
of Agriculture.)
“Come and see me again,” she called,
Almonds, pecans, peanuts, or any
dabbing her nose with a powder puff, other preferred nut-meats may he
just the way hundreds of other girls do
it, triumphant proof that Adelyn Bush salted for the table. There are several
nell, with her gifts, is still the eternal ways of browning the nuts with butter
or oil, and the United States Depart
feminine.
It was curiosity that led the inter ment of Agriculture recommends
viewer on the pilgrimage that resulted, either of tlie following methods for
in revealing the personality of a lead home use.
ing lady. And, by the way there were
If green or unblanched nuts are
three shocks awaiting on the route.
used they must be first blanched in
Once in the mysterious realm behind
boiling water fur five minutes to
the footlights the first shock came.
There was no star adorning Adelyn loosen the skins. Use two cupfuls of
Bushnell’s door, as convention de water to one cupful of shelled nuts.
mands! Simplicity, you say? Wait!
Drain, remove skins, and let dry, over
The second shock came when ushered night if possible.
into the room. There was no incense
Method I.
burning, nothing of the exotic that goes
(Browning the nuts in the oven.)
with temperament. Just a neat little
Put one-half cupful of nuts and I
room with blue curtains over the win
dows, a dressing table, a couch, two teaspoonful of oil In a fiat pan anti
; roast in a moderately hot oven, about
chairs and a full length mirror.
After accepting the invitation of this 450 degrees Fahrenheit, for 5 min
dark haired, dark eyed young lady to utes. if roasted peanuts are used, or
sit down came the third shock. Instead 10 to 15 minutes If green or unroasted
of saying, “Mow do you like my per
nuts are used. Stir frequently so as
formance?" she began with, "It’s a
lovely day, Isn’t It?" and so the con to keep uniform in color. When golden
brown put between paper towels or on
versation followed.
brown paper to drain off any excess
SUNSET~
■ of fat.
Put on waxed paper and
; sprinkle with salt in the proportion
Mrs. Jennie Howard has recently i of a' teaspoonful to each cup of nuts,
been nursing a case of blood poisoning 1 A larger amount of salt may be used
in her arm which was caused by a bite if desired.
from i tat. By prompt attention from
Method II.
herself and doctor serious trouble was (Browning the nuts by deep fat
averted and she is now improving.
frying.)
There are many cases of grippe in
When frying in deep fat, put 1 cup
this place, nearly every house having
one or more, but so far there are no ful of oil Into a wry small saucepan.
fatalities.
! When hot. put one-luilf cupful of nuts
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Alfred Dunham of Sun ! in a small strainer and submerge in
shine are spending a few days at Court | the hot fat. Stir gently so as to give
ney Eaton’s.
1 the nuts a chance to brown uniformly.
Moses Annis has recently had a tele
When they are gohleu brown reinbve
phone installed in his resdence.
This community wa« saddened by the the strainer from the fat and put the
death of Fred Lufkin, who .died cf nuts between paper towels or on
pneumonia on Friday March 9. Mr. brown paper to drain off any excess
Lufkin was a man of sterling princi of fat. Put on waxed paper and salt.
ples and was highly respected by all Green nuts require from 3 to 6 min
who knew him. Much sympathy is felt utes to brown uniformly. Roasted pea
for his wife and children.
A number from here attended the nuts require 3 minutes or even less
One teaspoonful of salt to a cupful of
town meeting at Deer Isle Monday.
Mrs. Rose Beck was chosen as mem nuts may be used.
ber of the school board and has the
Tlie length of time required to
honor of being the first woman to hold brown the nuts depends not only upon
an ofli'e in affairs of the town.
the quality of tlie nuts, but also upon
(lie lengtti of time tliey are allowed to
soak when blanched before skinning,
PALERMO
and the extent to which they dry be
A party was given at the home of Mr. fore the browning process Is begun.
and Mrs. Will Grady March 2, the oc
casion being Mr. Grady’s birthday. Re
freshments were served. The manyguests departed wishing their host
many happy birthdays in the future.
W. A. Blaisdell who has employment
In Waterville passed Sunday with his
family.
Mrs. Abbie Fox and Miss Gernie Rol
lins who came from Massachusetts to
Glass pie-plates are most attractive
attend the funeral of L. A. Bowler, re for pies.
turned to their homes Thursday.
...
Sheepscot Lake Grange held its reg
Brown
crumbs
can be kept In a
ular all day meeting March 3 with
about 75 members present. Dinner was tin for some time.
• • •
served at noon by the sisters.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Grady and daugh
Homespuns are used a great deal
ter Doris were Sunday guests of rela i for house furnishing.
tives at Weeks Mills.
• • •
Scorch marks can removed by ex
posing them to tlie bright suushlue.

It’s Easy—If You Know Dr.
Edwards' Olive Tablets
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CHICHESTER
S PILLS
THE DIAMOND
----- BRAND. x
Ladle*! Aak your Drucal*
Chl*ehea-tera DlamondBrana
PHI. io Red and Bold metallic
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
»bon.
Take no other. Buy of

-----------------years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable

SOLO BY DRUGGISTS LVtKYWMtKE

REVITALIZE 1•

MARY
GRAHAM BONNER.
contiOMt n vuiun ncvwu wn>om
■—
SOCIETY CABBAGE
“Well, what in the world are you
putting on such airs for?” asked Sis
ter Salt.
“Are you speaking to me?” asked
the Corued Beef.
“I urn." said Sister Salt.
“Then please speak to me by name.
I'm Sir Society Corued Beef. That is
who I am.”
"Glad to have you tell me,” said
Sister Salt.
“I thought you were
merely Corned Beef. Since when did
you add the fine name of Society?
and the ’Sir’ too?”
“Now, Sister Salt," said Corned Beef,
“you mustn’t be too bitter and too
sharp. You give tilings a seasoning
and a nice tastiness but you mustn’t
say too much. Too much salt isn’t
good, you know, not good at all.
“But since you want to hear my
story I will tell it to you.”
"That is good of you,” said Sister
Salt, quietly.
“And will you tell mine at the same
time, dear Twin Corued Beef?”
“I will Indeed,” suld Coined Beef.
“I will he only too happy to tell my
dear twin’s story.”
“I didn't know you and Cabbage
were twins,” said Sister Salt.
“We're not twins- exactly,” said
Corned Beef, “but we’re twins in u
way.
“That Is to say that we’re not
brother and sister twins or twins of

that variety, but we’re friendly twins
and twins from a kind of habit.
“Corned beef and cabbage always
go together. But now I nm going to
tell the story of how I got the fine
name of Sir Society, and also how
my twin got tlie fine name of Society
Cabbage for tliat Is her name now.”
“Good.” said Sister Salt.
“I do believe though,” said Corned
Beef, “that Society Cabbage here could
tell a better story tlian I could. May
I not ask you to tell the story, Soci
ety Cabbage? You have leaves uud
stories are written upon leaves.
"Ha, ha, that’s a poor Joke, a pretty
poor joke,” Corned Beef laughed. "I
cannot help hut admit that my own
joke was very poor.
“That shows you that you should
tell the story.”
“Very well.” said Society Cabbage,
"I like to lie obliging.”
“I’d like to hear tlie story," said Sis
ter Salt, “instead of so much talk
about who should tell It and who
could tell it better than the other and
all such nonsense.”
“Do begin at once, Society Cabbage,”
said Corned Beef, “so that Sister Salt
will not have to wait any longer.”
“I'll begin at once,” said Society
Cabbage.
“Good," said Sister Salt.
“There was a dinner party given last
evening,” said Society Cabbage. “Right
In this very house It was given. Now
perhaps you don’t know it. Sister Salt,
but this house Is a hotfse belonging to
people In very high and mighty and
grand and superior aud rich and gor
geous society.
“We never thought we would come
to this kind of a house. Never. We
tliouglit at dinners here they would
only have things thnt were very rnre
and hard to get such as strawberries
out of seuson and oatmeal out of sea
son.” *
“Oatmeal Is never out of season,”
said Sister Salt.
“Well, anyway, I didn’t think they'd
have a good sensible dish here like
corned beef and cabbage. And for a
dinner party too. I had known we
were being cooked for a party but I
thought It was for a nice, sensible,
regular kind of a party and not a
grand one.
“But the society people were weary
of all their rare dishes and they gave
their guests good old friend Corned
Beef and his twin Cabbage. You see
how much the people enjoyed us for
there Is hardly anything left to either
of us.
"Ah, yes, they don’t mention the
stomacli in society, but they do care
for good old human dishes such as
we are. Tliey have talked of nerves
and teetli and livers and hearts but
though tliey do not mention their stoinnchs they know what they enjoy, ha,
ha!
“Yes, we have gone Into society. We
were at a very grand dinner party,
so now Corned Beef calls himself Sir
Society Corned Beef, and I call my
self Society Cabbage.”
“I don’t wonder,” said Sister Salt.
“You’ve come Into your own. Corned
Beef and Cabtiage, und I think you
deserve to tie In society for you do
taste delicious I know!”
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Scott’s Emulsion
Your body does not require powerful drugs
or stimulants, but
does need nourish
ment vitalized with
health-building vitamines, to help reJ store normal resistance. »
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It is true that often the things we
hope for fail to put in their appear
ance, but think of the wonderful com
pensation we get in the good things
that appear so Unexpectedly.—Lloyd.

TIMELY TIPS
Use glycerin instead of oil to lubri
cate the egg beater, meat cutter and
such utensils, as
it will not impart
a taste to the
food.
Rub the grater
lightly over a
burned cuke, hold
ing It so that the
crumbs will fall
carefully done all of the
scorched cake will be removed.
To dry lettuce quickly for serving,
wash and wrap in u large cloth, step
out on tlie porch und whirl the doth
several times. This will dry tlie let
tuce. If time is not pressing, just
hang it in the cloth.
Butter the underside of the cream
or sirup pitcher which has tlie habit
of leaking its contents at the spout.
Any chest .of soft wood, well oiled
once a year with oil of cedar is Just
as effective against moths as the best
cedar chest.
To clean a rusty knife, thrust it into
an onion und leave it for a short time.
When washing dainty white under
garments, add a tablespoonful of sugar
to the rinsing water; this will stiffen
and give them the new look after iron
ing.
Clean velvet with gasoline-moistened
cornmeal; rub well, repeat until all
soil is removed, then brush with a
stiff brush. Very delicate velvet can
be cleaned witli Hour and gasoline,
making a paste, then proceed as above.
White gloves may be cleaned with tills
same method.
A few drops of kerosene on a cloth
will keep the bath tub and sink dean.
Save all hits of paraffin left from
Jelly glasses. A small bit added to
the hot starch will keep it from stick
ing when ironing. A piece used with
tlie stove cloth will keep tlie range
shiny and clean; it will also keep it
from rusting, if the stove is not In use.
Into a pan which has been scorched,
place a teaspoonful of soda and cold
water to cover. Set on tlie back part
of the stove and the disli will he easily
cleaned after standing an hour or two.
Buffalo bugs and moths do not en
joy turpentine. Put n small wad of
cotton batting moistened with turpen
tine In boxes or drawers where such
Insects are found.
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Estate of Mary J. Studley
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, in and
for said County of Knox, on the 27ih day of
February, in tlie year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
A petition asking for the apiMiiutinent of Ed
ward O'B Studley as administrator on the es
tate of Mary J Studley, late of St (leoige, lu
said County, having been presented and applica
tion having been made that no bond be re
quired of said administrator.
Ordered, tliat notice thereof be given to all
persons Intorestod, by causing a eapg of this
Order to be published three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a news|»aper publlslte«l
a’ Rockland, in said County, that they mav
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Riwk
lanu, in and for said County, on the twentie h
da’ of Ma reft. A I) 1923, at nine o'clock in
tin forenoon, and show cause, If any they have,
why (lie prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted
A DELBERT L MILES.
Judge of Probate.
A -true copy,—Attest:
27-8-33
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.

Estate of Ella G. Southard
STATE OF MALNE
KNOX, 8S.
At a Probate Court held at Rock bind, In and
for said County of Knox, on the 27th dav af
February, in the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
A petition asking for the appointment of Os
car E Stanton as Ancillary Administrator on
the estate of Ella G. Southard, late of Everett
Mass., having been preserved and application
having been mode that no bond be required of
said administrator.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given to all
peisons Interested, tty causing a copy of this
Order to lie published three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newsj»aper published
at Rockland, in said County, that they mav
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Rockla i.u, in and for said County, on the twentie ft
day of March, A I) 1923, at nine o’clock Ip
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of the petitioner should nut he
granted
ADELBERT L MILKS,
Judge of Probate.
A true copy,—Attest:
27 S 33
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.

Estate of Charles J. Gregory
KNOX (X)UNTY’ —In Court of Probate held at
Rockland on the 27th day of February, A D
1923
Gladys M Gregory, Executrix, on the estaie
of Charles J. (iregory, late of Rockport, in said
County deceased, having presented her first
and final account of administration of said es
tate for allowance:
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
published in Rockland, In said bounty, that all
persons interested may attend at a Probate
(Yurt to be held at Rockland, on the twentieth
day of March next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge
A true copy,—Attest:
27 S 33
HENRY H PAYSON, Register

Estate of Lucy M. Cutler
KNOX <’OUNTY In (ourt of Probate held at
Rockland on the 27th day of February, A D
15 23
Cera A McDonald, Administratrix on the es
tate of Lucy M Cu.ler, late of Warren, lu said
County deceased, having presented her first and
fiiel account of administration of said estate
for allowance:
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in Tin* Courier-Gazette,
published In Rockland, in said County, that all
persons interested may attend at a Probate
Court to he held at Rockland, on the tweniie'h
Jay of March next, and show cause. If any
they have, why the said account should not he
allowed.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge
A true copy,—Attest:
27 S-33
HENRY H PAYSON. Register

Estate of Charles B. Watts

KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held at
Rockland on the 27th day of February, A I>
1923
Frank B Miller, Trus ee under the Iasi will
and testament of Charles B Watts, tale of
Warten, in said County, deceased, having pre
sented his third and final account of adminis
tration of tlie estate of said deceased for al
lowance :
trdcred. That notice thereof he given once a
we»k three weeks successively, in The Courier(.; zcite, printed in Rockland, in said County,
Thai all persons interested may attend et a Pro
bate Court to be held at Rockland, on tlie twen
tieth day of March next, and show cause, if
any tliey have, why tlie said account should not
he allowed.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge.
A true copy,—Attest :
HENRY 11. PAYSON,
27 S It

r.”g slur ol Probate

Estate of Emily R. Richardson

Lstate of Elvin Bradford
STATE OF MALNE
To the Honorable, tlie Judge of the Proba’e
Court, in and lor the County of Knox :
Respectfully represents Riley Bradford, of
Friendship. Administrator of. the Estate of Elvi.i Bradford, late of Union. in said County,
deceased, intestate, that said Elvin Bradford,
at tin time of his decease was the owner ol
certain Real Estate situated in Union, bounded
and described as follows, viz. : Being tlie horn?
stead farm of tlie late Adelbert Bartlett bought
bv the said Elvin Bradford of James L Griffin
and is more particularly described as follows
I eginning at the northwest corner of land of
late R B Robbins, formerly Lewis Robbins, m
St Georges River, near the foot of Kennebec
Pond ,
Thence easterly by said Robbins land to
stake and stones; thence northerly by land of
said Robbins to land formerly of Silas Hawes,
and later by Wm Hawes; thence west by said
Hawes land to said Sennebec Pond; thence
southerly by said Pond and River to place of
beginning, containing sixty acres, more or less:
— said deed of Gr'flin to said Bradford being
dated May, 16. 1910, and recorded in Knox Reg
istry ot Deeds, Book 150, page 289.
That the d<4>ts of the deceased as
i.early as can be ascertained, amount
to ...........................................................
»
And the expenszs of sale and ad
ministration to ....................................
$ 300
Amounting in all to ........................
$3,000
That the value ot' the Personal Es
tate is ................................................
$1,300
That the Personal Estate is there
for? insufficient to pay the debts of
the deceased, and expenses of sale
and administration, and It is neccssi ry for that purpose to sell some
part of the Real Estate to raise the
■IBB Of ................................................................

$1,700

That the residue would he greatly depreciated
by a sale of any portion thereof;
Wherefore your letitloner prays that he may
he 1'censed to sell and convey the whole of said
Real Estate at private or public sale for the
payment of said debts, and expenses of sale an I
administration
Dated at Friendship, 17 day of February. A
D 1»M.
RILEY BRADFORD

KNOX COUNTY—In Probate Court, held u
Rockland, in vacation, on the 3rd day of
Mi.icb.
on the petition aforesaid, Ordered, That n.>Uce be given, by publishing a copy of said
H’tition, with this older thereon, once a week
for thiee weeks successively, prior to the th’rd
Tuesday of March i.txt, in The Courler-Gaze’te.
a newspaper published in Rockland, that ali
persons interested nay attend at a Court >t
Probate then to be held in Rockland, and showcause. if any, why tlie prayer of said petition
should not be granted
A DELBERT L MILKS, Judge
A tine copv, Art, It :
27 S 33
HENK\ 11. PAYSON. Register

KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held at
Rockland in vacation on the second dav of
March, A. D. 1923. *
Raymond E. Eaton, executor of the will of
M. ry Richardson Eaton, Lite Trus ee under thr
ias*. will and testament of Emily R Richardson,
late of Rockland, in said County, deceased, hav
ing inesented the second and final account of
administration of the trust estate by said trus
tee, for die benefit of Frank G Richardson, of
Brockton, Massachusetts;
Ordered, That notice thereof be given once a
week for three weeks successively, in Tlie Cour
ier-Gazette. published in Rockland, in said
County, tliat all persons interested may attend
at a Prolmte Court to be held at Rockland, on
the twentieth day of March, next, and show
cause, if any they have, why the said accoum
should not be allowed
ADELBERT L MILKS, Judge.
A true copy,—Attest:
HENRY H PAYSON.
27 S-33
_________ Register ot Prohate

Estate of Lucy M. Cutler
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX, SS.
At a Probate ('ourt held at Rockland, in and
for said County of Knox, on the 27th day »f
February, in the year of our Lord one thoqsanu n:”e hundred and twenty-three.
Cora A. McDonald, Administratrix, havbig
prtsinted her petition that the actuul market
value of so much or the estate of Lue.v M
Cutler, late of Warren, in said County of Knox,
aa is subject to the payment of the State In
heritance Tax, tlie pet sons interested in the suc
cession thereto, and the amount of the tax
thereon may be determined by the Judge of
Probate;
Ordered : that notice thereof be given to the
State Assessors and all persons Interested in the
succession thereto to said property, by causing
a copy of this Order to be published once a
v eek, three weeks successively in Tlie CourlerGj.zefte, a newspaper published at Rockland, in
said County, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Rockland, in and for ga'd
C< vn-ty, on the twentieth day of March, A D
11*23, at nine o’clock in the forenoon aud be
heard in reference to the determination of said
tax or any question that may arise in reference
lliertto.
ADELBERT L MILES.
Judgtf of Probate.
A true copy,—Attest:
27-8 33
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register. .

Estate of Adelia L. Smith
KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held at
Rockland in vacation on tlie second day of
March, A D 1923
Rose E. Barrows, Executrix on the estate of
Adelia L Smith, late ot Rockport, in said Coun.
ty, deceased, having presented her first an I
final account of administration of said estate
for allowance;
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, thro
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette, pub
limbed in Rockland, In said County, that all jversonr interested may attend at a Probate Court
to bt held at Rockland, on the twentieth day of
March, next, and show cause. If any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge.
A true copy,- Attest:
27 »S 33
HENRY H. PAYSON, Regisier.

Estate of Harriet A. Hall

Estate of David Thompson

KNOX COUNTY —In Court of Probate held a*
Rockland on the 27tli day of February, A D.

KNOX ('OUNTY—In Court of Probate held at
Rockland on the 27th day of February, A D
1923
William A Bradford, Executor on the estate
of David Thompson, late of Friendship, in said
County deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate
lor allowance:
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The ('ourier-Gazette,
published in Rockland, in said County, that alt
p tsens interested may attend at a Proha e
Court to Ik* held at Rockland, on the twentie it
day of March next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not he
allowed.
ADELBERT L MILES. Judge.
A true copy.—Attest;
2< S 33
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
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Honest Men to Come to Him.

g There are thousands who •
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who should util-I
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STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. RS.
A: a Probate Court held at Rockland, Jn am)
for said County of Knox, on the 27th day of
Fel»'nary, in tlie year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
A Certain Instrument, puri»orting to be tho
las Will and Testament of J T Ilall, kite of
Mniiuicus, in said County, having t>eeii pre
sented for probate,
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
persons intorested, by causing a copy of this
Order to be published three weeks successively
in The Courier-G.aze.te, a new»p.*.)ier published
at Rockland, in said County, tiiaf they may
appear at a I’ro.iate Court to be held at R,m 1.
land, in and tor said County, on the tw^ritle.h
tli.v of March, A D 1923. at nine o’clock in
the forenoon, and show cause, Lf any they have,
why tlie prayer of tlie petitioner should not oe
granted
ADALBERT L MILES.
Judge of Probate
A true copy,—Attest:
27 S 33
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.

Flank B Miller, Administrator. <1 b. n c
t a on the estate of Harriet A Hall, late of
Thomaston, in said County deceased, having
presented his first and liucl account of admin
istration of said estate for allowance:
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
MPtks successively, in The Courier-Gazette, a
newspaper published in Rockland, in said
CfVbty, that all persons interesied may attend
oi a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
■th} twentieth day of March next, and show
ciuse. if any tliey have, why tip* said account
should not be allowed
ADALBERT L MILES, Judgo.
A true copAttest:
27-S-33
H. PAYSON, Register
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Plain and Indisputable Statement As To
Thomaston’s New School Building.

So many inquiries have been made
by Thomaston citizens concerning the
method by which the new school build
ing can be financed. Just how the town
stands financially, how the project can
be handled without adding a burden
to the taxpayer, and what savings will
be made, that the following infor
mation is published to prove clearly
and indisputably that all which is
asked of the town is that it assume
simply the responsibility of Indebted
ness.
No increase in taxes will he caused
by building the proposed schoolhouse.
Go over ihe figures carefully for your
self. Verify them by referring to the
town report and by the estimates of
reliable builders and you must grant
they are. if anything, too conservative.
On page 90 of the town report for the
year ending March 6. 1922 it will be
seen that the town's bonded indebted
ness amounts to $24,500. (This has
been reduced by at least $1500 the past
year.)
The assets of the town amount to
$G,413.23. iXa: .ill of these appear to
be worth much but some surely are.)
On page 27 the total valuation of the
town is accounted at $1,356,879.
The town’s debt limit is up to 5% of
its valuation therefore amounts to
$67,843.95. Disregarding assets, de
duct the bonded indebtedness for 1922.
$24,500 from the ' town’s debt limit
$67,843.93 and Thomaston’s present
borrowing capacity will be found to be
at least $43,343.93.
Now ask yourself if the town cannot
well afford to assume a further indebt
edness of $25,000. Few towns are in as
good financial condition.
To show to taxpayers who have not
clearly understood exactly how it is
planned so that taxes will not he in
creased on account of the school build
ing, the following table is submitted.
Give It your attention and thought and
even take the small trouble of figuring
it for yourself:
Proposed cost of building. $30,000 to
$35,000. Reckoning at the maximum
cost, $35,000, so as to be well within
limits, the School Building Fund com
mittee has on hand in cash and pledges,
more than $10,000 tp .be applied to the
cost providing the town takes favor
able action this year, thus leaving
$25,000 the maximum amount to lie
raised by the town. It is planned to
raise this amount by issuing 23 serial

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

THOMASTON. MAINE
Tu*S-tf

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS
Successor to A. F. Burton

GRANITE AND MARBLE

CEMETERY WORK
Main Street

THOMASTON, MAINE
10-tf

Incongruous.
She wore long and very elaborate
cheap earrings. Her lips were n per
fect bowknot of bright red. Her cheeks
bloomed the bloom of the rouge and
perfume counter. And her dress was
sleeveless and extreme.
She was reading with engrossed con
centration a heavy appearing book,
obviously an old book from the library.
The Woman shifted herself about
until she got a loak at the title.
Just why was she reading It? It
was entitled:
"The Lives of Famous Philadel
phians, Now Deceased.’’—New York
Sun.

FARMS—-Illustrated, filled with Government
statistics and describing farm bargains offered
by an organization selling m the 22 years of
Its existence over 35,000 Improved farms
throughout the 33 States and Canadian prov
inces where it maintains branches. Farms on
easy terms with stock, tools, furniture, ready
for spring planting, assuring pleasant self-sup
porting homes, steady jobs and bright futures.
• On page 37 you will find 40-acre farm close
! village, only $4uo cash ; valuable woodlot ; 00
i apples ; 6-room house. 40-ft. barn; cow. poultry,
j tools ; all $900.
$800 secures 230-acre farm shown page 15;
I 200 apple trees ; estimated 300 cords pulp wood.
I 1000 cords hardwood, valuable timber; 2 miles
I village: 6-roain house, 90-ft. barn, pr. horses. 6
| cattle, poultry, hog: all $2800.
Then on page 47 see 255.acre farm with 3
horses, 20 cattle, furniture, tools ; close village;
about 100,000 ft. timber. 1000 sugar maples;
7-room house and bath. TO-ft. basement barn.
To settle affairs all $4000, only $1000 needed.
Fruit, truck, poultry, potato, stock, dairy and
general farms, Florida orange groves and win
ter homes; small farms and suburban property
Pear Boston. The farm you want nt price you
can afford. Get your free copy now. You can
save time and money through our helpful ex
perienced service.
Write today.
STROUT
FARM AGENCY’, 28 IDG Water St.. August.-,, Me
33-11

Financing

4%'~ bonds of $1000 denomination, the
town to retire one of these bonds each
year.
11
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$25,000.00
24.000.0(1
23.000.00
22.000.00
21.000.00
20.000.00
19.000.00
18.000.00
17.000.00
111 .000.00
15.000.01)
14.000.00
13.000.00
12.000.00
It.000.00
10.000.00
9.000.00
8.000.00
7.000.00
ti.000.no
5.000.00
4.000.00
.3.000.00
........
1,000.00

$2,125.00
2.080.00
2.035.00
1,990.00
1.945.00
1.900.00
1.855.00
1.810.00
1,765.00
1,720.00
1.673.00
1.630.0O
1.585.00
1,540.00
1.495.00
1.450.00
1,405.00
1.360.00
1.315.00
1.270.00
1.225.00
1.180.00
1.135.00
1.090.00
1.045.00

c5
z- si
$625.00
580.00
535.00
490.00
445.00
400.00
355.00
310.00
265.00
220.00
175.00
130.00
85.00
40.00
(jatti 5.00
50.00
93.00
140.00
185.00
230.00
273.00
320.00
3G5.00
410.00
455.00

Vinalhaven

TURN ME OVER

Rev. E. W. Stebbins, the new pastor
of Union church has arrived and serv
6
ices have been resumed. There will
be services Sunday (.March 18) at 11.30
8
and 7. The public is urged to come
9
and get acquainted with the new
10
pastor.
Mrs. A. U. Patterson left for Bos
11
ton where she will be the guest of her
12
cousin. Mrs. Carrie Pendleton.
13
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge met
14
Tuesday evening. The social hour was
15
particularly enjoyable, the chief feat
16
ure being the pie eating contest in
17
which Pat. Carver won first prize.
18
Mrs. Lora Hardison entertained the
19
Progressive Club Wednesday evening.
20
Supper was served
21
no
Marguerite Chapter. O. E. S. meets
Monday evening. March 19. for regular
23
session with work. A dance will fol
24
low the meeting.
25
Mrs. J. T. Moore was hostess for the
Savings: Services of one teacher, 500 Club Thursday evening.
Steamer Vinalhaven which has been
$750; repairs, $760; total, $1500. The
difference in cost of insurance now car tied up at Lane-Libbv Fisheries Co.
ried and that which would have to be wharf all winter was finally' released
carried on a $35,000 building amounts from the grip of the heavy Ice this
approximately to an excess insurance week by liberal use of dynamite and
of $106. It is left to you to see that this made her first trip Thursday. The
will be more than offset by saving in company will endeavor to do the best
fuel and janitor service. Another re it can in spite of handicaps. The Gov.
Bodwell was East ind the Vinalhaven
source is found in the old buildings.
It is impossible to estimate their in Rockland Friday but the service
worth, however, so no allowance is will undoubtededly be much better
with both boats on
made for this item.
• V • •
Mrs. Evelyn Chilles entertained the
Since 1900 the town has been ex "Dumb Belles’’ Thursday evening.
pending an average of over $1000 a This progressive club has engaged the
year for repairs anti expenses on school room over J. O. Carver's barber shop
buildings, the major portion of which as a club room.
The remains of Hattie, wife of Wil
has been applied to the four old schoolbuildings which are to be replaced. In liam Page were brought here from
deed. $1600 was spent this current Portland Thursday for interment.
The Observant Citizen ventures that
year, and, other than for repairs made
on the boiler at the High School, very a traffic officer is needed at the sub
little can be seen for the expenditure. way entrance from L. R. Smith’s store
How can It be otherwise with so many- to E. G. Carver's market.
The lesson sermon at the Christian
old buildings to maintain? These ex
penditures for the past 20 years total Science church tomorrow is “Sub
$22,780. and that does not include the stance.”
CAMDEN
The ''Rainbows" have a dance
above mentioned $1600. This amount
is enough to have built a new building j scheduled for the Armory, March 29
The church trustees meet next Fri
The Athletic Club continues to lead and to have had something substantial
day evening with O. C. Lane at 6.30.
the bowling league. The rough weath to show for our money.
It is asked in all fairness, and in view
er has badly disarranged the schedu e.
P. G. Willey has the barge Mahoney- of the information now put in your
SOUTH SOMERVILLE
due this week with 1229 tons of hard hands, if expense on bridges have any
i hearing whatsoever on this matter. A
Mrs. Susan Allard who is staying
coal.
Tne Missionary Society of the Bap committee was appointed at the last with her daughter Anufe in Weeks’
tist church meets this afternoon at .he town meeting to report on bridges and Mills this winter was a dinner guest
until its report is made nothing au at the home of Sam Bartlett Tuesday.
parsonage.
thoritative can be known on this sub She came to Cooper’s Mills on the
Frank RalTa has opened his fru
confectionery store in the Tibbetts ject. As far as anything reliable can morning train, transacted her business
be ascertained this expense is being at the store and post tffice then took
building.
,
All knights and sisters are invited to grossly exaggerated to serve as a fear the stage to this place. Although
a jollification to be held in K. P. hail ful bogie. At any rate, since it has nearly 80 years old "Gram" is as smart
tonight. Each member is privileged to been proved the school building will as ever and travels alone wherever she
not increase taxes why consider this wishes to go. She plans to come back
invite a guest.
Rev. H. I. Holt will preach at the matter of bridges. We can meet it on her own play in the spring, plant a
Congregational church tomorrow morn when it comes.
garden, take .are"of her strawberry bed
ing on "The Natural, Unnatural and
and set out lots more i iants.
Building Fund Committee.
Supernatural Life." Union service with
the Methodists in the evening.
H. M. Rankin and Walter Conley
have returned from the optometrivs’
convention in Boston.

New spring suits, coats and dresses |
are being received at the Davis Gar
ment Store, corner of Main and Elm
Mrs. Grace Payson, who will open a streets, Rockland, almost every day,
millinery and gift shop in LevensaJer thus keeping the stock fresh.—adv.
Block is displaying her hats at 3 Elliot
street until her store is ready for occu33-3
paney.
Women Are Enthusiastic Athletes.
Owing to the rapid movement of
Mrs. Hattie Kelley IS Hyler St., Is
women's
athletics in France where
prepared to take orders for home cook
ing1—cake, doughnuts, bread, brown- there are 90 organizations of women
athletes all with large memberships,
bread, candy, etc. Telephone 182-4.
32-34
the fear has been expressed among the
medical fraternity that zeal may out
New spring suits, coats and dresses run their discretion and the subject
are being received at the Davis Gar has been given some considerable at
ment Store, corner of Main and Elm
tention by the members of the Medical
streets, Rockland, almost every day,
Congress of Physical Education. This
thus keeping the stock fresh.—adv.
body has made a number of important
suggestions for the guidance of wom
CUSHING
en who desire to take part in athletics.
One of them is that all such persons
Cushing people will be considerably desiring to enter organized contests
interested in the following clipping should he made to secure the consent
bearing a Bideford date line of March of some competent physician, to be
15: To reach this city in time to at
tend the funeral of his son, Capl. Hi given only after a thorough examina
ram Ulmer of the Burnt Island Coast tion of tlie candidate. The members
Guard station was forced to travel 20 also adopted certain restrictions for all
miles on snowshoes, ihe snow packed women's events and suggested that the
roads being otherwise impassable. long jump he suppressed entirely.
Learning that his son, Leroy Ulmer of
the Popham Beach Coast Guard s:a
Great Glass Press.
tlorr was seriously ill. Captain Ulmer
Great strides have been made re
started for his bedside. Ice blocked
cently In the manufacture of glass
streams and snowbound highways p
sen.ed such obstacles that team own pressing machines. The largest auto
ers refused liberal cash offers for matic glass press ever built is 11 feet
transportation. Nothing daunted Cap in height, and covers a floor space of
tain Ulmer hound a pair of snow shoes 7 by 7 feet and weighs 8,000 pounds.
on his feet and started the trip. Fre The machine mounts 8 molds 16 Inches
quently he encountered snow depths >1
12 and 15 feet on the level. His sjn in diameter and 18 Inches high, and
died before the father’s arrival but has a plunger stroke of 14 Inches, de
the captain reached the city in time to livering a maximum of 100,000 pounds
attend the funeral. Captain Ulmer pressure to the plunger, its maximum
was a former resident and well known speed Is 25 articles per minute. It is
in this town.
designed to operate In , conjunction
with the large-size Miller feeder,
which automatically transfers the
molten glass from the tank to the
molds.

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER

Miscellaneous

HOW IT CAN BE DONE

THOMASTON
Don't forget the special town meet
ing to be 'held in Watts hall. Monday
evening at 7.30 to see if the town will
vote for the Australian ballot.
Louise Hodges and Mrs. Pierce are
spending a few days in Boston.
Mrs. Wallace Parker who has been
spending the past two weeks with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus Jones,
left Thursday for Schenectady, N. Y..
where she will make her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Clark of
Charleston, S. C. and Mr. and Mrs.
Enoch Clark of New York arrived Fri
day noon, called here by the death of
Mrs. Levi Clark.
The Beta Alpha will meet in the
Baptist
vestry.
Tuesday
evening.
Members are requested to bring their
own sewing.
Mrs. Katherine Simmons leaves
Tuesday morning for Chicago, where
she will be a guest of Mrs. Walter
Johnson for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fountaine of
Manchester, N. H., were recent guests
of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Davis, enroute
to Martinsville.
Miss Gladys Doherty has been in
Camden this week, the guest of Mrs.
E. F. Wilson.
Evening prayer with music and ser
mon at St. John's Episcopal church.
Sunday evening, at 7 o'clock. Church
school at 6. Everybody welcome. The
Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster. Bishop of
.Maine, will preach at St. Peter’s,
Rockland. Sunday morning at 10.30. It
is hoped’ that Thomaston will be well
represented.
Mr. and Mrs. It. F. Lenfest of Vinal
haven, who have been spending the
winter in Syracuse, X. Y . and Med
ford Hillside, arrived Wednesday and
will visit their daughter, Mrs. A. H.
Pillsbury.
* * * *
A correction should be made in the
report of contributors to the School
Building Fund for last week, which
appeared in the Thursday issue of this
paper. George W. Tillson of New 5 oik
City, is a former resident of this town,
a classmate of Edward Brown. The
contributionof theT.H.S. studentsrepresented the line effort of the whole
school and amounted to $32.70, mostly
in cash. Pledges, the sum of which is
a part of this total, were made by Al
bert B. Elliot, Miss Dorothy Keller,
Harold E. Whitehill, Ramos C. Feehan
and Principal Sturtevant.
Baptist church services Sunday at
10.3# a. m. and 7 p. m. with Rev. Ben
jamin Beatty as the preacher at both
services. The Church school assembles
at 11.50 a. m. At the evening service
an orchestra of five pieces will assist in
the song service. No special services
will be held on Monday or Tuesday
evenings, but Mr. Beatty will preach
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
evenings.
Mr Beatty is a strong
speaker, with a real gospel message,
and the public is cordially invited to
share these services.
Rev. Mr. Leigh of Rockport will
preach at the Methodist church Sun
day morning at 10.30. Rev. Mr. Pelley
will preach in Rockport, but will con
duct the evening service as usual.
Disitrict Superintendent J. H. Gray will
be present Monday evening for the
Fourth Quarterly Conference.
This
Will be preceded by a supper.
Although the special town meeting
to take place in Watts hall. Monday,
March 19, at 7.30 p. m, to ballot on the
adoption of the Australian voting
system, has been called by Republicans,
it is a non-partisan move for the dis
tinct advantage of the town, and the
call is for every loyal Thomastonian.
whether Democrat or Republican to at
tend the meeting. In spite of reports
to the contrary Camden was sufficient
ly pleased with the Australian ballot
system to adopt it for another year,
and Brunswick, which is twice as large
as Thomaston, had completed its busi
ness by 3 p. m. What time did Thom
aston voters get home last year?
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JUST ARRIVED—Beautiful Faster Cards; 12
for 10c. 25 for 20c, 50 for 35c, 100 for 60c,
postpaid. Don’t delay. CLARENCE A. MAT
THEWS. Camden. Maine.
32*34
PAPER HANGER—When you want paper
hanging, good work at right price, phone 349-M,
or send card to C. C. JOHNSTON, 16 Pleasant
Sr. Rockland
31*36
PORTLAND PEOPLE can find each issue of
The Courier-Gazette on sale at the CENTRAL
NEWS CO , 664 Congress St. This will eon
venience many who want to get the paj>er reg
ularly.
13-tf
PALMER ENGINES-32 different models, 2
to 75 H. P. One to six cylinders. Heavy duty.
Medium duty and high speed types Also ac
cessories and parts
Send for catalogue
PALMER BROS., 39 Portland Pier, Portland.
Me.
12 37
LADIES—Reliable stock of huir goods a’
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mai1
.)filers solicited HELEN C RHODES 18tf
_^CHRONIC*.E8 OF KNOX COUNTY,’’ a ver,
handy 106 page book compiled by R. B FillI more, gives :ho official history of the count,
and a page or so is devoted lo each of the
' towns and two plantations Sent by mail to
I any address on receipt of 50c. Address R. B

i r'A

jot vpeaM oop
$11

n

I FILLMORE. 80 Main Street Thomaston.
la

you wan
infer tfvat my mind
wandering ?

142-tf
THE INDEPENDENT (Skowhegan) Reporter
ok

aala al J F CARVER'S. MockUud

in Everybody's Column
Advert Iscmentt In this column noi to exceed
hree lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
fo' .10 (.nts Additional lines 5 cents esch
for c«e time, 10 cents 3 times Six words make
a line

Lout .and Found
LOST—Between Lindsey street aud Cobh’s
Market, gold chain and locket with diamond on
one side and Initials on-other. Reward If lelt
at THIS OFFICE.
33-31
LOST Female rabbit hound. , Black and white,
with tan ears. Tel. 723 M. EARLE Ll’DWICK. 33 Chestnut .Street.
33
LOST—-Thursday night iu Rockland, u .voting
Irish setter dog. Please notify W. M; LITTLE
Tel. 795-M.
33-It

Wanted
WANTED Table girl and general helper.
NI T SHELL KE.STAl RANT, Mechanic street.
Camden.
33-35
WANTED—Help lor summer season at Range
ley Tavern. Rangeley Lake. Me., open about
May 1. Help that can qualify only. Two ex
perienced waitresses; 2 chamber maids, and Al
Chet. Inquire of MR. WHEELER, Hotel Rock
land.
32-lf
WANTED -On or about April 10. competent
maid it, l.nnily of two. Good wages Only ex
perienced help need .apply. MRS K. F GLOV
ER, 2 Claremont Street. Rockland.
31-36
WANTED—Wood choppers, to go Into camps
W. L. OXTO.N, West Rockport. Tel 152-4, Cam.
den
31-33
WANTED—Housekeeper in family of adults.
No washing or ironing Write “HOUSEKEEP
ER;’ cart The Courier-Gazette.
31*33
WANTED—Elderly lady for housework in
familv of -two References required Apply to
1.0 LIMEROUK STREET
31*33
WANTED -Cook and second girl. Inquire at
office of C H. Berry Estate, over St. Railway
waiting room, from 2 to 4 P. M. MRS.
CHARLES H BERRY________________ 28-if
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
and female. Highest prices oald. JOHN 8.
RANLETT. Rockville. Me Tel. 352-14. 15tf

Summer Cottages and Board
NOW is the time when people are laying
summer vacation plana The Courier-Gazette
suggests that owners of cottage properly, io
let or for sale, or accommodations for boarders,
announce the fa'-t under this heading, where it
will oe read all over New England.

ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and
examine styles. If you already have a plate
bring It In and let us print you cards Id latest
Size THE COURIERGAMKTTR

Lines to Be Remembered.
O thou who hast still a father and
mother, thank God for It In the day
when thy soul Is full of tears, and
needs a bosom wherein to shed them.
^Jean Paul.

Mr. Merchant^Make Your Product a Standard
In This Community. We
Will Carry Your Message
Into Every Home

For Sale
FOR SALE—One 4 Vi ft. oak roll top desk;
one Glenwood Range; new and second hand
safes, different sizes; household furnl.ihings, at
reasonable prices. H. F. HICKS, 65 Limeroek
St. Tel. 564 -M._____________________ 33-33
FOR-SALE—Baby carriage. Call Tl.'UM.
_______________________ .
i_________ 33
FOR SALE 1920 Model Reo Speed Wagon,
tine condition, new tires, extra tire, tools, etc.
If you are looking for a good trade hi a Keo
truck, this car will lie found satisfactory. Price
$C00.
Ford Roadf.ter In fine order. Has light truck
body, two new tires, new Skid chains and shock

absorbers. Price $125.

Made in fire grade*

For Sale at your Dealer

ASK FOR THE YELLOW PENCIL WITH THE RED BAND

EAGLE MIKADO

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, NEW YORK

International Wood Saw Outfit with fine 2Vi
IL P. Engine. Has 28 inch saw. This outfit
is almost new. Price $100.
Lathrop Marine Engine 4 H. P.. with coll and
carburetor. Price $15. RAYMOND S. JORDAN.
151 Pleasant St.. Rockland. Maine.
It *33
FOR SALE—Girls’ Bicycle, 19-in. frame.
Good as new. Rode onlv about 5 miles. Price
$30. Inquke of UNWOOD A. SMITH. Wash
ington. Mt. R. F. D.
32-35
FOR SALE -Weir-twine, seine, dory and
tacks, etc. CAPT MOSES MILLS, 31 B Sea
Street Camden, .Maine.
31-36

FOR SALE -One 5 h. p Miami Marine En
gine with carbureter, shaft and propellor. This
mgine has been overhauled and Is in good or

der.

How is your DIGESTION ?.
If you suffer nausea, distress after eating,
are constipated and bilious, you may ob
tain prompt relief with “L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine. This is a genuine remedy for
d isorders of stomach, liver and bowels. For
nearly 70 years, thousands have enjoyed
perfect digestionthrough“L.F."Medicine.
Large bottle, 50c—1 ct. a dose. Alt dealers.

“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

Advertised GoodsA Reach You
Without Lost Motion
A

One good set of Joiner tools.
Or.t foot power turning lathe with tools W.
F TIBBETTS. 144 Union St.. Rockland Tel.
775-W or 225-It
30-tf

FOR SALE—NATIONAL ( ASH REGISTERS.
New aud used ; also charge systems Easy p.n H E.
BAKER. For;kind, Me. Sales Agent, D P.
MATHIEU, local salesman. Hotel Rockland
__________________________________ 28*33__
FOR SALE—Westinghoase Radio Receiving
Set, Detector and two stege amplifier, type R ( .
w’h three tubes, two 22’<» volt “B” batteries
and pair Bra tides Superior headphones Price
$125 cas’d
Gall, write or phone JEROME U
BURROWS, 66 Beech St., Rockland, Me. Tel.
' 12 W____________________ _________ 28-tf
FOR SALE One trailer with solid rubber
res.
One Iron power* drill, (’an he used by hand;
tight and loose pulleys attached
One saw table with arbor raising and lower
ing t?ed.
One foot power jig saw.
These to he sold at a price that will warrant
v nir inspection
HERBERT B. BARTER. Main
S rect_ Td 2-5 or 757-13 _______ ____ 28-tf
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers,
JO to GO h p. Horizontal and upright Suit
able for portable mills, factories, boat shops.
Roisters, etc. 1, L SNOW CO , City
3-tf.
FOR SALE—1916 Apperson Touring; excel
lent condition throughout. Price $350. A. C.
JONES. 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. 'Phone
576-K.
Hunts: guarantee on used registers.

FOR SALE—Ford delivery with panel body;
goiwl running condition. J. A. JAMESON CO ,
Rockland. Tel. 17.
27-tf
FOR SALE—New and second-hand marine
anil stationary gas engines. I L. SNOW CO ,
Machine Shop Dept.
25-37
FOR 8ALEV4 upright second hand pianos
STUDLEY’S FURNITURE STORE. 283 Main
Street, • Rockland.
“
10-tf‘

To Let

A big part of the cost of living today may be charged to lost motion, to slow, slip
shod distribution of goods and to old-style, wasteful selling methods.

For example, every year tons

of

fruits and vegetables rot on the ground,
because it doesn’t pay to pick them.

Discouraged

growers

plant less the

next season, and the supply of food is
reduced. Meanwhile, consumers in the
cities near by grumble over the high
prices.
Demand and supply are not
brought together.

Contrast this with the handling of
of oranges.
$1,000,000 a year is
spent for advertising by the co-opera
tive association of the California Fruit
Growers. A large sum; yet it is only
about one-fifth of a cent per dozen—
one-sixtieth of a cent for each orange
sold.
And this advertising has kept down
the cost of oranges. To quote an of
ficial of the Exchange:

“The cost of selling oranges and
lemons through the California Fruit
Growers’ Exchange is lower today than
it was ten years ago.
“In the twelve years since the first
campaign was launched the consump
tion of the California oranges has
doubled. The American consumer has
been taught by co-operative advertis
ing to eat nearly twice as many oranges
as before.

TO LET—Attractive, comfortable rooms. Per
manent or transient. 25 PARK STREET.
_______________________________ 32*34
TO LET—Two front rooms, well heated, with
all modern improvements. Apply at 36 SCHOOL
■STREET Tel 25J-M
___________ 81-33
TO LET—Furnished room. MARY WIGGIN
SPEAR 33 Limeroek Street
31-33
10 LET—3 furnished rooms, modern conve
niences. 25 Ocean St , MILTON M GRIFFIN
Tel 37: M__________________________ 31*tf
TO LET—Four furnished rooms, convenient
kin-hen, at 27 Pacific St Inquire of L.
BREWER, 39 Park Street
17-tf
TO LET—A 'ittle gem of a five room fur
nish'd apartment
Must be seen to be ap
preciated Apply to R U. COLLFNS. 375 Main
Street, Rockland, Maine._______
15 - tf
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
STREET_______________________
i55*tf

TO LET—5-room tenement; good location.
L F. CHASE. 45 Middle St. zTel 665-2.
__ ____ _________________ 145 tf

TO LET—Nine-roan tenement; good loca
tion L. F. CHASE,
Middle Street. Tel.

____________________________ 12>-tf

TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, atovea,
and musical Instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
I It. Five 221 Main Rt.. Rockland
45tf

Eggs and Chicks

“Had the orange industry remained on
the old basis, there would have been no
profit in growing oranges. New acre
age would not have been planted. Old
orchards would most surely have been
uprooted and other crops planted.’’
Advertising properly done, saves
money for the consumer and makes
money for the producer by driving out
wasteful methods, increasing volume
and cutting down the costs of selling
and distribution.

FOR SALE—Eight Full Blooded PlymMHh linck hens and 1 rooster, $20. Rhode Is
land Ite.l roosters, raised from Kerr ehivks. $2 ",n
each. F AV£RS, 19 renlml St., Camden, Me
____________________ ______________31-33

WHITE WXAN00TTE EGGS FOR HATCHING

From high grade hens, $1.00 tier setting, $6 on
Iter 100, J. I*. SPAULDIXG; Co. Thomaston,

-Maine._____________ _________ 29.40
ORDERS TAKEN FOR DAY-OLD CHICKS—

Tt.nuikins’ strain. From vigorous, high nrodui-.
ing slock. K It SEEKIXS, Buttermilk Lane,
Rockland. Tel 314-12
23»34

Published by The Rockland Courier-Gazette in co-operation

FOR SALE - -Orders taken tor bay-old chicks
Pure bred 8. C It. 1. Reds; 3d in State egg
.laving contest 1920 Eggs for hatching W A
I RIPLEY, Rockland. Tel. 604-W
Rtf

with The American Association of Advertising Agencies.

Mistaken Policy.

New Engine Saves Fuel.
Turbines using superheated steam
propel a new Swedish locomotive that
has equaled the power and almost the
speed of the best American engines
with less than half the fuel consump

tion.

aciBai

People shouldn't be so savin' with
their smiles. The more you give the
more you git, applies to pleasant looks.
The feller that looks like he had a
pain in his equator when he greets
you ts cheatin' hlsself outen the Joy
of life.—Thomas Jefferson Putnam,
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whole dress. It should he understood
that the bandanna design, bottler and
all, is carefully adhered to, and it
should be understood further that the
entire gamut of colors, front aH periods
In xddltion to personal notes recording de and from all nationalities, finds accept
partures and arrivals, the denariinent especially ance.—Dry Goods Economist.
desires information of aoclal happenings, par

IN THE MUSICAL WORLD

In Social Circles

ties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.

TELEPHONE ......................................

770
=
The Tango Club met with Mrs.
Harry W. French, Rankin street,
Thursday. A picnic-supper was en
joyed, and the evening devoted to
whist. Twelve members were present.
Mrs.'Elonia Tuttle is the guest of her
daughter, Dr. Clara Tuttle, in Summit,
•N. J.
____
:
. .
.A

M ar.d Mrs. George E. Dorman of
Franklin, N. 11., are visiting at L. B.
Dorman's, North Main street.

Gossip of Singers and Players Well Known To Music
Lovers In These Corners of Maine.

A 20-talde auction party is being
given at the Thorndike Hotel this afternoon with Mrs. John I. Know, Mrs.
Mary Wiggin Spear. Mrs. W. W.
Graves of Maiden, Maas., and Miss
Annie Blackington as hostesses.

Edward W. Bok, formes editor or
thp Ladies’ Home Journal, lias recent
ly completed a new book entitled “The
Man From Maine,” which deals with
the career of Cyrus II. K, Curtis, head
of the Curtis Publishing Co., and donor
to the city of Portland of its famous
municipal organ.

Mrs. Florence Sprowl of Grace street
Mrs. Alice K. Marshall of Port Clyde was recently surprised one evening
is being entertained at tlie home of her when she answered a knock at her
daughter, Mrs. C. R. Dorman.
door. A number of her neighbors and
friends came to help celebrate her
Mr. and Mrs Basil Stinson are oc birthday, bringing with them a large
cupying the Fiske house on Summer bintliday cake, besides other refresh
street, recently vacated by Ray Eaton. ments. A very enjoyable evening was
They have as guests at present Mr. and spent by the host as well as her guests.
Mrs. F. E. Bridges of Swans Island.
The young people of Pleasant Valley
Bird Branch Sunshine Society will Grange and Class 29 of the Methodist
meet with Mrs. Oscar Duncan, 158 chuich finally succeeded in holding
Main street, Monday afternoon from 2 their joint entertainment which they
to 5 o’clock.
had been obliged to postpone several
times on account of sickness and snow
Mrs. Albert D. Hallowell, Mrs. James storms. The young ladies were highly
F. Carver, Mrs. L. A. Crockett and praised for their part of the work, and
Mrs. Karl E. O’Brien have issued invi were assisted by Doris Hyler, Beulah
tations to a luncheon and auction, Rokes. Mrs. Stewart, Virginia Brown,
which will take place at 1 o'clock next Raymond Anderson, and six little girls
Tuesday afternoon at Mrs. Hallowell’s in a boat song, Mrs. L. L. Brown, Mrs.
nomc on Pleasant street.
L. N. Littiehale, and Miss Edith Ben
ner assisted with the piano. The mem
Mr. and Mrs. Adriel Bird return on bers of the Class 29 feel deeply grate
tonight's train.
ful to all who so kindly gave their
services, and Mr. Allen stated at the
There will be a meeting of bocal close of the entertainment how much
Union No. 1066 Tuesday, March 20, at they all appreciated the assistance of
7.30 p. m. Business of interest.
kind friends helping the class to raise
its pledges.
Wednesdays Boston Transcript had
the following about a golden wedding
Fourteen members of the Charity
in which many Rockland readers are
interested: "Rear Admiral and Mrs. Cluh were entertained Thursday by
Mrs. David Talbot and Miss Maud
A. S. Snow celebrated their fiftieth
Pratt at Mrs. Talbot’s home on Talbot
wedding anniversary yesterday, at
avenue. The members enjoyed the 6
their home, 12 Gorhant Avenue, in
o'clock lunch, and remained for a
Brookline. Admiral Snow was com
pleasant social evening.
mandant of the Boston Navy Yard un
til his retirement in 1907, when he
Mrs. Adelbert A. Jameson is visiting
went to Brookline to reside.
Mrs.
her sister, Mrs. William Schofield, in
Snow was formerly Miss Frances
Salem. Mass. In Boston she met her
Keating of Rockland, Me. Various
husband, who has just returned from
members of the family arrived for the
Ihe Pacific Coast in the steamship A.
occasion.
Lieut. Commander C. F. L. Kent.
Snow. United States Navy, retired, a
son, had planned to come from Rock
land, Me., but was detained by grippe.!
His daughter. Miss Frances Snow, a
Radcliffe student, and her brother, Carl
A. Snow of Lynn, attended last night's)
dinner party. Miss Mabel E. Snow,'
Admiral Snow’s daughter, and Sydney ,
I. Snow, a son, who is night editor ofj
the Reading, Pa.. Tribune, and whose
A BIG STOCK
birthday coincided with the golden,
wedding anniversary, completed the i
AND ALL SIZES IN
family party.”

EASTER HATS
A large showing of all the latest New York models. Over 300
hats to select from. Prices right to please all. A line for
$3.98, a line for $5.00 and $6.00,also others ranging to $1 5.00.

66

MICKIE SAYS—
r SPEAKiU* OF AOS.

JOUAA'S WWAVt HAO A HUMK.
OF LUCK AMO PULLED 1M A
CUSTOMER VJ1THOUT AMT
PUBUCVTM, BUT IT tB
RECORDED TWAT WE COULOk
WOLD WtM\

WE NOW HAVE

Hurry W. French of the Rockland i
Hardware Co is recuperating from ai
week's siege of grippe.

Dr. and Mrs. T E. Tibbetts have
been attending the Boston automobile
show this week.
Good Cheer Circle held its annual i
meeting in Temple hall, Tuesday, the I
business meeting being preceded by a
delicious dinner. These officers were
elected:
President, Mrs. Katherine
St. Clair; vice president, Mrs. Florence
Philbrook; secretary and treasurer,!
Mrs. Hester Chase. The next meeting)
will be held in the ladies’ parlor of j
Masonic Temple next Tuesday after
noon. Curtains for the ladies’ parlor!
will be relined.
The housekeepers for
the afternoon will l»e Mrs. Emma Hall,
and Mrs. Aldana Bicknell.

Sidney E. Clark of Tliogsaston has!
been receiving treatment in the Collis
P. Huntington Hospital, Boston, this
week. He was accompanied thither
by his daughter, Mrs. Karl O'Brien of
this city, Who has been a guest at the
Adams House meantime.
Mrs. Russell Bartlett and daughter
are weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Emery in Camden.

Mrs. E. G. Nelson and daughter
Phyllis are spending the Easier vaca
tion in Waterville and Bar Harbor.
Miss Izzelie W. Andrews has been
spending the week in Newcastle, the
guest of Mrs. Chester Clarke and Mrs.
D, W. Iiopkins.

The telephone girls’ dance In Temple :
hall Thursday night was one of the j
season's best. Fully 100 couples were
on the floor dancing to Marston’s i
music, six pieces. The hall was taste- I
fully decorated in green and white by i
Mrs. Katherine St. Clair, assisted by!
wire chief, V. P. Hall, 'Miss Amanda
Wood, Mrs. Mildred Tibbetts and Mrs.
Dorothy Wood. Refreshments, Including
punch were served by Mr. and Mrs. Luke
S. Davis at Intermission. It Is expected
that nearly 175 will be netted and for
this satisfactory result much credit is'
due the general committee comprising: '
Mrs. Dorothy Wood, Miss Josephine.
Halligan, Mrs. Mildred Tibbetts and J
Miss Amanda Wood.
Dorothy A., wife of Charles S. j
Thomas, manager of the Singer Sew- j
Ing Machine Co. of this city, formerly!
of Bar Harbor and Bangor, is con
valescing very rapidly at her home, 22)
Fulton street, after a critical opera
tion at Silsby Hospital.
Mrs. Edwin C. Boody, who has been
having an extended vacation, is again
with her department in the FullerCobh-Davls store.

James aud Josephine Gray of Port-)
land, formerly of Vinalhaven. were in )
the city Thursday, enroute for North ■
Haven to visit their grandmother, Mrs.!
James F. Brown, and other relatives.
Mrs. A. D. Bird Is home
week’s visit in Portland.

from a'

Fashion certainly makes strange
bedfellows, and this is especially true
at the present time in the silk indus
try. One outstanding example is the
elevation to the front rank of the oldfashioned Nindunna handkerchief of
our forefathers. Mention of this has
been made frequently In the Economist,
but the expanding vogue of bandannas
calls for further mention. When first
adopted by printers of silks they were
from 10 to 12 inches square. One
formed the front of a blouse waist and
another the back. From such humble
beginnings the size was increased to a
point sufficiently large to permit of
being worn as a bertha. The limit has
been reached now, since bandannas are
printed in single shawl sizes which

RUBBER
BOOTS
BUT
It looks to us as though we were
going to be up against the same
proposition that we were on
overshoes.

IF
Everybody gets an idea that they
want a pair of Rubber Boots,
there won’t be enough to go
around. Already the wholesale
market is cleaned out.

SO
If you aro thinking of getting a
pair, don’t put it off too long.

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

Boston Shoe Store
178 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME,

EMPIRE"2!L'

Telephone 60
Matinee 2:00. Evening, 6:30, 8:45.

COAL IN GERMANY
And Something About the
Methods of Burning It—
Brown Coal and Steinkohle.

There arc two general grades of coal
in Germany, the brown coal, or lignite,
and the harder stone, or steinkohle. The
brown eoals are not good coals as
[judged from American standards.
About three tons of brown coal would
be required to give the same amount
of heat as one Lon of good American
coal. About one-half of all Ihe brown
coal used in Germany is mode into
briquettes. These briquettes are made
by -pressing finely divided coal into
shapes, using pitch or other material
as binders. A common sight in the ru
ral communities of Germany is the bent
back of a briquette vender who walks
from dwelling to dwelling with these
black bricks of fuel on his back. The
householder buys in small quantities
and uses the briquettes sparingly in his
To Take Out Creak.
peculiar porcelain stove. Heat among
If
shoes
squeak saturate the soles
these /people is a luxury rather than a
necessity. The better grades of eon. with linseed or sweet oil or melted lard.
found .n Germany are cal!" 1 hard eoals, Let the shoes stand In one of these lu
but they are not hard .'s we classify bricants overnight. Many punch a
our anthracites, most’ of it comparing small hole through the sole nnd the In
with our better grade of steam. gas ner lining above It and say this will
and coking coals. It has about three effectively slop Hie creak or squeak.

Among recent New York City church
announcements this one was noted:
"Dr. Will C. McFarlanq will give an
organ recital tomorrow afternoon in
the Broadway tabernacle."

Lucy A., wife of John A. Chadwick,
died at her home, 44 Congress street,
Saturday morning after an illness
which had confined her to her home
several years. She was born In Paler
mo, Aug. 29, 1345, the only daughter
of Samuel and Annie (Grant) Norton,
and the last of their family. One
brother, the late ex-Sheriff Samuel G.
Norton, was a prominent Waldo coun
ty man. Mrs. Chadwick moved to Bel
fast about 24 years ago from Rockland,
where the greater part of her life was
spent. During her residence in that city
she was identified with the Methodist
church, but since coming to Belfast
had been an attendant at the North
(-Congregational) church as long as her
health permitted. Of a gentle,lovable
disoositlon her home was the dearest
place on earth to her and it was ever
open in the truest sense of hospitality
to friends and neighbors, especially iu
tim s of trouble. For many years after
coming to Belfast her home was at No.
I 40 Northport avenue. The funeral was
I held Tuesday at 2 oclock, Rev. William
I1'. Skerrye officiating. The bearers
j were M. L. Slugg, Clyde Holmes, Harry
! W. Clark and C. E. Owen.—Belfast
Journal.

« « • •

TODAY—SATU R DAY
A Great Glory of the North Woods Jammed With Thrills
and Exciting Moments To Chill Your Spine

“STRONGHEART”
The Wolf Dog in

“THE SILENT CALL”
With a Big Cast and the Greatest Dog Ever Seen on the
Screen—STRONGHEART THE WOLF DOG!
FOX COMEDY
TRAVELOGUE
Matiaee, 1Gc, 17c. Evening, 17c, 22c.

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

MARIE PROVOST
I

KENNETH HARLAN
LOUISE FAZENDA,
HARRY MYERS
TULLY MARSHALL
CLEO RIDGLEY
WALTER LONG
In F. Scott Fitzgerald’s Ponular Novel

« * • •

In a gathering of a few people a
short time ago the conversation turned
to why practically all musicians have
thick abundant hair. No one seemed
Io know why. but all agreed that in
their knowledge they all did have thick
abundant hair, and while no one knew
why, it was agreed there must lie a
reason. So to enlighten any curious
mortals, the following is quoted from
tlie March 3rd Musical America:
“A message in the public prints
states that Berlin scientists declare
that the long hair of a musician is
neither accident nor design, but the re
sult of music. We are solemnly as
sured that years have been devoted to
research and the examination of statis
tics. and the conclusion is that the
piano and violin arc responsible for the
leonine locks
of
their devotees.
Further, the startling announcement Is
made that music can cure baldness!”
Similar to the foregoing more is said,
and then the following "poem" is given
us:
It your tliHtcii declines to bprool,

“THE BEAUTIFUL and DAMNED”
Tho Story of Super-Flappers In An Orgy of Gayoty
and Charm
NEWS
VIEWS
Matinee, 1Ce, 17c. Evening, 17c, 22c.__________

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

“When Knighthood Was In Flower”
TWO SHOWS DAILY—Matinee 2 P. M. Evening 7:15
Matinee: All scats 35c. Evcn’n, Balcony 35c; Floor 50c

“A quality standard
not controlled by
price; producing
an
honestly
made motor
car.

COMPANION FEATURE

At the Boston Opera House, Sunday
March 11, Fritz Krelsler played lo all
the people who could be packed into
the theatre, including between 800 and
1000 souls who sat on the stage, as
many as were able to hide behind pil
lars in defiance of rules regarding
standees, and any more who could hang
from the roof. Olin Downes in review
ing this concert said: "Mr. Krelsler
played with Carl Lamson among other
things the Grieg C Minor Sonata. The
reviewer heard with one ear the so
nata, while noting with a single eye
and being deeply impressed by it, the
faces of the people oil the platform as
they listened. There were more things
in those faces, more emotions and vis
ions and dreams, than there were even
in Grieg’s sonata—and we say this
with all deference to tlie greatness of
Mr. Krelsler.”

MATINEE 2:00 P. M.

’

“IF I WERE QUEEN”
> “FLAMING HOURS”
TARZAN

COMEDY

Matinee 10c, 17c.

Evening, 10c, 22c

COMING NEXT THURSDAY
“NAZIMOVA”

A. C. JONES

5 Talbot Ave.
Rockland, Maine

gAeSTRANDTheatre

MARCH 21-22

Home Of the Ort/an With the Human Koiccs
JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager

TODAY

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

HERBERT
RAWUNSON RICHARD TALMADGE
THE
WAKEFIELD PUTTING IT OVER”
CASE”
Start the new week right by seeing

—IN—

—IN—

Knockouts, Love, Politics,

Hc-men. who

are not afraid to mix it. Thrills and Spills,
A weekend feature that Who’s Richard Talmadge? Ask Doug Fair
leaves a pleasant taste in
banks.
one’s mouth

» • • •

Sunday, Much 18, the New York
Symphony Orchestra is to give a
special concert at the Jolson’s Fiftyninth Street Theatre, the entire pro
ceeds of which are to go to the Music
School of Kheims, France. Lucrezia
Bori and Reinald Werrenratli are to be
the assisting artists.
* • • *
The Caruso Art Sale at the Ameri
can Art Galleries, New York City,
closed with a grand total of $151,148,
R< markable prices were obtained for
the Limoges enamels—two . plaques
being sold after spirited bidding for
$8,000. Two- other plaques brought
$0,000 and a Limoges enamel cup with
cover brought $2,200. A Venetian ink
stand, Sixteenth century, inscribed
witii the arms of the Medici family,'
brought $2100. and a pair of bronze
candlesticks of the same period went
for $2,800. A black seal bag made on
special order for Mr. Caruso by Tiffany
went for $1,800.

• » « *

MRS. JOHN A. CHADWICK

Mrs. Chester Castncr of Warren was
in the city Thursday.

ETHEL CLAYTON

times t,he heating value of the brown
coal arrd is sufficiently varied in quality
to find efllcient usage in most of the in
dustries.
Germany has lately made great
strides in its methods of burning coal,
both for economy in firing and in using
inferior grades of coal. Gases which
were formerly allowed to escape up the
chimney are now’ utilized. Air-pre
heating devices have been devlopcd be
yond past practice and oven design has
been improved. Goal dust and even
peat are coming into efficient use be
cause of the intelligent application of
these improved burning methods. A
complete educational system lias been
built up by the present German govern
ment to encourage the use of fuel-sav
ing schemes for both industries and in
dividuals. It is realized that the lowergrade fuels must be used wherever pos
sible, so as to conserve the better
grades upon which the country’s indus
trial well-being depends. There arc
many industries which cannot use
brown coal. It is out of the question as
a loeometive fuel.—A W. MacMillan in
the April Popular Mechanics Magazine.

Doubtless there are many who lire
Interested in the Juilliard Foundation,
so we are quoting from a recent edi
torial in the New York Herald:
“We have a very wonderful instru
ment in the human voice, an instru
ment which is witii us all the time.
Tho voice is the one connecting link
between tlie individual and the rest of
tiie world. Tlie singing and speaking
voices are closely allied. Since we
speak more than we sing, the constant
misuse of tlie voice in conversation may
lead to serious damage and even de
stroy the latter, it would seem im
portant, therefore, to develop a clear,
well modulated speaking voice, before
attempting to sing. Would it not be
a wise suggestion that the Juilliard
Foundation include the training and
developing of the speaking voice?
Since Mr. Juilliard desired that Ameri
can mu: ■_ as a fine art be built upon
the best foundations, surely those who
are to benefit by his generosity should
by personal example lead in this move
ment for the improvement of American
speech and the correction of our harsh,
nasal and strident American voices."
* * o •
It is surprising how little, if any,
thought the average person gives to the
peaking voice. We talk with the
natural voice that has been given us,
with no thought as to modulation,
smoothness, expression or quality, but
we will all know how arresting a beau
tiful speaking voice is. Those who
have had the good fortune to hear
Julia Marlowe can appreciate how ex
quisite the speaking voice can lie.
Words spoken by her are as lovely as a
beautifully sung song.—a thing to be
always remembered and treasured.
• • • •
An item in the New Y.ork Herald In
forms us that Loraine Wyman on Wed
nesday afternoon, March 14, gave a
program of folk songs before an au
dience at the home of Mrs. Willard D.
Straight, 1130 Fifth Avenue, in the in
terests of the Ihiblic Educational As
sociation. We remember with much
pleasure the interesting and oharming
program Miss Wyman gave under the
auspices of the Baptist Choral Society
through the kindly efforts of Mrs.
Eleanor Howard. The French folk
songs particularly stand out In our
memory.

r
I

MARION DAVIES

I

AND A BIG CAST OF 3000 IN

"WHEN KNIGHTHOOD
WAS IN FLOWER
77

1

A Million Dollar Spectacular Romance of Hot, Impetu
ous Youth—As Old As Timo As Frosh As Tomorrow!
SEATS ARE NOT CHECKED
TWO SHOWS DAILY—Matinee 2 P. M. Evening 7:15
Matinee: All scats 35c. Evcn’n, Balcony 35c; Floor 50c
PLAN YOUR PARTY NOW
CAST OF 30CO
INCLUDING 55 ALL ST
PRINCIPALS!

J

And yolir roots are falling out,
llen’t despair.
Take a course of Addle playing,
Ito a little soulful swaying.
For your hair.
Tones they danced In old Vienna.
( anzoncts from old Siena,
Are effeetbe. so ihe specialists declare,
lint tile song that heats all tonic
Is (he typical, Slavonic
Russian air.
Oil. you may not like Tchaikovsky
Or Ignacy, lyryalianovsky,
lint they're really worth enduring
For your hair.
If you don't avoid the cornet
Yoo'll he bald as any hornet
In no time.
Unless the hornet'a hairy.
In which ease from facts we vary,
Rot we rhyme.
Now ttie trombone and tho oboe,
Also saxophone and zotei.
Are treacherous in any kind of ellnie,
Aud the elegant haaoon
When a tittle out of time.
Is a crime.
tbit if your hair takes wing..
Send a hurry call for strings
And you'll havo file barber doing
Overtime.

• « • *

It is rumored that New York is going
to have another orchestra. Several
citizens have decided to form such an
organization, which will be made up
of American musicians with an American-born conductor. The promoters
state that their object is to give young
American musicians better opportuni
ties for orchestral playing in public
than is afforded under present con

ditions. In establishing this orchestra,
too, they announce that American com
posers will have increased chances of
hearing their works in public.

» • • «

The following item from Musical
America tells us that all the feeling
between tlie different nations is not on
ail absolute peace basis. “As the ocean
liner Pittsburgh battled its way
through icy and stormy seas during its
latest trip from Bremen and South
ampton to New York, representatives
of some 20 nations conceived the idea
of singing national anthems. Unfortu
nately the stirring, notes of God Save
thp King were heard from one group,
concurrently with Die Wacht Am
Rlieim from another. An argument en
sued. which quickly became a free-forall light. It subsided, only when mem
bers of the crew, aided by a former
boxer who was a passenger, took mat
ters in hand."

• « • •

In the March 10 issue ot Musical
America is a very interesting article
about Beniamino Gigli's method of
singing. Doubtless many readers have
heard Gigli's fine records which he
makes for the Victor people. He says
that proper breathing and correct pro
duction of the vowels are the funda
mentals of all good singing. After dis
cussing this subject at some length the
article deals with Gigli’s preparation
of opera roles, etc., and to those who
have to make a struggle to memorize
a simple song, the following is surely!
to appeal as a great feat.
"Though he deprecates the fact, Mr.
Gigli’s intimates declare that so re
tentive is his memory that in attaining
his present repertoire of some 35
operas, he has never had to spend more
than 15 days in the task of memorizing
any one score. So thoroughly docs his
memory retain the work that years
later he is able to recall it in complet
es! details on a moment's notice. An
interesting sidelight on Mr. Gigli’s
methods of procedure was provided by
Mme. Gigli. “The night before he is
to present an opera," she explained "ho
goes to bed early and propping the
score up before him, reads it through,
word by word, until far into the night.
At these times he forgets all about his
family. Ills friends, everybody. Having
finished tills tusk, he immediately
goes to sleep, aud arising late the next
day, finds the entire score etched on
tils mind as if it were the only thought
he has. This gives him utter confi
dence when lie steps on the stager-lie
cannot forget or stumble, for the story
unreels itself automatically while his
artistic perceptions and vocal training
care for the rest. The hour before the
opera begins lie is Gigli. While the
opera is being given, Gigli ceases to ex
ist and he is wholly the character he
liortrays,"
a » * »
A sharp hobo once came to a farm
house and asked for a meal, "I have
some chords w hich needs to be re
solved" declared the farmer's musical
wife
indicating
the
wood-pile.
"Thanks" replied Ihe visiting artist,
making for the door "I'm not a spec
ialist iu Chopin."

« • • •

The following item will be Interact
ing to those who participated in or
heard Ihe program of Negro spirituals
recently given by the Ruptist Choir of
this city. "Chicago March 3: The North
Shore Baptist Church Choir, Frank
l erker, conductor, gave the second of
a series of special musical services on
Sunday evening, presenting a program
of Negro spirituals Dett’s "Listen to
the Lamps,”
Fisher-Harris’ “Deep
River,” by the women's chorus. Burleight-Brewer’s “Swing Low, Sweet
Chariot" by the men's choir, and
Stewart’s "We'll Go on and Serve the
Lord" by the full choir were effectively
sung. Mr. Parker sang Stewart's “Are
Your Ready?” Frances Anne Cook,
organist, played some arrangement of
spirituals and the Largo from Dvorak's
"New World” Symphony.”
* • • •
Mme Ganna Walska has managed to
be in the limelight for some time, and
even her recent marriage to McCor
mick, of International Harvester fame,
hasn’t seemed, to satisfy this longing
for notoriety, so she has taken to the
concert stage. We trust her marriage
will treat her more kindly than have
the reviewers of her recent concert ap
pearances.
One notice said “Mme.
Walska possesses a lyric soprano voice,
and while there is no gainsaying the
sincerity with whit'll she sings, and the
zeal anil earnestness of her interpre
tations, it would appear that her tal
ents do not lie in the concert hall."
This is one of the kindest ones. One
notice, in addition to saying her sing
ing was hopeless, scored her accom
panist, too, on the same ground, so It
would seem it must have been rather
a pathetic performance." However,
Judging from her pictures, she Is
quite easy to look at, and that always
helps!

SIMMONS ON THE JOB
Simmons averaged a little better than
100 in his live strings Thursday night
and the Rockland bowlers were victo
rious over the Thomaston quintet by a
margin of 60 pins, winning four of the
live strings. Gleason’s five strings, til
better than 90, looked pretty good f ir
Thomaston. Tlie score:
Rockland
Whitney .. .. 70 90 88 89 82— 428
Peters ... . .. 99 92 89 89 89— 458
1 86 90— 415
ltainqulst .. 91
Gardner .. . . 89 86 M 91 31— 412
Simmons .. . .tot 107 100 95 98— 501

Totals .. . .450 463 462 450 440—22'4
Thomaston
Woodcock . . . (d 95 74 94 81— 419
Jacobs .... . . 100 97 M 9 4 84— 465
Young .... . . 87 75 69 98 70— 408
Stone ........ . . 84 91 95 88 84— 412
Gl-xson ... .. 91 94 98 91 98— 472

Totals

• • . .437 452 426 465 426—2206

SHEET MUSIC
All the latest song hita

20 Cents
Specials

15 Cents
V. F. Studley
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
IttS-tf

Every-Olher Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 17, 1923
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THE PENOBSCOT EXPEDITION”

THE HOME RADIO

Extracts From Journal of William Moody Who Partici
pated In Attempt To Oust British From Castine.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
You will find enclosed the diary of
one William Moody. He was the drum
mer of Capt. Peter Warren's company
in Col. Jonathan Mitchell's Cumberland
county regiment. Thinking it would be
of interest to the readers of The Cour
ier-Gazette as many are descendants
from soldiers of the Penobscot expedi
tion of 1779, I copied it from Nathan
Goold's History of Col. Mitchell’s regi
ment.
E. V. Vinal.
197 Warren Avenue, Boston.
* • • *
[Eaton’s History has the following
concerning the Penobscot, or Bigityduce Expedition, to which the append
ed diary has reference.—Ed.]
"The famous Biguyduce expedition
undertaken by Massachusetts in con
currence with Congress for the dislodgement of the British from that
place, now Castine, which had been
taken possession of June 12th preced
ing, was the greatest cause of excite
ment during the year, and, like the
Bull Run defeat of the same month of
July 82 years later, filled with dismay
many a patriotic breast Of Capt.
Philip M. Ulmer’s company in Col. McCobb's regiment, formed of drafts from
this and the neighboring places be
tween Waldoboro and Penobscot Bay.
John Mathews. 1st lieutenant; Joseph
Coombs, 1st sergeant; Matthew Wat
son, corporal; Jonathan Crockett, John
Miller, Charles Jameson, John Black
ington. Ephraim Snow, Richard Keat
ing, Ichabod Barrows. Jacob Keen.
Joseph Keen, Joseph Ingraham, and
James Heal'd, privates, were of this
town.
"Many vessels along the coast were
pressed into this service as transports,
mid among them, as we judge from en
tries in Ills account-book, was the sloop
of Capt. James Watson, who makes
the following note:
’July 28, 1779.
landed at Bagaduce in the morning as
the sun rose.’ Of this well concerted
but ill conducted expedition, it is not
to our purpose, nor have we space, to
give the details. Suffice it to say that
Capt. Ulmer's company was among the
first to ascend, in the face of an op
posing body of troops above them, the
bank where they landed, (so steep that
it "could only be surmounted in broken
ranks by clinging, each man as he
could, to the bushes), and, forming
anew as they reached the summit and
were Joined by the rest, speedily drove
the enemy to the fort, which, as was
thought, might have been easily taken
liy storm. But. by an unfortunate ad
herence to military etiquette and a
criminal disagreement lietween the
naval and military commanders, a de
lay-ensued till a British fleet arrived
and comi>elled our forces to make a
precipitate retreat up the Penobscot
and home as they best could, most of
the vessels being taken or burnt. The
Holdiera from here all returned in
safety, having been absent or at least
under pay, according to the musterroll, from July 8 to Sept. 24."
4 . • 3

to the Island after Samuel Knight, He
was sick there.
29— The enemy threw shells and
wounded (of 28th) about 30. Lost one
man this afternoon.
30—Hauled up on the hill over the
high bluff whee they landed two 1Spounders. A deserter came in from the
enemy lost night. He says the British
force does not exceed 350. [This was
not one-half of the number of their
men.]
31—Two seamen who belong to the
Active wounded with a shell. One of
the marines belonging to the frigate
Warre-i. deserted to the enemy. Last
night went out with a detachment of
88 men. Marched on to the parade
at sunset and kept unde? arms till 2
o'clock a. m. We then attacked one of
the enemy's redoubts which we carried
with the loss of a few men. We killed
several of the enemy and took 18 pris
oners. Capt. Nathan Merrill of our
regimen: took one prisoner, a corporal.

August

How to Make and Ute It

By A. HYATT VERRILL
Copyrt*ht H Barter A Br.tb.ro

VIII. MORE ABOUT AERIALS

fias tfiai
“Cowe io Breatfasi
jtfrema

-LA.TCHET BRAND

TEA has the same good REPUTATION

“THE HAPPY DAYS”

Only Twenty-Five Years Ago
That 57 Coasting Vessels
Were Sailing Out of Rock
land.

UNION

If there are several sending stations
at various points from your set. It Is
often a very good plan to run several
aerial wires at right angles or rndlatlng as shown In figures 11 and 12. con
necting them together and running the
lead-lr. from tlie point where all join,
us shown. Sometimes this principle
may he reversed and several lead-ins
niii.v lie carried fro^i the outer ends
of the radiating aerlal9 and joined
to form it single lead-in and will bring
even better results, figures 13 nnd 14.
These several lead-ins may be con
nected by means of an anchor-ring,
figure 15, to equalize the waves or
currents, or tliey may be provided
witli multiple point switches as shown
In Figs. 13 and 14. This switch ar
rangement lias the great advantage
tliat you can largely cut out stations
you do not wish to hear by using the
lead-in towards the station you desire
to hear. This will result In the others
being fainter or weaker in comparison
and they can therefore be more effec-

Miss Grace Howes is at Rockland re
ceiving ear treatment.
Blanche Hilt has returned to Au
gusta. •
Mrs. John Creighton is visiting rela
tives at Portland.
Mr. und Mrs. F. E. Burkett left Tues
day morning for Boston.
Martha arid Richard Gordon are ill
with measles.
Laura Robbins of Boston is at home
for a two weeks vacation.
Carlton and Curtis Payson are visit
ing their grandparents at South Hope.
Ernest Moody is ill.
Herbert Grinnell is at Augusta for a
few days.
Mrs. Charles Simmons er.teriaiie'.
the 500 Club Saturday evening.
Mrs. George Law of Waldoboro is
visiting relatives in town.
Miss Doris Messer is with her sister,
Mrs. Earl Butler for the week.
Carl Heath of South Hope recently
visited at Will Saywood’s.
Tena Coggin is working at Camden.
Raymond Pinkham has employment
at V. F. Studley's. Rockland.
Osmond Plumer has returned from
Rockland.
Mrs. Lois Nutt has been the guest of
Mrs. Almeda Creighton for a few days.
Arthur Farris of Brooks spent the
weekend with relatives in town.
Mrs. Anne Farris visited her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams, South Union. tually tuned out by your Instruments.
Aerials are most peculiar affairs and
Tuesday.
A joint meeting of the American Le a little experimenting will enable you
gion and Auxiliary was held last Mon to determine the best size, height and
day night and a pleasant evening was type to use. It is well known that
enjoyt d. A delegation of ladies rep wireless waves are directive, or In oth
resenting the Union Red Cross ap er words, that they travel more strong
peared and presented the Legion with
ly in one direction away from the send
:t:t Honor Roll ot all the soldiers’ names
who were in the World War from ing aerie! tnnn in others and while
Union; also a check for $25. After the tble fees been largely obviated ]n upmeeting the Auxiliary served a tasty to date stations, yet the ordinary re
lunch, which was much appreciated by ceiving aerial Is directive and will
the boys.
get stronger signals If the lead-in Is
Notwithstanding the unfavorable towards the sending station, or is
weather and traveling the I. O. O. F. pointed towards it. so to speak. I know
supper was a success and netted a neat of several cases where amateurs failed
sum to help in a very worthy cause.

telegraphic spark signals from some
station and yet, merely by altering
tlie direction of their aerial or the po
sition of the lead-in they could hear
everything perfectly. So you see a
great deal ma.v depend upon the simple
aerial, even If It consists of only a
single wire. On the other hand, many
amateurs have obtained splendid re
sults with a wire run around the wnlls
of a room near the ceiling; a wire
run through a hallway; a wire dropped
down an air-shnft or elevator-shaft,
or even from an Iron bedstead or bedspring. It all depends so much upon
local nnd climatic conditions, sur
roundings and other conditions that
no hard and fast rules can be made,
hut despite all this, nine times out of
ten, a high aerial, well above surround
ing buildings and from 100 to 150 feet
long, will give the best lesults. But
remember that If there are elevated
tracks, steel bridges, trolley lines, elec
tric wires or steel structures near, you
should run your aerial at right angles
to them In order to
avoid failure through
leakage or Inductance.
You must also bear
in mind that t h e
"ground" Is almost as
Important as the aerial,
for without a good
ground the set will not
work. A water, steam,
or gas pipe will usual
ly make an excellent
ground, but before us
ing It be sure there is
no Insulated joint be
tween the ^connection
of your wires and the
enrtti or that the pipe
does not enter an earth
en or tile pipe near
the ground or In the
cellar. In making tlie
ground connection,
scrape the pipe clean
and bright and solder
the wire to It. If this is
not possible, wind the
connection with tin-foil anil fine wire
and wrap it with adhesive tape. Where
no pipe is available carry the ground
wire to a sheet of copper, an old cop
per boiler or a copper tank or basin
filled with charcoal nnd buried al least
five feet under the surface of the
earth. A lightning rod or fire psi-ape
will sometimes make a very good
ground. But it is not so much what
you use for a ground as how good
the connections are and how well the
object is grounded. Do not use an
electric light or telephone, telegraph
or door bell wire for a ground. To re
peat, be careful of your connections
and sure of your grounding.

Kineo
Ranges
and
Heaters

1— Major Samuel Sawyer of the Yorkcounty forces was mortally wounded.
He died this day.
2— Mr. Wheeler (Riggs of Falmouth
Neck was killed this afternoon. One of
the train badly wounded. Buried Mr.
In the spring of 1898, just 25 years
Riggs very decently. He was stooping
ago, 57 coasting vessels were sailing
over fixing a gun carriage when a can
non hall hit a tree near, glanced and out of this port. Following is the com
struck him in the back of the neck. He plete fist and names of the gallant
was the only Falmouth soldier killed in mariners who commanded those ves
the ex edition.
sels:
3— G -i. Lovell sent a flag to the lines
to inquire after a lieutenant of marines
Commander
Vessel
belo.-gltg to the Vengeance who was
Heaton.
Larkin Whitten
mis,Jug after the battle of Sunday last.
Freeman Young
A. P. Parkhurst
The answer returned was that the lieu
Frank Aylward
Addie Schaelfer,
tenant was wounded in battle and died
Charles Pinkham
Addie E. Snow.
yesterday.
Knott Emery
Ada Ames,
4— Three of Capt. Nehemiah Curtis'
E. W. Thomas
men deserted. William Harper had a Atlanta.
Alden Dyer
musket ball shot through his coat by Bertha E. Glover,
Brigadier.
Thomas Hinckley
the enemy while on picket guard.
John Vetterling
5— An Indian killed by the enemy, Commerce,
Frank Meader
one taken prisoner. Capt. David Bra- Catawamteak.
A. P. Ginn
Charley Woolsey,
dish came from Falmouth to see us.
Calvin Rogers
6— Capt. Bradish and his crew left us. Carrie C. Hix.
Elias White
Carrie C. Miles.
He was sent to Boston.
Isaac Post
7— -Smart cannonading.
Marched Charlie & Willie,
Loren Cole
down towards the fort of the enemy Caroline Knight,
80LD BY
W. O. Haskel!
about 3 o’clock. A party of about 100 Carrie E. Look.
Isaac Snow
sallied out. Gen. Lovell ordered a re Chase,
Anthony Greeley
treat to draw them out but they imme Eugene Borda,
Samuel Aylward
diately ran back to their entrench E. G. Willard.
Clarence Foster
ments One man belonging to Col. Sam Ella Francis,
Harry Johnson
uel McCobb’s regiment was wounded Dm press.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Lemuel Brown
9—Attempted to land on Hyannis E. Arcularius.
John
Beal
Edward
Lamcyer,
Point opposite the enemy but were pre
R. I. Thorndyke
vented by the annoyance uf the enemy Fly Away.
Horace Ctndage
Freddie W. Alton,
in ambush.
ROCKVILLE
Alvin Crockett
11— Last night (10th) 20 of Major 'annle May,
Elmer
Strout
Florida.
Nathaniel Cousins’ regiment deserted
Last Wednesday's blizzard was the
Charles Jameson
George W. Glover,
One of the enemy deserted.
worst one we have had this winter
Benjamin Tuttie
12— Major
Cousins'
men
were Georgie Berry.
of blizzards and snow storms. The
George E. Prescott.
David Doyle
brought back last night.
northeast wind blew a hurricane. Our
George Beal
M. Brainerd,
13— Made another demonstration up
mail man drove down to Rockland tliat
Ernest Gray
on the lines of the enemy but could not Hume,
m -rning hut could not return. Mr. Car
Alonzo Batchelder
bring on an engagement. Capt. Wood Helen,
rol! also went down to market with a
John Adams
man slightly wounded. [It is not Helen Montague.
load of meat and he too was obliged to
E. M. Trimm
known who he was. Perhaps the writ Isaac Orbeton.
a\e his team down; he walked home,
John Grant
Imogene,
utterly to hear voices, music, or even
er made an error in the name.]
and said he was two hours getting
Nelson Bishop
14— News that a fleet of the enemy Ida Hudson,
here, dnd the snow blew so furiously
Melvin Marston
Alfred Williamson
s at tlie mouth of the Penobscot Bay. Ira B. Eilems,
he came near losing his way. Roy TolLewis Nelson
Ralph
Buzzell,
and
Harr
Gregory,
We began our retreat about 1 o'clock Island City.
Allred Williamson died at the home
ROCKPORT
tt.tn. who has employment with the
,
John Bernet of his brother# William L. Williamson,
Rogers.
Ran with our ships and transports to James L. Maloy
Charles Dyer of Union. March 8. About a year and
Mrs. Pearl McKisaon has recently John Bird Co., also walked up. They
Fort Penobscot and called on the com Jordan L. Mott,
both thought they wouldn’t care to
Judson Speed a half ago he came to Union to live
Harold Fish representing C. S. Bixby purchased-a new Packard coupe.
missary for provisions. The enemy in J. R. Bodwell,
Wednesday evening, March 14. a walk three miles more under the con
Hiram Strout I w|th his oldest brother William and Co., Boston, is in town demonstrating
sight and under cloud of sail. Some of John S. Beachman,
meeting was held at the High School ditions.
John l’ilisbury . wjfP who tenderly cared for him until electrical appliances.
our ships are taken and some are run Jennie Pillsbury,
William Moody’s Journal
In sharp contrast to this winter in
Perkins Spear p,e jipj, leaving nothing undone that
Clifford Richards is confined to his Building for the purpose of talking up
ashore. I took the boats and went on Julia A. Decker,
July
B. Holden.
Horace F. Lord I would in any way add to his comfort. home by illness
a Village Improvement Society. H. Maine is the report from Fruitland
board the Centurion for provisions and
The Baptist circle was delightfully Heistad was the first speaker and Park. Fla., written hy Mrs. Eben
Mark L. Gilbert ; Deceased was 55 years old and was a
2— A detachment of 40 men to go to then put ashore, landed it and then took John J. Perry.
off the men. Our people set fire to the Jose Olaverri.
E. W. Arey j granjte cutter by trade. He is the fa- entertained Thursday at the home ofispoke of the natural beauties of Rock- Alden. The weather there is warm and
Major-Bag-a-duce.
A. B. Norton thcr of six children and he also leaves i Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth. A delicious' port that with a very little cost could sunny, "some days 80 in the shade;
3— Turned out as a volunteer to go shipping and then took to the woods, Jchn I. Snow.
David Atwater three brothers and four sisters. Mr. •picnic dinner was served which was lie made very attractive. Lawyer H. L. flowers are blooming, birds singing,
to Penobscot with Capt. Peter Warren. Jur company [Capt. Peter Warren’s] Lizzie & Annie.
Edwin W. Ott Williamson was a native of Scotland, 'enjoyed by a g todly number of mem- , Withee was chosen to preside over the surrounding scenery beautiful." Not
9— Turned out In the morning exer encamped in the woods. Took what Lena White,
Charles Burgess •omir.g to this country when he was a i bers and guests. They will tie enter- j meeting, and ail gave their ideas, and the least by any means of this inter
provisions we could carry. Had four Laura Robinson.
cise.
Alfred Kendricks small boy. The remains were taken to tained Wednesday of next week at the talked oyer plans for cleaning up and sting letter is the mention of green
Lewis R. French.
10— Our regiment paraded and ar prisoners to guard.
C. E. Peck the re-eiving tomb at Union and later home of Mrs. B. H. Paul.
! planting (lowers, shrubs and vines. ;eas. straw berries and all kinds of
15— Took up our line of march at day Laura M. Hunt.
ranged Capt. Warren’s the first com
Albert P. Coates and Miss Nellie I The society was formed as Rockport vegetables which they are enjoying
Eben Mills on will be taken to Spruce Head for
break lost our way and came across M. II. l:
pany.
Comer, both of Rockpo.-t, were married ' Village Improvement Society, with fresh from* the gardens.
Arthur Wingfield burial.
14— The transports with two brigs about 200 of our regiment and sailors M. C. Haskell,
Wednesday afternoon at 4.3(1 at the I Joining fee of 25 cents. Officers elected
John I. Snow
The main roads have la-en broken out
and a sloop, a prize with 10 guns, ar and marines. Went across a large Methebesec.
Methodist parsonage. Rev. A. F. Leigh j were: President. H. I,. Withee; vice and there is teaming again. Uncle
rived here to carry the troops. Drew meadow: struck a road in the woods M. Luelia Wood. Edward C. Spaulding I
performing the single ring service. The : president, Mrs. Maude Parsons; se-re- Sam's mail is on regular time.
John Hall
EA5T UNION
and kept on til! 7 o'clock: took break Maggie Hurley,
one day's allowance.
couple were unattended. The bride has ! tary and press correspondent. Mrs.
Courtenay Gilbert
fast, and proceeded on to Belfast where Mary Wonson.
Miss Ada Pettingill has been home
15—Drew four days’ allowance.
made her home in Rockport for some! Emma Torrey; treasurer. Charles S. for a short visit.
Daniel Gilbert
16— Our company embarked on board we arrived at 12 o'clock. Exceedingly Mary Brewer.
Bad colds are quite prevalent in this
time
and
has
been
employed
as
clerk
in
j
Gardner;
executive
committee:
chair
F. .1. Dobbin vicinity.
Town meeting comes off next Mon
the sloop Centurion and hauled off. warm. Cante to a river and crossed in Maynard Sumner,
George R. Deering Co.'s store. She is: man, H. Heistad, Mrs. Blanche Ells day.
Edward Manning
Capt. William McLellan master was a canoes. Capt. Warren purchased two Nile.
Roy Gould has returned home from
a
young
woman
of
pleasing
personality
worth.
Mrs.
Hattie
Patterson,
Arthur
Orey Tolntan. who has been ill, is
Ezekiel To.man . Rr,ckland where he received treatment
son of Brice McLellan of Falmouth sheep and paid $18 for them. Took Nautilus.
and since coming here has made many Packard, lam Morrill. Other commit- somewhat better.
dinner. Arrived at
fine plantation Nahum Chapin.
E. L. Arey ,(t
Knox Hospital.
Neck.
friends.
The
groom
is
the
son
of
Mr.
!
tees
are
to
be
appointed
hy
the
exeeGeorge Benner | j|r an(j jj,.r
Morton of Wash17— On shore to draw allowance and and had a good drink of tea. Gen. Peleg Nathan F. Cobb,
Robert Iaidd ington were guests at the home of their and Mrs. Herbert Coates, well and fa-|utiv..* committee as they deem necesWadsworth and Capt. Ebenezcr Buck Nevada.
took it. Stayed all night.
APPLETON
vorably known. For the present Mr. sary. The next meeting is to be held
idled Harris son Izturence recently.
19— 1 went on board of the sloop Cen supped with us. Had a fine barn to O. M. Marrett.
Ch tries D. Kalloch [ There was a g'-od attendance at the and Mrs. Coates will reside In Rock- April 11 at the High School Building
onward,
turion (80 1-3 tons) at sunrise. Em sleep in and rested comfortably.
The Rebekah Sewing Circle met with
Alabama Gross’ food and planning meeting of last Sat port and have the lies’,wishes of their at 7.30. We desire the co-operation of
16— Marched early through marshes Oregon,
barked for Majorbagaduee. Weighed
all the citizens. Come and help make Mrs. Inez Ames Thursday with 15 pres
William McFarland , urday tn spite of the usual severe snow many friends.
unchor at 8 o’clock. Capt. Abner Low beaches and thick woods, over moun Polly,
Mrs. Charles Carver is ill at her this one of the big things of our town, ent. A profitable meeting and a fine
Frank Perkins storm. Miss Herrick was present and
ell fired an 18-pounder for all hands on tains and valleys to Ducktrap (North- Robert Pettis.
and niake it one of the best and (■l<-ati- linnet- such as Mrs. Ames always
James Mullen , the work accomplished was very satis home on West street.
board. Arrived at Townsend (Booth- port), where we arrived, the sun an Red Jacket.
The fact that there are somanycan- j **t towns in "Maine.
In union theie serves was enjoyed.
Eugene Stanton factory.
hour high. One of the prisoners de Richmond.
bay) at 6 o’clock.
Mrs. Olive Fogg was in Union Wed
Hiram Pillsbury j Audrey and Jasper Tapiey, the two didates for the different offices would 11® strength."
Robert A. Snow,
20— Last night a soldier fired a gun, serted this morning.
Janies White little children living with Mr. and Mrs. indicate that there might be some little i Mrs. Byron Ryder, who is seriously nesday.
17— Set off early and travelled by the Race Horse.
blew his hand off, died. The Hampden,
Harrie l-'ogg was at home over Sun
William Eaton , James Dornan. arc delighted with their excitement at the Town Meeting next I ill at the home of her daughter. Mrs
shore. Halted by Gen. Wadsworth’s or Sarah Franklin,
a 20-gun ship arrived.
Monday. Among the names that have j Ira Wotton, in Rockland, is reported to day. He is employed in Camden.
E. R. Nash j new home.
21— Went on shore to prayer. Par ders. Arrived at the westerly part of Morris & Cliff.
Frances Fogg. Helen Miller and the
Thomas McFadden | laturence Morton did not return to been mentioned for first selectman are he r< me what improved.
son Thomas Lancaster prayed, and we Camden at 1 o’clock. The place called S. J. Lindsay,
W. F. Dillingham. E. H. Bowers. Capt.
Town meeting dinner will be served Misses Hart were the guests of Martha
John Halverson Bath this week owing to sickness.
sang. Between 30 and 40 sail of armed Clam Cove. Went to Headquarters and Sardinian,
S. H. Wall. Harry Collamore. Robert j at the G. A. R. hall by the W. R. Corps. Arrington Sundry.
Charles Torreydrew an allowance of fresh beef, St. Elmo.
ships and transports at Townsend.
Mrs. Ida Watts is in West Rockport
Gertrude Fogg entertained March 12.
Set vices at the Baptist church Sun
Nutt. C. L. McKenney and Frank Cran
Henry
Hall
I
Turned
out
a
Sergeant's
guard
and
Idaho.
22— Rfgiment paraded ashore and
for a few days.
it being her eighth birthday. The
Joshua
Bartlett
j
day
are
at
19.39
A.
M.
and
7
P.
M.
Ser

don;
for
second.
W.
A.
Libby.
Lewis
took
possession
of
a
large
barn
for
our
Mabe!'
Hall,
Gen. Solomon Lovell reviewed them.
Mrs. G. F. Daniels and sister Miss
Isaac Darby I Mabel Fuller went to Dorchester. Mass., Upham: third. Guy Annis: road com mon by the pastor in the morning youngsters enjoyed it very much, es
Thomas Bolden.
24— Admiral Dudley Saltonstall fired barracks.
pecially the treat of pop corn, fudge
Thomas
Maddocks
,
18
—
Heard
that
Gen.
Ixtvell
and
Ad
Wide
Awake.
a gun about 4 o'clock. The whole fleet
this week to attend the funeral of their missioner. Lewis l’p"ham. Charles In- Subject. Jesus' Ministry in Galilee.'
and cake.
At
7
o'clock
missionary
lecture
and
graham.
Jesse
Wentworth:
tax
col

mira!
Saltonstall
were
taken
by
the
en

Lawrence
Brown
:
Woodbury
Snow,
under sail. Came to anchor at 9
brother, Laforest Fuller, a native of
lector, W. A. Paul, C. A. Cavanaugh, pictures entitled "Christ at Work in
Frank Maddocks I Warren. '
o'clock at night under upper Fox Island. emy [a rumor only], Capt. William William Rice,
Henry Carver. Roland Crockett, James Asia." All are cordially invited to
P. Quinlan |
Cobb and his company arrived here at Silver Heels.
25— Made sail for Bagaduce at
Miller; school committee, Charles these services.
o’clock. Came to anchor in Penobscot. 12 o’clock. Daniel Mussey started for William H. Jewell, E. A. Drinkwater i
Kimball Elwell
Victory.
The enemy fired from the shore with Falmouth.
19—Mr. Somers Shattuck and Steph Yankee Maid.
Frank Perry
muskets. The ships ran in by the forts
und fired many broadsides. Seven of en Tukey arrived this morning. Say
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
our boats that went to land almost got Woodbury Storer was taken on board
ashore. The enemy lay in ambush and the Hampden. Mr. Shattuck and Hou
6. It is a unique way all druggists’ The Famoui Shot Mjlie you too adver
hin
Tukey
started
for
home.
Orders
tised in all the leadius magaileei. Ovor
fired upon us and killed an Indian.
have of selling Hyomei, a guaranteed |
IEGULATION PIZB WITH NAMB
2200 lelectioei—ootid for catalogue.
26— Our vessels warped in. We em for Capt. Warren to march to West treatment for catarrh. Money back if.
AND ADDRESS IF MAKER AND
barked our boats at 12 o’clock. Kept Shore, South West Gigg. [Stephen Tu it fails.—adv.
| MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland, Ma.
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDaNUB
off and on until sunset. It is stated key was the son of John and Abigail
With federal law.
that the time was about 6 o’clock. (Sweetser) Tukey of Falmouth Neck
Came under the frigate Warren stern and was horn July 6, 1754. He married
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
then put off for an island (Nautilus) in 1780. Hannah Chushing, and died
For Pound •!»«
within point blank shot of the enemy's July 8, 1826. He was the writer's grea
Pogt««e 15 oeoti addlUotal
fort. As our boats were going across grandfather. Houchin Tukey was his
the enemy sunk one boat by a chain brother.)
20— Marched to Coi. Mason Wheat
shot and Major Daniel Littlefield of
AVE you ever wondered uhy quick fortunes are
ROCKLAND, MAINE
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
on’s six miles. Set a corporal's guard
Wells and two others were drowned.
never made by funeral directors and why you
Postage 10 cents addition*!
28—At daybreak had orders to land Here is a double saw mill and grist
never hear of millionaire undertakers?
By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundroda be
under cover of our guns on board the mill.
For each additional 1000 iheeta ord
22—Lieut. Peter Babb set off for
Public need for broader service and improved facilities
shipping Commenced landing half ar
ered at same time, add to the price
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
have resulted in large invest ment^ in motor cars,scientif
hour before sunrise. The enemy lay in home, or Falmouth, with some four
uf first 1000, $-1.00 and 1« oeoti poatthe
less
you
can
earn,
and
it's
the
dollars
saved
early
in
life
that
tell
ic equipment, funeral homes and chapels. These bring
ambush and firing upon us killed one men because we had no provisions,
rge for esob 1000.
when
the
future
days
of
need
shall
arrive.
Captain [probably Major Welch] of Zach Baker, John Clough. Thomas Har
about a heavy and continuous operating expense.
Marines belonging to the Admiral, and per, Benjamin Mussey and myself [WP
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
Another reason is that the funeral director has taken
Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.
several others. We took 3 prisoners and liam Moody] started for St. Geor
’o.
over all the tasks formerly looked after by neighbors
For Hall Pound aiae
killed 7. Have possession of the ground between 11 and 12 o’clock.
and friends. Ik also performs scores of additional
24—Arrived at New Meadows and put.
Poilage 10 oents additional
and soon hope to have all of their
services which modern conditions and modern sensi
works: two men wounded; one lost a up at one Capt. Curtis', where we were
leg and the other an arm. Went over hospitably entertained.
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
bilities demand.
26—Capt. Warren arrived home [and
In
the
funeral
director
’
s
bill,
the
cost
of
this
service
and
Postage 10 oenta additioul
AS BEAUTIFUL
probably the whole company].
overhead (often a large proportion of the total cost)
The following Is a note attached to
For
each
additional 1000 sheet* ord
jni
as we can make it we want the last
Do Not Neglect
usually is included in the charge for better under
ered at same lime, add to the pritx
July 28:
resting place of those dear to us.
stood items. Such charges should bejudged
of firsl 1000, $3.50 aod 10 oenta poatThe above was the gallant assault
Your Blood
with this fact in mind.
age foi' each 1000.
MONUMENTS AND HEADSTONtu
made ly the 400 marines and militia
If it is in abnormal condition, the over the precipitous bank at Trask’
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnan Coffin CowfefSr.’i
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carved,
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a
copyrighted
message
which
appeared
in
Ihe
longer you delay taking a good blood Rock and which was over in 20 minutes
THE
Saturday Evening Post of Afay 6, IQ22.
medicine like Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
we offer, asyvcll as models of classic
The large granite boulder on the shore
COURIER.
the longer it will take and the more
simplicity.
now -ailed Trask’s Rock, was natrn
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
difficult it will be for you to get
for a lifer boy, Israel Trask, who took
GAZETTE.
I.cl ns show you some sketches of
back to “normalcy.”
Undertako.e Since 1349
shelter behind it, playing his fife while
Not only boils, pimples, eruptions,
Night Trleghone 781-W ROCKLAND/ Dey Telephone 450.
monuments lhat would look weh on
his comrades made the ascent. It was
Rockland
Maine
but headaches, nervous spells, “allyour lot,
said that he did not lose a note of the
gone ’’ feelings, indigestion and loss
Frr.Pi Kioaiiwut
Symbol o/rinilily lahil from Omar
—
I
tune he was playing during the whole
Down the Empty Class.” Message number nine. Copyrighted 1922 C. C. Co.______|
of appetite are readily traced to im
Those smalt ads In The Couriertime. Capt. John Hinkley of George
FRED S. MARCH
pure blood. Thousands date getting
Gazette are read by every body. That
town, of Col. McCobb’s regiment, was
The New Monumental Wtreroemt
on the right road to health from the
is why they are so popular and
Park St., Cor. Brice.
Rockland, lie
davthey begarv taking Hood’s Sarsa killed while standing on this rock urg
effective.
ing on his men.
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